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Abstract
The objectives of this research are: (1) to develop a fast-running Boiling Water Re-
actor (BWR) simulator, and (2) to develop a stability analysis procedure using this
simulator. Recent BWR power oscillation events have prompted the need for a new
tool to describe the stability margin of BWRs. Currently acceptable approaches to
deal with this issue are Prevention and Detection/Suppression. However, both ap-
proaches have drawbacks. The BWR simulator developed in this research, which can
both monitor and predict the stability margin, is a valuable tool in supplementing
the above two approaches.
This BWR simulator is applicable to normal and operational transient conditions.
It is capable of simulating core-wide (in-phase) power oscillations. The thermal-
hydraulic model used in this simulator is a three-equation model with a linear enthalpy
profile assumption. A drift-flux model is used to treat the two-phase flow. Subcooled
boiling is modeled by a profile-fit. The momentum equation is decoupled from the
mass and energy equations by a single pressure assumption (the Momentum Integral
Model). The steam dome region of the reactor vessel is modeled using a two-region
thermally nonequilibrium basis. The reactor dynamics is described by the point
kinetics model and distributed reactivity feedback. A two-node fuel rod model is
adopted. The recirculation system model consists of two separate recirculation loops.
The jet pumps are treated with a momentum mixing approach. The assumptions of
ideal gas and adiabatic flow are used in the steam line model. The simulator also
includes models of controllers for reactor pressure, recirculation flow, and level. Many
of the models used in the simulator have been validated individually.
The BWR simulator has been benchmarked against actual plant transient data.
The data include results from Kuosheng recirculation pump trip test and Peach
Bottom-2 turbine trip tests. The results calculated by the simulator are in good
agreement with the measured data. One simulator discrepancy is a too slow pressure
response, which is due to the single pressure assumption. Using this simulator, the
procedures for analyzing BWR stability in both time and frequency domains have
been developed.
The results of thirteen Peach Bottom-2 stability tests were used to validate the
stability analysis capability of the BWR simulator. The comparison of the decay
ratios and oscillation periods from simulations and tests shows that (1) the simulated
results show the same trend as test results, and (2) the simulated decay ratios and
oscillation periods are higher than test results. However, for the less stable cases with
decay ratios obtained form test data greater than 0.4, the simulated decay ratios
agree well with test data. The BWR simulator is faster than real time when applied
to mild transients. As for stability analysis, the calculation of one case in the time
domain takes about two minutes. This simulator/stability analyzer can be used in
the control room as a stability margin indicator/predictor. It can also be used for
training and planning purposes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Safe and reliable operation of nuclear power reactors is the basic requirement for the
utilization of nuclear energy. The stability of a nuclear power reactor with respect to
internal and external disturbances must be ensured. Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs)
use water both as a coolant and a neutron moderator. Bulk boiling takes place in the
reactor core of a BWR. Due to the nuclear feedback and two-phase flow instability
mechanisms, the possibility of BWR power oscillation exists. During the early stage of
BWR development, oscillatory behaviors were observed in the BORAX reactors and
the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor [1]. These reactors use natural circulation
and metal fuel with low system pressure. The stability of commercial BWRs is greatly
enhanced by adopting high system pressure, ceramic fuel, and core inlet orificing.
Thus modern BWRs are stable at most conditions.
Nevertheless, several BWR power oscillation events have been reported in the past
two decades. Following the instability event of the LaSalle County Unit 2 in 1988 [2],
the search for long-term solutions to resolve the BWR stability issue began. At the
same time, a set of Interim Corrective Actions was adopted by the BWR owners to
minimize the possibility of instability [3]. These Interim Corrective Actions prohibit
reactor operations in the regions most susceptible to power oscillations based on the
past experience. However, another BWR instability event occurred in Washington
Nuclear Power Unit 2 in 1992 [4], which was operated outside the exclusion regions
defined in the Interim Corrective Actions. This event shows that the unstable region
depends on many factor, and is difficult to define.
After several years of research, some long-term solution options that have been
proposed are approved by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [5]. Two basic
approaches are used in these long-term solution options. They are Prevention and
Detection/Suppression. Automatic protection systems are required for all long-term
solutions. The Prevention appcoach designates exclusion rcgions as in the Interim
Corrective Actions. Operation in these exclusion regions is prevented by automatic
protection systems. This approach reduces the available operation domain. Moreover,
because of the complexity of the BWR instability, it is difficult to establish exclusion
regions that can cover all possible operation conditions. The detection/Suppression
approach uses stability monitors to detect unstable occurrences. Once detected, power
oscillations are suppressed by automatic protection systems. This approach relies on
the stability monitors to identify system conditions. These stability monitors must
be highly reliable so that no unstable condition will be undetected, and also there
shall be no false alarm.
Even if the above approaches work perfectly, they can not provide information
about system stability in advance. This information will be valuable to the operators
for steering the reactor out of undesirable conditions. Currently available stability
monitors cannot provide stability predictions. A tool that can both detect and predict
system stability margins is needed to avert unstable situations and to minimize the
impact of this BWR stability issue.
1.2 Research Goals
In order to have the ability to both monitor and predict stability margins, a tool based
on the deterministic approach is required. Because many system parameters affect
the stability of a BWR, dynamic simulations of system parameters are necessary for
accurate stability predictions [6]. Also, for a stability monitor/predictor to be useful,
its computation time must be faster or near real time.
The goals of this research are
1. To develop a BWR simulator that can accurately simulate the phenomenon
of power oscillations. This simulator shall be capable to simulate normal and
operational transient conditions. The computation speed of this BWR simulator
shall be faster than real time.
2. To develop a stability analysis procedure using this BWR simulator.
These BWR simulator and stability analysis procedure can be used for
* Stability margin monitoring and prediction,
* Operational transient analysis,
* Operator support, and
* Training.
1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 1 presents the background, moti-
vation, and goals of this research. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the BWR stability
issue. This chapter describes the safety concerns of BWR power oscillations, the
mechanisms and modes of BWR instability, the effects of changes in system parame-
ters on the stability margin, the analysis methods, and the approaches to resolve this
issue.
Chapter 3 gives a brief description of modern BWRs and defines the scope of the
simulation. Chapter 4 describes the physical models used in the BWR simulator.
Validation results of individual models are also presented. Chapter 5 discussed the
numerical solution methods for steady-state and transient calculations. Chapter 6
presents the validation results of the BWR simulator. The simulator is benchmarked
against data from the Kuosheng recirculation pump trip test and the Peach Bottom-2
turbine trip tests.
Chapter 7 describes the procedures for stability analysis in both time and fre-
quency domains using this BWR simulator. The results of stability analyses of the
Peach Bottom-2 stability tests using these procedures are compared to test data and
the analysis results by other researchers. Chapter 8 summaries the conclusions ob-
tained from this research and lists the recommendations for future research.
Chapter 2
Overview of the Boiling Water
Reactor Stability Issue
2.1 Introduction
The potential for Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) instabilities has been recognized
since the beginning of BWR development. Government regulations require that a
nuclear reactor be designed such that power oscillations "are not possible or can be
reliably and readily detected and suppressed" [7]. For BWRs, analyses in the design
stage were used to show compliance with the regulations in the past.
BWR power oscillation experience outside the United States include the Coarso
in Italy [8], the Ringhals-1 in Sweden [9], and the Confrentes in Spain [10]. In the
United States, two BWR power oscillation events have occurred recently. On March
9, 1988, a power oscillation event occurred at LaSalle Unit 2 (LaSalle-2) reactor [2].
This event raised concerns about the adequacy of the past analyses and the impact
on plant safety; research was initiated to resolve this issue. On August 15, 1992,
another power oscillation event was experienced by Washington Nuclear Power Unit
2 (WNP-2) [4]. This event again confirms the need for new approaches to ensure
BWR stability.
This chapter reviews the issue of BWR stability. First, the safety concerns of BWR
power oscillation are described. Then, the oscillation mechanism and the sensitivity
of stability to system parameters are discussed. Next, the methods to study BWR
stability are summarized. Finally, the approaches to resolve this issue are presented.
2.2 Safety Concerns of BWR Power Oscillations
Power and flow oscillations in a nuclear reactor are very undesirable. One of the
major concerns is the fuel integrity during power oscillations. If the oscillation am-
plitude is large, the fuel rods may experience periodic dryout and rewetting [11]. The
safety limit of the Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) may be violated during
an extended period of dryout.
Another safety concern is the consequences of an Anticipated Transient Without
Scram (ATWS) event. By procedure, if an ATWS event occurs the recirculation flow
is reduced to reduce the reactor power. But this will drive the reactor into a high
power, low flow condition which is most susceptible to power oscillations. If an ATWS
event is followed by power oscillations, the heat capacity of the suppression pool may
not be large enough to accommodate the possible heat load. Several analyses have
shown that the mean fission power increases as the amplitude of power oscillation
increases [6, 12]. The steam that is discharged into the suppression pool during the
ATWS and power oscillation event may cause the temperature of the suppression
pool to exceed its limit.
Because of these safety concerns, it is necessary to demonstrate the stability mar-
gin of a BWR in the design stage and identify the stability boundary in the operation
stage. If a power oscillation event occurs, it has to be suppressed immediately.
2.3 Mechanism of BWR Power Oscillations
The basic mechanism of BWR power oscillations has been identified as nuclear-
coupled density-wave oscillations [13]. Two types of power oscillations have been
observed: core-wide (or in-phase) and regional (or out-of-phase) oscillations.
2.3.1 Density-wave instability
A BWR core contains a two-phase coolant and is susceptible to two-phase flow insta-
bilities. Various types of two-phase flow instabilities have been studied. At reasonably
high pressures, the density-wave instability is the most commonly encountered type
[14, 15, 16].
Density-wave oscillations are usually observed in systems with a two-phase mix-
ture. It may also occur in a system with a single-phase fluid if the density change is
large enough. The essential ingredients to produce density-wave oscillations are [17]
1. A density distribution throughout the system which depends on the flow rate
of the system,
2. A time delay between the flow rate changes and the density responses,
3. A cause/effect relationship between flow rate and density changes, and pressure
loss/buoyancy changes.
Density-wave instabilities can be explained by the phenomenon of kinematic wave
propagation. They are caused by the finite time necessary for the enthalpy and void
fraction waves to propagate in the channel. These finite propagation times induce
time-lag effects and phase-angle shifts between the channel pressure drop and flow
rate, which under certain conditions can result in self-sustained oscillations [14].
Consider a heated channel containing a two-phase fluid initially at steady- state.
An incremental decrease in the inlet flow rate produces an increase of the void fraction
along the channel. This void fraction perturbation (or density wave) travels in a speed
near the vapor velocity, and produces a channel pressure drop fluctuation with a time
delay with respect to the initial flow rate change. If the flow rate and pressure
drop fluctuations satisfy certain relations, self-sustained oscillations may occur. The
period of density-wave oscillations is usually close to twice that of the vapor transit
time through the channel and is on the order of seconds [16].
Two types of density-wave instabilities have been observed: loop instabilities and
parallel-channel instabilities [18]. For loop instabilities, the boundary conditions of
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Figure 2-1: Local pressure drop variations due to inlet flow fluctuation (from [19]).
the channel are determined by the flow rate versus pressure drop characteristics of
the external loop. Figure 2-1 shows the variations of the local pressure gradients of
a boiling channel with sinusoidal inlet flow rate fluctuations [19]. The time delay of
local pressure drops introduced by the traveling density wave is shown. The resulting
total channel pressure drop variation is sinusoidal but with a phase lag with respect
to the inlet flow rate. If this phase lag reaches 180 degrees, then the effective channel
pressure drop versus flow rate characteristic curve will have a negative slope, and loop
instabilities may occur.
For parallel-channel instabilities, a constant pressure drop boundary condition is
imposed by either a large number of parallel channels or a large bypass flow path.
Figure 2-2 illustrates the variations of pressure drop components for parallel-channel
instabilities [20]. The total pressure drop is broken down into frictional, elevation
(gravity), spatial acceleration, and temporal acceleration (inertia) terms. Each term
has a different dependency on velocity and void fraction profiles and, thus, has a
different phase shift with respect to the inlet mass velocity variation. Under certain
conditions, the phase relationships between pressure drop components may result in
a total cancellation on the pressure drop variation. Then the flow oscillations can be
sustained.
Several modes of parallel-channel oscillations can occur [19]. It can be that only
the flow of one channel is oscillating, while the flow of the rest of the channels stays
nearly constant; or it can be that the flow of half of the channels oscillates out-of-
phasc with the flow of the other half of the ohannels; or it can be three groups of
channels oscillate 120 degrees out-of-phase with respect to each other.
2.3.2 Nuclear feedback
The power generation from a BWR core is coupled to the coolant thermal-hydraulic
conditions through a reactivity feedback mechanism. The water in a BWR acts both
as a coolant and a neutron moderator. The density of the water affects the efficiency
of neutron moderation. A BWR usually has a negative void reactivity feedback
coefficient. If the void fraction in a BWR core increases, it produces a negative
reactivity change and the power decreases.
This coupling between the void fraction and power, combined with the dynamics
of fuel rods, forms a feedback loop that can lead to power oscillations. Figure 2-3
illustrates the nuclear feedback loop in a BWR [21]. Starting from the upper left
corner of Figure 2-3, an increase in voids in the core reduces reactivity and the power.
The heat transfer from the fuel rods to the coolant is reduced, but with a time delay
due to the thermal inertia of the fuel rods. With less heat transferred to the coolant,
the void in the core is reduced, and the power is increased through the void reactivity
feedback. Then, after the time delay due to fuel rod dynamics, the void is increased
again. This completes a cycle of power oscillations. This mechanism when acting
alone is also called reactivity instability [19].
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Figure 2-3: Nuclear feedback loop in a BWR (adapted from [21]).
2.3.3 Modes of BWR instabilities
Three spatial modes of BWR instabilities have been observed: single channel, core-
wide (in-phase), and regional (out-of-phase) oscillations [19].
Single channel oscillations were observed during special tests when a coolant chan-
nel was partially blocked by a failed flowmeter. The flow of this channel then oscillated
following the density-wave mechanism while all other channels remained stable. This
type of instability has been reported only once, but it can be very dangerous because
it is hard to detect [19].
Core-wide oscillations are caused by loop type density-wave instabilities coupled
with reactivity instabilities. In this type of instability, all the channels in the core
oscillate in phase with each other. The spatial power shape during oscillations cor-
responds to the fundamental mode of neutron flux shape (steady-state distribution).
Axial power shape changes have also been observed during core-wide power oscil-
lations. Because the whole core responds in phase, this type of oscillation can be
detected by Average Power Range Monitors (APRMs).
Regional oscillations are parallel-channel type density-wave instabilities coupled
with neutronic oscillations. During regional oscillations, part of the channels oscillate
out of phase with the other channels: the power or flow of the channels in one region
increases while that of the channels in the other region decreases. The power shape
in regional oscillations relates to a higher harmonic mode of the neutron flux shape
(subcritical modes). Normally, these subcritical modes would be damped out because
the eigenvalues of these modes are less than one. However, when these subcritical
flux modes are coupled with parallel-channel oscillations, sustained power oscillations
can be realized [22].
The variations in the total power and flow rate during regional power oscillations
are smaller than the local variations due to spatial cancellations. Multiple Local Power
Range Monitors (LPRMs) are needed for early detection of out-of-phase oscillations.
2.4 Dependence of Stability on Changes in Op-
erating Variables
Many parameters affect the stability of a BWR. Because BWR power oscillations
involve complex processes, the effect of a physical parameter on BWR stability some-
times depends on other parameters. So it is not always possible to find a set of system
parameters that can ensure stability.
In general, the following changes of individual parameter decrease stability [15,
16, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]:
1. Increasing power: This increases the void content of the core, which increases
feedback from the density-wave mechanism. It also increases reactivity feedback
because the magnitude of the void reactivity coefficient is increased [19].
2. Decreasing core flow: This also increases the core void content.
3. Increasing two-phase pressure drop in the core: This enhances the density-wave
mechanism.
4. Decreasing single-phase pressure drop in the core: This also enhances the
density-wave mechanism.
5. Increasing void reactivity feedback: This enhances the reactivity feedback mech-
anism.
6. Reducing the fuel rod thermal time constant: This increases the variation of
heat flux on the fuel surface during power oscillations, which then increases the
void fraction variations and enhances power and flow oscillations. Decreasing
the fuel rod thermal time constant also reduces the phase shift between the
flow rate and power responses which tends to stabilize the system. For the
current BWR fuel designs, the stabilizing effect is usually out-weighed by the
destabilizing effect [19, 24, 27].
7. Increasing radial peaking factor: The channel with the highest power usually
has more voids and has a higher weighting for reactivity feedback. This hot
channel is less stable. The stability of high power channels dominates over
lower power channels. So a high radial peaking factor is destabilizing.
The effects of system pressure, axial power shape and inlet subcooling on stability
are more complicated.
* System pressure: Decreasing system pressure increases the density difference be-
tween water and steam, which is destabilizing. However, Blakeman and March-
Leuba observed the opposite effect for extremely bottom-peaked power shapes
[23].
* Axial power shape: Bottom-peaked power shapes have a longer two-phase region
and larger voids, so they are more unstable. However, extremely bottom-peaked
shapes have been shown to be more stable than intermediate shapes because
the reactivity weighting in the upper part is reduced [23].
* Core inlet subcooling: For the density-wave mechanism, the effect of changing
inlet subcooling depends on the original inlet subcooling level [15]. At medium
or high subcoolings, an increase in subcooling increases non-boiling length and
stabilizes the flow. However, at small subcoolings, the non-boiling length is
very short. An increase in subcooling reduces voids near the inlet region, so
the pressure drop that is in phase with the inlet flow rate is reduced, and the
flow is destabilized. For nuclear feedback, increasing the core inlet subcooling
reduces the void contents in the core and increases core power. The net ef-
fect of increasing inlet subcooling is stabilizing when at high subcoolings and
destabilizing when at low subcoolings.
Core-wide and regional oscillations have different sensitivities to system parame-
ters. Regional oscillations have a large gain from parallel-channel instabilities because
they do not have damping of the external loop, but they have a damped feedback
from subcritical neutronic modes. The damping of subcritical neutronic modes de-
pends on the eigenvalue of each mode, and a larger eigenvalue corresponds to a less
damped mode. From the one-group diffusion theory, the eigenvalue of a harmonic
mode can be expressed as [28]
vEf
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where
Ai is the eigenvalue of the ith neutronic mode,
vEf is the fission neutron yield times the fission cross section,
D is the diffusion coefficient,
Bi2 is the geometric buckling of the ith mode, and
E, is the absorption cross section.
These eigenvalues are less than one except for the fundamental mode which is equal
to one for steady-state conditions. The reactivity separation between fundamental
and subcritical modes can be expressed as [22]
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where AB' = B' - B' . A small subcritical reactivity means less damping of the
subcritical mode. In that case, the reactor is more prone to the out-of-phase type
instability.
So, the conditions that favor out-of-phase oscillations over the in-phase type are
[19]
* low geometric buckling,
* high fission cross section,
* high pressure drop across the core,
* high core flow rate,
* high pressure loss in the external loop,
* highly bottom-peaked axial power shapes, and
* low single-phase friction.
Another important factor that greatly affects stability is the uniformity of channel
hydrodynamics characteristics. If a core contains two types of channels with differ-
ent pressure drop characteristics, then this core will be less stable than the cores
with channels of only one type [4, 29]. Therefore, when doing reload designs, the
compatibility between different fuel designs must be examined.
2.5 Analysis Methods for BWR Stability
Various methods have been used to analyze BWR stability. These methods have
different applications, and they are complimentary to each other in understanding
and controlling BWR stability.
BWR stability is traditionally described in terms of Decay Ratios (DRs). The
decay ratio is defined as the ratio of the peak amplitude of an oscillation to that
of the previous oscillation following an impulse disturbance (see Figure 2-4 [21]). A
system is stable with a DR less than one, and unstable with a DR greater than one.
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Figure 2-4: Definition of the Decay Ratio (adapted from [21]).
The DR relates to the poles of a system's closed loop transfer function [30]. For
a second order linear dynamic system, the DR is the same for any two consecutive
oscillation peaks. For higher order system, the DR is not a constant, and the appro-
priate stability indicator is the asymptotic DR corresponding to the least stable poles
of the system.
The decay ratio is the stability indicator for single-input, single-output systems
(SISO). BWRs, however, are multiple-input, multiple-output systems (MIMO). A
single DR cannot be expected to represent the whole picture of the stability of a
BWR [31].
2.5.1 Experimental methods
Several BWRs have performed special stability tests [32, 33]. These tests not only
determined the stability of the particular plant but also formed a data base for the
qualification of analytical methods.
These tests were done by perturbing one input parameter and measuring the out-
put responses of reactor power. The two input parameters that have been used are
pressure and reactivity. Control rod oscillations were used to generate reactivity per-
turbations. Pressure perturbations were produced by disturbing the system pressure
controller.
Two time variations have been used for input perturbations. The first type is
sinusoidal oscillations. Several frequencies of sinusoidal signals were used to cover
the frequency range of interest. The other type of perturbation is Pseudo Random
Binary Sequence (PRBS), which simulate white noise.
Collected test data were reduced by frequency domain analysis. A transfer func-
tion was fitted to the test data, and the decay ratio was calculated from this transfer
function.
2.5.2 Stochastic methods
Stochastic methods are based on neutron noise analysis to deduce stability informa-
tion. Random processes such as the collapse of a steam bubble in the core produce
noise in neutron flux signals. This noise contains information about the system.
The stability of BWRs can be estimated by methods such as an autocorrelation
function, autoregressive modeling, or a power spectral density fit [30]. To have an
accurate estimation, a long history of neutron noise data is needed. The required
data length also depends on the system conditions: the more stable the system is,
the longer data length is needed.
On-line stability monitors based on neutron noise analysis have been developed
[34]. This type of stability monitor can only provide the current status. It can not
predict stability that would result from changes in conditions.
2.5.3 Analytical methods
Analytical calculations of BWR stability are very complicated and require computer
simulations. Many computer codes have been used to study BWR stability. They
fall in two categories: frequency-domain and time-domain codes [13].
Frequency domain codes
Frequency-domain codes are developed particularly for BWR stability analysis. The
procedure of stability analysis in the frequency domain is
1. Select a set of governing equations and constitutive relations,
2. Linearize these equatioiis by using a first order perturbation approximation,
3. Laplace transform the linearized equations into frequency domain, and
4. Determine the stability by using linear control theories.
The advantages of using frequency domain codes are less computer time and fewer
numerical problems [29j. Some examples of frequency domain codes are FABLE,
LAPUR and NUFREQ [13]. Note, however, that non-linear phenomena such as
limit-cycle oscillations cannot be modeled.
Time domain codes
Time domain codes integrate the system governing equations directly, and calculate
the state variables at each time step. These codes are usually general purpose codes,
not developed specifically for stability analysis. They are useful in calculating system
parameters, such as the peak clad temperature and MCPR during power oscillations.
They can also predict the peak amplitude of non-linear limit cycle oscillations.
When using time domain codes to study BWR stability, special caution should
be paid to the numerical damping problem [6]. Many time domain codes incorporate
special numerical methods for avoiding numerical instability and reducing computer
time. Numerical schemes such as up-wind differencing and multi-step methods will
produce a numerical damping effect that may mask the oscillatory behavior.
Examples of time domain codes used for BWR stability analysis are RAMONA-
3B, TRAC-BF1, TRACG, RETRAN, BNL EPA, SABRE, TRAB, TOSDYN-2, STANDY,
and SPDA [13].
2.6 Approaches for Resolution of the BWR Sta-
bility Issue
2.6.1 Interim Corrective Actions
After the LaSalle-2 event, a set of Interim Corrective Actions were adopted by the
BWR owners while the research for long term solutions was ongoing [3]. The Interim
Corrective Actions define exclusion regions on the power-flow map (see Figure 2-5).
These high power, low flow regions are most susceptible to instability. In these regions,
the natural circulation flow contributes to a large portion of the total core flow. So
the core flow is very sensitive to the void contents in the core. This situation enhances
the density-wave instability.
Region A in Figure 2-5 is the area above 100% rod line and on the left of the
40% flow line; Region B is the area between 100% and 80% rod lines, and on the
left of the 40% flow line; Region C is the area above 80% rod line and on the left of
the 45% flow line. Operation within Regions A and B are prohibited, and if entered,
the operators should bring the reactor out of these regions immediately by inserting
control rods or scram. Operation in Region C is allowed only for control rod with-
drawals during startup requiring Preconditioned Interim Operational Management
Recommendations (PCIOMR). Operators are also required to scram the reactor if
power oscillations occur, or if all the recirculation pumps are tripped.
The operating point of the WNP-2 when power oscillations occurred is outside the
exclusion regions. This event proves again that the approaches used in the past are
insufficient in dealing with BWR stability problem. It also shows that these exclusion
regions do not cover all the unstable conditions.
2.6.2 Long Term Solutions
Before the LaSalle-2 event occurred, it was believed that an analysis is sufficient to
ensure compliance with regulatory requirements on BWR stability. Now, an auto-
matic protection system is required for resolving the stability issue. The Boiling
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Figure 2-5: Exclusion regions defined by the Interim Corrective Actions (adapted
from [3]).
Water Reactor Owners' Group (BWROG) has developed several options for the long
term solution, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has accepted
some of the options [2, 5]. The proposed Long Term Solutions are based on two basic
approaches:
1. Prevention-regional exclusion with automatic protection actions, and
2. Detection and Suppression.
The automatic protection actions being considered are reactor scram and selected
rod insertion (SRI). The prevention approach is basically the same as the Interim
Corrective Action except that operation in the exclusion regions is prevented by an
automatic protection system instead of administrative control. This approach requires
minimum plant modifications, but reduces the available operation domain. To define
a conservative exclusion region for a wide range of operating conditions is the biggest
challenge for adopting this approach.
The second approach uses LPRM based stability monitors such as Oscillation
Power Range Monitors (OPRMs) to detect power oscillations. This approach does not
Extended load line
0% rod line
80% rod line
control lines
Natural circulation line Minimum power line
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impose any restriction on the operation domain. The reliability of stability monitors
is the main concern for this approach.
2.6.3 Stability control
Controlling BWR stability during normal operation is not straightforward because
many factors affect stability. An operational strategy has been proposed for main-
taining large stability margins [35]. This control strategy is to maintain the average
bulk boiling boundary above a predetermined alevation. With a sufficient length of
the single-phase region, density-wave oscillations are suppressed, and the stability can
be ensured.
The location of the average bulk boiling boundary depends on many parameters
that are also important to stability, such as pressure, power, core flow rate, inlet
subcooling and core power distribution. Changes in these parameters will be reflected
in the change in the location of the boiling boundary. It has been shown that the
stability margin of the system is insensitive to changes in operating parameters as
long as the average bulk boiling boundary is above a predetermined height.
The desired boiling boundary height is not always achievable, however. The
achievable power shapes are limited by fuel loading, burnup, and other safety lim-
its. The boiling boundary control strategy may be in conflict with other operating
recommendations.
2.7 Chapter Summary
Recent BWR power oscillation events have prompted the need for new approaches to
ensure BWR stability. Two major concerns are the thermal margin of the fuel during
power oscillations, and the possible consequences of an ATWS plus power oscillation
event.
The mechanism of BWR power oscillations is nuclear-coupled density-wave insta-
bility. Many parameters affect BWR stability, and their effects on stability are some-
times counter intuitive. BWR stability can be analyzed by experimental, stochastic,
or analytical methods. However, because of the complexity of the processes, it is dif-
ficult to establish a stability boundary that could cover all the operation conditions.
Two basic approaches have been proposed for the long term solution: Prevention,
and Detection/Suppression. An operational strategy that controls the core average
boiling boundary elevation has also been proposed for maintaining a large stability
margin. These approaches either restrict the operation domain or impose risk from
inadvertent actuation of the safety system.
.A simulator -based stability monitor/predictor can alleviate the side effects of the
long term solutions. The capability of both monitoring and predicting stability mar-
gin makes the simulator-based stability monitor more useful than a stochastic-based
stability monitor. With a simulator-based stability monitor/predictor, the opera-
tors can keep track of the current stability margin as well as the stability conditions
at future operating points. Thus unnecessary challenge to the automatic stability
protection system can be avoided.
Chapter 3
BWR Simulator - Overview
3.1 Description of a BWR
Modern BWR power plants employ a direct steam cycle as shown in Figure 3-1 [36].
This system consists of a BWR Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) and a con-
ventional Balance-of-Plant (BOP). The steam generated in the reactor vessel goes
directly into the main turbine. After expansion through turbine stages, the exhaust
steam is condensed into water in the main condenser. The condensed water is puri-
fied, heated up, and pressurized by the condensate and feedwater systems, and is fed
into the reactor vessel as the feedwater.
The reactor vessel of a BWR is an integrated steam generating unit. It encloses
the nuclear reactor core, steam separators, and steam dryers. Figure 3-2 [37] shows
the steam and recirculation water flow paths in a BWR of General Electric (GE)
design. The single-phase coolant flows up into the reactor core by forced circulation.
In the reactor core, the coolant is heated up by the nuclear fission power, and is turned
into a two-phase mixture. The coolant then exits the reactor core, flows through the
upper plenum and stand pipes, and enters the steam separators. The steam in the
two-phase mixture is separated out and dried by the steam separators and dryers,
and exits the reactor vessel to the main steam lines.
The water separated from the steam goes down to a water pool surrounding the
separators, and flows into the downcomer between the reactor vessel and core shroud.
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Figure 3-2: Steam and recirculation flow paths (from [37]).
The feedwater flow is sprayed down through the feedwater spargers into the down-
comer and mixes with the returning liquid flow from the separators and dryers. Part
of this mixed flow of water leaves the reactor vessel to the recirculation system, is
pressurized by the recirculation pumps, re-enters the reactor vessel and is injected
into the jet pumps with high velocity through the jet pump nozzles. The rest of the
mixed flow is sucked into the jet pumps by the low pressure created by the high speed
jet stream. The combined flow is discharged into the lower plenum through the jet
pump diffusers. This recirculation and jet pump system provides the pressure head
for the forced circulation of the coolant through the core. An alternative to the jet
pump system for driving core flow is the use of internal recirculation pumps.
The reactor power level is controlled mainly by two systems. The first one is the
control rod system. BWRs employ bottom entry control rods. The control rods are
used for three purposes:
1. To compensate for the fuel depletion;
2. To adjust the power distribution shape;
3. To provide a large amount of negative reactivity for reactor scram.
The second system that controls the power is the recirculation system. Changes in
the recirculation flow affect the flow through the core and the amount of vapor in the
core. Because of the negative void reactivity coefficient, the reactor power is changed
in the opposite direction as the core vapor content. By changing the recirculation
flow, the reactor power can be adjusted _'2 st and uniformly.
The 100% and 80% rod lines shown in Figure 2-5 (page 35) are typical BWR
flow control lines. Operation along these forced convection flow control lines can
be achieved without control rod movement. Power changes of up to 25% of rated
power can be accomplished automatically by the recirculation flow control system
[38]. The changes in the recirculation flow are controlled by using either variable-
speed recirculation pumps or flow control valves.
3.2 Scope of the Simulation
The main focus of this BWR simulator is to simulate the phenomenon of BWR power
oscillations accurately. Thus the scope of the simulation is limited to the portion of a
BWR that is related to the processes of power oscillations. The simulator developed
here covers the major components inside the reactor vessel, the external recirculation
system, and the main steam system including the turbine bypass lines.
The nodalization of this BWR simulator is shown in Figure 3-3. Except for the
steam dome node, all the nodes have constant cross sectional areas. The steam dome
node represents the vapor space and the water pool outside the steam dryers and
separators. The feedwater mixing node is used to model the part of downcomer
that contains the feedwater spargers. The upper downcomer node is the part of
downcomer below the feedwater mixing node and above the jet pumps. The lower
downcomer node covers the jet pumps and the external recirculation lines. Two
separate recirculation loop models are used to calculate the pressure difference and
flow rate across the lower downcomer node. Each recirculation loop model consists
of one recirculation pump, one flow control valve, and one jet pump. The lower
plenum, upper plenum, and the dryer/separator are each represented by one node.
The standpipes are included in the dryer/separator node.
The reactor core region is the only region with flexibility in nodalization. The
core can be modeled by either a single channel or two parallel channels connected
only at plena. The core channels are formed by axial stacks of fuel nodes. The total
number of core nodes is limited to 40. Within each fuel nole, the radial temperature
distribution of the fuel rods and the heat flux to the coolant are calculated by a
fuel conduction and convection model. This flexible scheme of modeling the core
allows for many simulation choices. The reactor core can be represented by a single
channel, or one core channel with one bypass channel, or two core channels with each
representing a half of the core.
The main steam lines are modeled by a single string of nodes. Two nodes are
used to represent the steam lines inside the containment upstream of the Main Steam
Isolation Valves (MSIVs). Four nodes are used for the steam line between the MSIVs
and the turbine stop/control valves. The turbine bypass lines are modeled by one
node. The safety/relief valves, the MSIVs, the turbine stop/control valves, and the
turbine bypass valves are each simulated by one valve.
The boundary points of the simulator are upstream of the feedwater nozzle, and
downstream of the safety valve, turbine control valve, and turbine bypass valve. The
flow rate of the feedwater is calculated by the feedwater controller. The feedwater
enthalpy is specified as an input parameter, and can be varied with time. The pressure
at the downstream of the safety valve is fixed at the suppression pool pressure. The
pressure at the turbine bypass valve outlet is at the main condenser pressure. The
pressure after the turbine control valve is also fixed and is specified as an input
parameter.
The BWR simulator developed here is simple when compared to other system
codes. However, it is versatile and has enough details for simulations of many opera-
tional transient events.
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3.3 Chapter Summary
Modern BWR power plants use a direct steam cycle consisting of a BWR nuclear
reactor and a conventional steam plant. The power level of a BWR is controlled by
control rods and the recirculation flow rate. In this research, the major components
in the reactor vessel, the recirculation system, and the main steam lines are covered
in the BWR simulator. The BWR is modeled by nodes of constant cross sectional
area, except for the steam dome node. The core region can be modeled flexibly to
accommodate different simulation needs. This BWR simulator is simple, yet it also
has enough details to simulate operational transient conditions.
Chapter 4
Development of Models of
Physical Processes
The physical processes involved in a BWR include single- and two-phase fluid flows,
conductive and convective heat transfer, nuclear fission and decay power generation,
and control actions. Because the aim of this research is to develop a fast-running BWR
simulator, the physical processes are modeled with simplifications. Nevertheless, these
models are capable of simulating BWR power oscillations accurately.
The BWR simulator consists of six main modules:
1. Thermal-hydraulic model;
2. Core neutronics model;
3. Fuel conduction and convection model;
4. Recirculation system and jet pump model;
5. Steam line model;
6. Control system model.
The details of these models are discussed below. The results of validation calcu-
lations for individual models are also presented.
4.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Model
Various two-phase flow models have been used to model boiling channels. These
models range from three-equation models to two-fluid, six-equation models. The
dimension in space also varies from one-dimensional to three-dimensional.
In this study, a one-dimensional three-equation model is used. The reactor vessel
is assumed to be at a single pressure. A drift flux model is used to represent the
non-homogeneous velocity distribution in vapor and liquid phases. A linear enthalpy
profile assumption is adopted. A two-region non-equilibrium model is used for the
steam dome. Subcooled boiling is described by a profile-fit model. The momentum
integral method is applied.
This thermal-hydraulic model has been used to simulate an Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) two-phase test loop. The stability boundary calculated by this
model is in good agreement with the measured stability boundary.
4.1.1 One dimensional conservation equations for mixtures
The one-dimensional conservation equations for mixtures used here are [37, 39]
Mass:
t+ 0 ; (4.1)
dt Oz A
Energy (neglecting kinetic, compressibility, dissipation, and gravity terms):
a a Wnh'
- (Pmhm - P) + = q ; (4.2)
Momentum:
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where
Pm is the mixture density, Pm = ap, + (1 - a) p1 ,
W is the mass flow rate,
A is the flow area,
hm is the mixture enthalpy, hm = aph, + (1 - a) p1h,
Pm
P is the pressure,
h' is the flow enthalpy, h' = xh, + (1 - x) hi ,
q"' is the volumetric heat addition rate,
1 2  (1- )2
p' is the dynamic density, = (1 - )p' ap, a) p,
f is the friction factor,
Dh is the hydraulic diameter,
g is the acceleration of gravity,
0 is the angle from horizontal to the flow direction,
a is the vapor fraction,
x is the flow quality,
subscript v denotes vapor,
subscript 1 denotes liquid, and
subscript m denotes mixture.
The space derivative terms in these conservation equations are treated with a
nodal (or finite volume) approach [40, 41]. The system is divided into nodes with
constant cross-sectional area, and the conservation equations are integrated over the
nodes. The mass and energy equations become
dMi
t= Wk , (4.4)
k
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where
M i is the total mass in node i , Mi = Pm dV;
E2 is the total energy content in node i , E =J (pmhm - P) dV;
Vi is the volume of node i ;
qi is the heat addition rate in node i ;
the summations are over all flow paths entering or leaving node i , and
the flow entering the node has a positive flow rate.
The momentum equation is integrated from the inside of the inlet to the outside
of the outlet of each node (see Figure 4-1). The mass flow rate is assumed to vary
linearly from the inlet to the outlet.
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where
Wi is the average flow rate in node i , W-= +W
Sis the ow rate from node i -1 to node 
Wi-1 is the flow rate from node i- 1 to node i ;
Wi is the flow rate from node i to node i + 1;
A is the cross-sectional area;
7i is the appropriate density for frictional pressure drop calculations;
ii is the length of node i ;
APi is the pressure drop form the inlet to the outlet of node i ;
Ki is the form loss coefficient; the loss is assumed to occur at the outlet
of a node;
mi is the average density of node i;
Integration boundary of momentum equation for node i
Figure 4-1: Control volume used in the governing equations.
Azz is the elevation difference of node i (outlet elevation minus inlet ele-
vation).
The following assumptions are applied in the thermal-hydraulic model:
1. The system is in thermal equilibrium conditions, except for the steam dome
node and heating nodes;
2. A single reference pressure is assumed for the reactor vessel. This pressure may
vary with time.
4.1.2 Treatment of the mass and energy equations
Normal nodes
The normal nodes are the nodes with a well defined unidirectional flow. In these
nodes, the following assumptions are applied:
1. A linear enthalpy profile exists within a node. This assumption eliminates the
discontinuity of the derivative of density with respect to the enthalpy across the
boiling boundary [42].
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2. The local density is a function of the local enthalpy and the reference pressure.
The density is assumed to be a linear function of the enthalpy for subcooled
liquid, and the inverse of the density is assumed to be a linear function of the
enthalpy for two-phase mixtures [41].
From these assumptions, the local density and enthalpy within a node can be
expressed as functions of the system pressure, the inlet and outlet mixture enthalpies
of the node (see Figure 4-1):
hm (z) = hm(h,-1 , hi, P, z) ,
and
pm (z) = pm (hm (z))
Define the nodal-averaged density
ZoutPm dV pm (z) dz
v, _,_ M,
mi = v= _n M, A(4.7)
and the nodal-averaged volumetric enthalpy
Zout
Pmhm dV Pm () hm (z) dz
v, z,, E, + PVi
ei =n PV (4.8)V2 £, V,
From the assumptions, the expressions for the averaged density and volumetric en-
thalpy have been derived [40, 41].
For hi-_ < hi < hf ,
Pt-1 + Pi
2
e= • [(2hi- 1 + hi) pi-1 + (hi- 1 + 2h) pi]6
For hi-_ < hf < hi ,
mi= (Pi-+ Pf)2
ei -[(2hi_1 + hf) pi-_ +6
vi -+f
1In (vi/vf)
+ (1 - ) )
(Vz - of )
(hivf - hfvi) In (vi/vf)
and
v is the specific volume.
For hf < h•_ 1 < hi,,
e,= (hi- i-
Vi - Vi-1
In (vi/vi-1)
S(v - Vi-l)
(hzvi-1 - hi-1 vi) In (vi/vi- 1)
(Vi - Vi_1)
Using Equations 4.7 and 4.8, the mass and energy equations become
dmiVi = Wi-1 - W,dt
and (ded
dt (4.10)
The time derivatives of mi and e, can be expanded in terms of h,-1 , hi , and P :
dhi
dt
dhi
dt
Omi) dP
OP dt
+( m i dP
OP dt
Substituting into Equations 4.9 and 4.10, we get
g [(Zhi-) +( Omi) dhi
ahJ dt /\NmiP) dPi ,=TOP dtj (4.11)
dhi-_
dt
where
hf - hi-1
hi - hi-1
(4.9)
dmi
dt
dei
dt
( h _-1(9e
dhil
dt
dhi-tdt
8ami)+ 
h•+ hi
dP= qi + Wi-lhl-1 
- ih.dt
V I( ) e, dhi-ldt + e( dh,
+ hi dt
O[(e,\ 1] dPp - dt
The partial derivatives ( dhi_
uated analytically. The partial deri
merically [40, 41].
7(1) 1 ( le, ),ad(Oe-ihi hi and Ohi
vatives and Op can beCIP aP
Omi
Ohi-_1
can be eval-
evaluated nu-
mi - Pi-1
hi - hi-1
(4.12)
Om,- P - mi
Oh, hi - hi-1
0ei ei - pi-1hi-1
Ohi-1 hi - hi-1
Oe, pi h, - ei
Ohi hi - hi-1 '
Pmi
OP
aeiP-
L\I i.\L L XI
ML kz-1 ,' Iz) IP±Ap - M' kf'z-1 I (bi) p
AP
e (hiI , hi)lp+Ap - e (h,_I ,hi)lp
Next, the energy equation is combined with the mass equation:
(Energy equation) - hi x (Mass equation) ,
where
h, is the average nodal enthalpy, hi = -
mi
and
=qi + Wi-lh'- - Wihz
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
The resulting equation is
, (eei dhi-1 + Be i (Om,)] dh,[-(h,_l dhh \Oh,_J Fh, - ( mh2 ] dtiht-1 dt  Ohl 5hl dt
+ (OeI - (mi 1) dPI } (4.16)
=q + Wl-1 (hi_ - hi - Wi (h - ) .
The advantages of this form are that the equation i , independent on the enthalpy
reference point, and the error is minimized if the mass equation is not solved precisely
[43]. This form of the energy equation is called a "coupled" form.
Strong coupling between nodes is one of the characteristics of this form. Because
each equation involves both hi-1 and h, , the disturbance at one node of the system
will propagate instantaneously to all other nodes [44]. This numerical diffusion can
be eliminated by a "donor-cell" approach. By assuming that
dh-_1 dhid P d within node i,
dt dt-
the energy equation becomes
( _ +e mOeis am ,  dh,
Ohi_-1 Oh• Ohi Ohi dt
e] 8m dPm (4.17)+) OP aP dt
%q + Wi- (h1_ - i) - W h: - hi)
this donor-cell form of the energy equation is called a "decoupled" form.
Although the donor-cell approach reduces numerical diffusion, it also introduces
numerical dissipation. This numerical dissipation may mask the oscillatory behavior
of the system. The differences of using the coupled form versus decoupled form in
stability calculations have been studied with nuclear and non-nuclear experiments, as
described in Sections 4.1.6 and 7.3.1. The results show that for nuclear-coupled oscil-
lations, the coupled form predictions are more unstable than the test results while the
decoupled form predictions are close to the test results. For pure thermal-hydraulic
oscillations without nuclear feedback, however, both forms give similar results which
are close to the measurements. Thus the decoupled form was selected to be used in
the BWR simulator.
Mixing nodes
Mixing nodc.s are the nodes that have more then one inlet or outlet flows, or 1;he
nodes for which the inlet and outlet flows are in different directions. The feedwater
node, upper and lower plena, and the nodes of flow reversal are mixing nodes. In
these nodes, the fluid is assumed to mix completely and instantaneously [41]. So,
mi = Pout ,
ei p= hthout , and
i = ho,,t
The mass and energy equations become
[(&mi di +(,m, dP (4.18)
Bza, dt OP dt
and
Vi _ 8mi di _ + L 1i e _mi dP
I,[( 8 dt 9P 9P Odt (4.19)
= i + E Wn (h' -i i)s -E Woua t(h'ut -tii)
The partial derivatives are evaluated using the thermodynamic relations of water
and steam.
Op for h, < hf or h < hi ,
Oh -
0h7 - (vf - v9 ) (h9 - hf) 2 for hf < hz < hg( ri(V, Vf)+ vfh -vghf)]
ami P (-hi) 1p'+p -P (l)hi
OP P AP
2=h, -+mi
Oh, Oh,
Here hi and P are assumed to be independent.
4.1.3 Steam dome model
The steam dome node is treated by a two-region thermally non-equilibrium model
(see Figure 4-2) [37, 41]. The steam flow from the steam separator node enters the
vapor region. The steam then exits the vapor region and goes to the steam line
system. The liquid flow from the separator node enters the feedwater mixing node.
The separation of steam and water is assumed to occur at the outlet of the separator
node. The liquid carry-over by the steam flow is considered to be negligible, and the
steam entering the vapor region is saturated steam. The vapor carry-under by the
liquid flow is included by a carry-under fraction which is a function of the steam dome
water level. The liquid region of the steam dome is connected to the feedwater node
by a liquid surge flow.
Three interactions between the vapor and liquid regions are simulated in this
model. They are: flashing, rain-out, and wall condensation. The assumptions used
in the steam dome model are the followings:
1. Meta-stable conditions, i.e., superheated liquid or subcooled vapor, are prohib-
ited, and result in flashing or rain out.
Steam dome
Vapor region
condensation
Rainout
Feedwater node
Figure 4-2: Schematic of the steam dome model.
Steam out
Separator
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2. The rain-out and condensed liquid, and vapor from flashing are at saturation
conditions.
3. The total heat transfer coefficient of the steam dome wall is constant. This heat
transfer coefficient is an input parameter supplied by the user.
4. The temperature of the steam dome wall is constant. This temperature is set as
the initial saturation temperature. ihe heat capacity of the steam dome wall
is assumed to be infinitive.
5. Heat transfer from the vapor region to the steam dome wall is permitted if
conditions are appropriate. The heat transfer from the steam dome wall to the
vapor region is prohibited.
Performing mass and energy balances to the vapor and liquid regions, we have:
vapor mass balance
d
d (pvVv) = Wsep,v + Wf - Ws - Wro - W ;
liquid mass balance
d
( piVi) = Wo + Wc - W I- W,, ;
vapor energy balance
dt
liquid energy balance
d [V1 (p1h, - P)] = Wrohf + Wwchf - Wflh, - Wuh, ;dt
where the subscript v denotes vapor region, I denotes liquid region, sep, v
denotes outflow of steam from the separator node to the steam dome vapor
region, fl denotes flashing, s denotes main steam, ro denotes rain-out, wc
denotes wall condensation, and su denotes surge flow between the liquid
region and the feedwater node.
The surge flow is positive when flowing out of the steam dome.
Expanding the time derivative terms, we get
dd-(pvV,)dt [(OPv h 
dht'
a (htl dt
dV,
+ Pv dt
(ODp, dP dV,1 dt
+, Vhv (pv ) dP
aP dt
h(1 p ) ] dht
+ pvhh d Vdt
Notice that the total steam dome volume (VsD = V, + VI) is constant.
Define the average steam dome enthalpy
hSD = V, p,h,, + Vjp ht
Vp, + Vpt"
Substituting the time derivative terms and combining the mass and energy equations,
we get:
vapor mass
( 'p, dPIBP dt dV1,+Pv d = Wsep,v +WfI-W -Wo-Ww ;dt
liquid mass
dV,
- pd = Wro + WW - WI - WU ;dt
(pjVi) = VI ( Oph ) dh+6h, dt
[T', (pqjh. - P)] = V1,V
and
[VI (piht - P)] = V, dV,dt
(ap, dP]
+ P/ dt-
1 +vp,p] dth,
Opi dP
OP dt
V, ( pv \ dhv
ahv dt
( p) dh, + P1 dP8h, dt aP dt
vapor energy
V, pV + (h - hSD Op, dht (hv O-p,h SD) a
= (hg - hSD) (Wsep,v + Wf ) - (hO- D) (w" + wc) - (hf- iSD) Wro ;
liquid energy
hSD (po i dhlj Ohz ] dt
= (h - TD) (Wro + wC) - (h 9 -gSD) W - (hsu - SD) Ws ;
The steam flow rate from the separator node to the vapor region is
Wsep,v Xsep - CU Wsep1 - cu -)
and the total flow rate (liquid plus vapor) from the separator to the feedwater node
is
Wsep,l = 1-  sep W epCU )c
where
Wsep is the total outlet flow rate of the separator node,
Xsep is the flow quality at the separator outlet, and
cu is the vapor carry-under mass fraction, and is the steam quality of the
flow from the separator to the feedwater node.
The surge flow between the liquid region and the feedwater node is defined to be
positive when the flow is out from the liquid region. The enthalpy of the surge flow
dt+ pV (hv - ýSD Dt
dPdt
(h, -
- hD dV
dt
dPSdt+V, [(h - TSD aP) (P
- pl (hl
depends on the flow direction:
hi if W,, 0 ,
h
, , 
=
hFW node if u <0.
The difference between the energy carry out of the vapor region and carry in to
the liquid region by the wall condensation flow is the heat transfer to the steam dome
wall. The heat transfer iate to the wall is
Qwall = (UA),w (T, - Two,) = Wwc (h, - hf) ,
where
(UA)W, is the total heat transfer coefficient to the wall, (UA)w, = 0 when
Tv < Twall ,
T, is the vapor temperature, and
Twalu is the steam dome wall temperature.
Thus the wall condensation flow rate is
W (UA) w (T, - Twalu)
ch - hf
The surge flow rate Ws and the main steam flow rate W, are boundary conditions
of the steam dome model.
Now we have four mass and energy equations. The unknowns are hv, hi, P, V,,
Wro, and Wfl. Two additional relations are needed to solve the equations. These
relations are from the requirement that no meta-stable state exists. This requirement
limits the vapor enthalpy to be no less than the saturation steam enthalpy. If the
calculated vapor enthalpy is less than the saturated enthalpy, then rain-out must
occurs to bring the vapor enthalpy up to the saturation value. Similarly, the liquid
enthalpy can not be greater than the saturated water enthalpy. If it does, the liquid
Table 4.1: Additional relations for the steam dome model [41]
Additional
Conditions Unknowns
relations
Case 1 h, > h o = 0 hv, hi,
hi < h_ W_ = 0 P, V,
Case 2 h, < h h = hg Wro, hi,
hi <_ h_ Wl = 0 P, V,
Case3 h h Wo = 0 hV, Wfl,
h_ > hf hl = hf P, V,
Case 4 h, < h h, = hg W7, Wfl,
hi > hh h i= h P, 'V,
will flash and bring the liquid enthalpy down. If both constraints are not violated,
then there will be no rain-out and flashing flows. Table 4.1 summarizes the additional
relations for different combinations of vapor and liquid conditions [41].
4.1.4 Subcooled boiling model
For a heated node, subcooled boiling is a possible occurrence. A profile-fit model is
used to calculate the flow quality under subcooled boiling conditions [36, 45]. Because
the underlying assumption of a profile-fit subcooled boiling model is that the flow is
predominantly in one direction, only the normal nodes are considered for subcooled
boiling (see Section 4.1.2 for the definition of normal nodes).
The first step in the subcooled model calculation is to determine the point of
onset of significant voiding (OSV). This point is also called the point of net vapor
generation (NVG) or vapor departure. The correlation by Saha and Zuber is used to
calculate the liquid enthalpy at OSV [36, 37]:
hfy - for Pe > 70000 ,
hd G (4.20)
hf- 0.0022 q"Dh Cpf for Pe < 70000,
kf
where
hd is the liquid enthalpy at OSV,
G De cyfPe is the Peclet number, Pe = G kf
q" is the heat flux, q" is assumed to be uniformly distributed in a node,
G is the mass flux of the coolant,
cpf is the constant pressure specific heat of the saturated water,
kf is the thermal conductivity of the saturated water.
Because a linear enthalpy profile is assumed to exist in a normal node, the position
of OSV can be calculated from the inlet, outlet, and OSV enthalpies. The flow quality
before OSV is assumed to be zero. After OSV, the flow quality changes according to
an exponential profile [45]:
x - Xd exp (X,/Xd - 1)
1 - Xd exp (Xe/Xd -1)
where
xe is the equilibrium quality (thermodynamic quality), Xe = h' h , andhf,
hd - ha
Xd is the equilibrium quality at OSV, Xd = -hhf,
The flow quality and the equilibrium quality coincide when the flow goes from the
subcooled boiling regime to the saturated boiling regime. Because the exponential
terms in Equation 4.21 will not actually equal zero, an arbitrarily selected point is
set for the transition to the saturated boiling regime [45]:
x = Xe if Xe > 3.36 jXdI
4.1.5 Momentum Integral Model
Because of the single pressure assumption, the momentum equation must be solved in
an integral sense [46]. The momentum equation is integrated around the flow paths in
the reactor vessel. The integration path starts at the feedwater node, down through
the upper and lower downcomer nodes to the lower plenum, up through the core, the
upper plenum, the separator node, and follows the liquid flow path from the separator
back to the feedwater node.
The momentum equations of each node, Eqilation 4.6, arc summed to obtain the
integral momentum equation for flow within the reactor vessel:
&£ dW,
S4, dt
- ( ) - + (Y " + K + migAzi
Pit 2 p - A?_ A + 2D A p 2 2/A2i,
or
1 + £4+ dW 2
i 2 Ai A,+1 dt
P t (4.221 12 d Ai A?
+ (f f) Iw1 + W I(w-1 + Wi)+K +WI migAzi]8D i pA A  2,•2 ;/A2
where
Pjet is the pressure gain from the jet pump operations.
The effects of spiral paths in the cyclone steam separators are represented by a
form loss coefficient, and a flow inertia which is a function of the separator outlet flow
quality [47]. The gravity head of the liquid in the steam dome is also included.
4.1.6 Model validation-ANL test loop stability calculations
To demonstrate that the thermal-hydraulic model discussed above can accurately
simulate boiling channel flow oscillations, the model is used to study the stability
of a natural circulation test loop. The test loop being modeled was operated at the
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) [48]. The geometry of the test loop is shown in
Figure 4-3. Various steady-state operating data were recorded. The heater power at
the inception of flow oscillations was recorded for several operating pressures. The
calculation results are compared to these data.
The ANL natural circulation test loop is modeled by a set of nodes with constant
flow area as shown in Figure 4-4. The heater can be modeled by different number of
nodes. The number and size of other nodes are fixed.
The loop is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium conditions. Subcooled boiling
is not considered. All of the flow from the riser goes into the steam dome. Perfect
steam-water separation is assumed to occur in the steam dome. The state variable
for the steam dome is the vapor volume V, . Thus,
VS D
[(pghg - pfhf) Vv + p ahfYVSD
eSDp V
VSD
The mass and energy equations for the steam dome become
VSD [( ,m dt o dP = Wiser - WSD - NW ,
and
VSfD19(esD mSD dV, eS] -hSD OmsD ] dP)
S B[&av, av, dt /P aP dt
SWriser hSD) - WSD (hf )- WSD (hg - SD)
Steam Out
'ater Level
Heat Input 0.92 m
If
0.76 m
Figure 4-3: Schematic of the ANL natural circulation test loop.
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Figure 4-4: Nodalization of the ANL test loop.
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Solution methods
The heater power is an input parameter and can be time dependent. A uniform
heater power distribution is used for all calculations. The initial feedwater and steam
flow rates are the same, and are calculated from a steady-state heat balance. During
transient calculations, simple proportional plus integral (PI) controllers are used to
maintain the pressure and water level at their set points. These controllers determine
the steam and feedwater flow rates.
The steady-state natural circulation flow is calculated from wne integral monien-
tum equation by iterations. The temporal acceleration terms are dropped for steady-
state calculations. The external pressure source term is zero for this natural circula-
tion loop.
Because of the single pressure assumption, the energy and momentum equations
are decoupled. The calculation of a transient step is performed in three sequential
steps [41, 46]. The first step solves the energy equation for each node and the overall
mass equation. The overall mass equation is the sum of mass equations of all the
nodes. The second step solves the integral momentum equation and the mass equa-
tion for each node except for the steam dome node. The last step calculates the new
vapor volume in the steam dome by an overall mass balance. The time derivatives
in the equations are approximated by semi-implicit finite differencing. The result-
ing linear equation systems are solved using the Gaussian elimination and backward
substitution.
Stability calculations
The stability of the system is determined by a direct simulation in the time domain.
A disturbance of heater power is imposed on the system, and the time response of the
heater flow rate is used to estimate the dominant eigenvalue of the system (the one
with the largest real part). The stability of a system is determined by this dominant
eigenvalue. If the real part of this dominant eigenvalue is greater than zero, then
the system is unstable. On the stability boundary of the system, the real part of the
dominant eigenvalue is zero. If the dominant eigenvalue is a complex number, then
the system exhibits an oscillatory behavior. The imaginary part of the dominant
eigenvalue determines the system oscillation period.
Figure 4-5 shows the time response of a system parameter. Assuming that the
oscillations are sinusoidal with varying amplitude, and all oscillation modes except
for the dominant mode have died out, the time response can be described by
Y (t) = Ya + Yh exp (Areat) sin t)
where
AreaI is the real part of the dominant eigenvalue,
T is the oscillation period, and
Ya and Yb are constants.
The real part of the dominant eigenvalue can be estimated from the peak and
valley values of the time response:
2 I( Y2 - Ymin
T yi - Ymin-
where
Y1 and Y2 are values at two adjacent peaks, and
Ymin is the value of valley between these two peaks.
The oscillation period T is the time separation between the two peaks.
Results and discussions
Steady-state flow rate The steady-state natural circulation flow rates of the test
loop at various operating pressure and power combinations are calculated. These flow
rates are sensitive to the water level in the steam dome because it affects the driving
head of the natural circulation flow. Because the actual water levels in the tests are
- Y2
E
E
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Ymn
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Time
Figure 4-5: Time response of a system parameter.
not available, Pulick and Margolis have used a water level of 1.5 ft. in their study, for
the calculated flow rates best fitted the measured data [48]. This water level is also
used in the current work, and the sensitivity of flow rate to water level is studied.
Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 show the comparisons between measured and calculated
natural circulation flow rates at three operating pressures. For the calculations with
a water level of 1.5 ft., the average error is 5%, and the maximum error is 12.9%.
For a water level of 1.28 ft., the average error is 3.3%, and the maximum error is
8.7%. From these results we can see that a change of 67 mm in water level gives flow
rate differences of about 5 to 8%. These results also show that the model predicts
the natural circulation flow rate accurately. The water level of 1.5 ft. is used in the
stability calculations for the consistency with the work by Pulick and Margolis.
Stability analysis As mentioned in section 4.1.2, the treatment of space derivatives
in normal nodes as in the coupled form may result in excess numerical diffusions, and
a donor-cell technique as used in the decoupled form can eliminate this problem,
but it may also introduce numerical dissipation. In this study, both coupled and
decoupled forms are used to predict the stability boundary of the test loop. The
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Figure 4-6: Steady-state natural circulation flow rates at 300 psig.
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Figure 4-7: Steady-state natural circulation flow rates at 400 psig.
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Figure 4-8: Steady-state natural circulation flow rates at 500 psig.
system is perturbed by a step change in heater power, and the dominant eigenvalue
is calculated from the response of the heater flow rate.
The calculated eigenvalues are sensitive to the time step size and node size used
in the calculation. Because both time and space derivatives are treated by first-order
finite differencing, the truncation error associated with the numerical integration is
At
in the order of the time step size (At) and node size (Ax). If the ratio A- is
held constant, and Ax is reduced to zero, then the truncation error approaches zero,
and the calculated eigenvalue will approach the true system eigenvalue. Thus the
asymptotic eigenvalue obtained by extrapolating a series of calculated eigenvalues
At
with the same - ratio and successively larger number of nodes is a good estimation
to the true system eigenvalue [42]. The combination of time step and node sizes
that gives an eigenvalue similar to the asymptotic eigenvalue is then appropriate for
stability calculations.
This procedure has been carried out using both forms of the energy equation,
and the results are shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10. In the plot of oscillation period in
Figure 4-9, some of the data points of Dt/Dx =0.11, 0.055, and 0.0066 are overlapped.
So it may be hard to distinguish them. This is also the case for the plot of oscillation
period in Figure 4-10. Notice that for the same number of heater nodes and same
At , the results of decoupled form are more stable than that of coupled form. For
fixed number of heater nodes, the effect of reducing At is larger for calculations using
the coupled form than the decoupled one. Also, for the decoupled form, the effect of
reducing Ax is larger than the effect of reducing At .
The combination of the time step size of 0.0012 second and the heater node size
of 0 184 m (5 nodes in the heater section) gives the correct 1ystým eigenvalue for
calculations using the coupled form. For the decoupled form, the calculation using
the time step size of 0.0025 second and the heater node size of 0.023 m (40 nodes in
the heater section) gives reasonable results. These sets of At and Ax were used to
determine the stability boundary of the test loop.
It is worth noticing that the asymptotic oscillation periods are between 1.2 and 1.3
second, which is about twice of the fluid transport time through the heater section.
This agrees with many experimental observations on density-wave oscillations in two-
phase flow [15, 16].
Using the sets of time step and heater node sizes determined above, the power
levels of the incipient of flow oscillations at different operating pressures are calculated.
Figure 4-11 shows the calculated and measured stability boundaries. The average
error of heater power is 7.5% and the maximum error is 11% for the coupled form.
The average error is 9.1% and the maximum error is 18.3% for the decoupled form.
These results show that the model used here is able to simulate the two-phase
flow oscillation events. The stability calculation using decoupled form requires more
computation effort than the coupled form, since a much smaller Ax is needed for the
decoupled form.
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Figure 4-9: Determination of the asymptotic eigenvalue using the coupled form.
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Figure 4-10: Determination of the asymptotic eigenvalue using the decoupled form.
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Figure 4-11: The measured and calculated stability boundaries.
4.2 Core Neutronics Model
The interaction between the nuclear fission process and core thermal-hydraulic states
is a major factor affecting BWR power oscillations. Thus the modeling of the reactor
dynamics is a crucial part of stability analysis. BWR power oscillatiois are multi-
dimensional phenomena. This is true not only for the out-of-phase type instability
which involves radial power oscillations, but also for the in-phase type oscillation.
The in-phase power oscillations involve axial power fluctuations which are excited by
the axial void distribution changes from density wave effects [19].
A three-dimensional reactor kinetics model can simulate both in- and out-of-phase
instabilities, but is very time-consuming to use. A one-dimensional kinetics model
may be sufficient for simulating the in-phase instability. Borkowski and others have
studied the in-phase instability with both zero- and one-dimensional reactor mod-
els [49]. They found that the one-dimensional model tends to give less conservative
results when compared to the results using the zero-dimensional model. The calcu-
lations using the point kinetics model show earlier oscillations and larger oscillation
amplitudes than the one-dimensional results. They suggest that axial power fluctua-
tions which are allowed in the one-dimensional model may have a stabilizing effect.
Because of the fast-running requirement for this BWR simulator, the point kinetics
model is used in this study. Thus the stability analysis of this BWR simulator is
applicable to the in-phase type instability only.
The reactor power generation rate is calculated as the sum of the instantaneous
fission power and the decay heat from the fission products:
P = (1 - fD) Pn + PD
where
P is the total power,
P, is the neutron power,
PD is the decay power, and
fD is the fraction of the neutron power that is released as the decay heat,
fD = 0.0668 [41].
4.2.1 Point kinetics model
The neutron power is proportional to the total neutron population in the core. In the
point kinetics model, an amplitude function is defined as the weighted total neutron
population. So the total fission power is proportional to this amplitude function. The
point kinetics equations describe the relations between the amplitude function, the
delay neutron precursor concentrations, and the reactivity [28]:
d p- 6dt T- A + EAi C (4.23)
d = T - Ai C, (4.24)dt A
where
T is the amplitude function,
C, is the weighted concentration of the i-th delay neutron precursor group;
six groups of delay neutron precursors are used here,
Ai is the decay constant of the i-th delay neutron precursor group,
pi is the effective delay neutron fraction of the i-th delay neutron precursor
group,
6
/ is the total effective delay neutron fraction, / = Z ,
i=l
p is the total reactivity, and
A is the prompt neutron life time.
The total reactivity p includes the thermal feedback reactivity and external re-
activity. The thermal feedback reactivity is the reactivity contributions from fuel
temperature changes (Doppler effect), moderator temperature changes, and moder-
ator density changes (void fraction changes). The external reactivity represents the
effects of control rod movements. The total reactivity at time t is calculated as
P (t) = PFB (t) - PFB (0) + pext (t)
where
PFB (t) is the feedback reactivity at time t,
PFB (0) is the feedback reactivity at time 0 , and
Pext (t) is the external reactivity at time t; the initial external reactivity
is zero (Pext (0) = 0).
4.2.2 Feedback reactivity
The thermal feedback reactivity is calculated as the weighted sum of the feedback
reactivity of each core node [19]. Power-square weighting is used, which is an approx-
imation to adjoint flux weighting. Each component of the thermal feedback reactivity
in a core node is a function of a thermal-hydraulic state of that node.
PFB (t) (PT,(T ; (t)) + PTm (T (t)) + Pvoid(a, (t))
core nodes
where
w, is a weighting factor for node i , here wz oc (local power)2 ,
pTf , PT7, and pvoid are the integral feedback reactivities, and are functions
of the fuel temperature, moderator temperature, and void fraction,
Tj is the average fuel temperature of node i ,
T, is the average moderator temperature of node i , and
i' is the average void fraction of node i .
for decay heat calculations (from [41])
4.2.3 Decay power model
The decay power generated by the fission
of decay heat precursors [41]:
products is calculated by using seven groups
7
PD= A' C,
i=1
d
7 Cb = fD Ib Pn - Cb 7,
where
Cb is the concentration of the i-th decay heat precursor group,
A' is the decay constant of the i-th decay heat precursor group, and
O• is the fraction of the decay heat generated by the i-th decay heat
precursor group.
Table 4.2 shows the constants of decay heat precursor groups.
i i$ Ab (sec- 1)
1 0.097 1.28
2 0.22 0.152
3 0.237 1.93 x 10-2
4 0.187 1.88 x 10- 3
5 0.132 1.43 x 10- 4
6 0.072 1.25 x 10- 5
7 0.055 2.20 x 10- 7
(4.25)
(4.26)
Table 4.2: Constants
4.3 Fuel Conduction and Convection Model
The fuel conduction and convection model is used to calculate the amount of en-
ergy transferred from the fuel to the coolant, and the average fuel temperature for
reactivity calculations. All the power generated by nuclear fission is assumed to be
deposited in the fuel. A two-node fuel conduction model is used, and single- and
two-phase forced convection heat trarnsfer regimes are considered.
4.3.1 Two-node fuel conduction model
The two-node fuel conduction model developed by Cabral is adopted here with mod-
ifications [45]. The basic assumptions of the fuel model are the following:
1. Only radial conduction is considered.
2. Material properties are determined from volume averaged temperatures.
3. The heat deposition is uniformly distributed in the fuel.
4. A temperature profile that holds for both steady-state and transient conditions
exists. This temperature profile is parabolic in the fuel region, and linear in the
gap and cladding regions.
5. The heat capacity of the gap is negligible.
6. A thermal jump distance is used to represent the temperature jumps at the fuel
outer surface and the cladding inner surface.
Two radial nodes are used to represent a section of a fuel rod (see Figure 4-12). The
boundary between them is located inside the fuel region, at radius rb rb =2 fo •
Node 1 consists of the inner part of the fuel pellet, and node 2 consists of the outer
part of the fuel pellet, the gap, and the cladding. From the assumptions, the energy
balance of the two nodes are
dT1Vf1(pcp)f d = Vf1 q" - Q12 , (4.27)
Vf~cpfdt qf
[Vf2(P cp)f + Ve(p cp)J = Vf2 q/ + Q12 - Qw , (4.28)
where
T1 and T2 are heat capacity-weighted, 'olume-averaged temperatures of
J PCpTdV
the nodes, Ti = -v
p c, dV
iV(p cp)i is the volume-averaged heat capacity, (p c)i = V
q7" is the volumetric heat deposition rate in the fuel,
Q12 is the heat transfer rate from node 1 to node 2,
Qw is the heat transfer rate from the cladding outer wall to the coolant,
the subscript f denotes fuel, c denotes cladding, fl denotes fuel in node 1,
f2 denotes fuel in node 2, and w denotes the outer wall of the cladding.
From the assumed temperature profile in both steady-state and transient condi-
tions, the temperature in the fuel is
T1 (r)= To + - (r - r2) (4.29)
where kf is the fuel conductivity evaluated at the average fuel temperature, and the
subscript fo denotes the fuel outer surface.
Then the volume-averaged fuel temperatures in node 1 and node 2 are
q, 2
Tfl = Tfo +4 ro - 2 o
and
Tf2 = Tfo + 2 r
Because node 1 consists of fuel only, and the heat capacity of the fuel is assumed
to be independent of position, so Tf1 is equal to T 1. The radius rl at which the fuel
Node 1 -1 Node 2
F~Fuel Cl adding
rl rb r 2 rfo rci
Radius
Figure 4-12: Schematic of fuel nodes.
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temperature equals T1 is given by
r= , Tb •
The heat capacity of the gap has been neglected. So,
Vf2 (Cp)f Tf 2 + V,(pcp), TT2= = Vf2(p c)f + Vc(p c,)
The volume-averaged cladding temperature is approximated as the average of the
cladding inner and outer surface temperatures. The radius r2 at which the fuel
temperature equals T2 is given by
2 4k(T 2r2 Fro 4k 2 Tfo)
r 2 is not a constant, but Cabral has shown that with a fixed value of r2 , the error
in the average fuel temperature is small [45]. Thus r2 determined at the initial state
will be used in transient calculations.
The heat transfer rate from node 1 to node 2 can be expressed as
- T (4.30)
Q12 = -Abkf = (UA) 12 (T1 - T2 ) , (4.30)
rb
where
(UA) 12 is the total heat transfer coefficient between node 1 and node 2.
Ab is the area of the fuel section at rb , Ab = 2 7rbAz , and
Az is the length of the fuel section.
From Equation 4.29, and from the definitions of ri and r2 , we have
O T q111rb
r r 2-k
and
I,l
qf (2 2)T = Tfo + =- - r1),4kf
q',
q 2f r2_ 2)
T2 =Tfo + r)4kf
(UA) 1 2 = Ab 2k rb2r• 1•
So,
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
Similar temperature profiles are assumed to hold for both steady-state and tran-
sient conditions. Applying steady-state heat balance and linear temperature profiles
in the gap and cladding, we get
QIV = q'l 7 rr oAz,
T-i - T, = Q,(27rrwz,,zkc)
( 69 + m , P
\27rr foAzkg
and
Tfo - To, = Q,
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
where
6~ is the cladding thickness,
6g is the gap thickness,
6jump is the thermal jump distance, 6ump = 0.3 /m [45], and
subscript ci denotes the cladding inner surface.
The heat transfer rate from node 2 to the wall can be expressed as
QW = (UA)2w (T2 - Tw). (4.37)
And the total heat transfer coefficient (UA) 2. is obtained by combining Equations
4.32, and 4.34 to 4.37:
(UA) 2,, = 27rAz 6,SLEk+ + 3ump+f J0 9 (2rfo--r2) -1+ 2rk2 (4.38)
Substituting Equations 4.30 and 4.37 into 4.27 and 4.28, we have
dT q - (UA)
dT( c _ Vt "- (UA) 12 (T1 - T2)
[v2(p ~,), + Vc(p cp)c] dT2
_1 f2 qf + (UA) 12 (Ti - T2) - QW
The material properties are determined using the average material temperatures.
These temperatures can be expressed in terms of T1, T2 , and T,. The average cladding
temperature is
T TC + T= ajT, + a2T2 ;2
the average fuel temperature is
Tf = blT1 + b2 T2 ;
the average gap temperature is
Tf0 + TcTg - 2 = clT. + c2T2 ;9-2
where
6c (UA),2w
47rrAz kc
a 2 = 1-a ,
r - r 20 /2
b = 2
b2= 1-b ,
and
(4.39)
(4.40)
C1= (UA) 2w c + 6g + 6jump and
2wrAz +rWkc 2 rfok•
C2 = 1-Cl
These coefficients are not constant. But they will be evaluated only at the initial
state, and then used in transient calculations.
4.3.2 Convective heat transfer
Two heat transfer regimes are considered in this model: single-phase and two-phase
forced convection. For the single-phase region, the Dittus-Boelter equation is used.
The wall heat transfer rate is given by
Q, = 2rrwAz h (T, - TB) , (4.41)
where
h is the single-phase heat transfer coefficient from the Dittus-Boelter equa-
tion, and
TB is the bulk coolant temperature.
For two-phase conditions, the Chen correlation is used. This correlation was
originally developed for saturated boiling, but it can also be used in subcooled boiling
conditions when temperature weighting is used [37]. The wall heat transfer rate for
two-phase conditions is calculated as
QW = 2r rAz [hFC (Tw - TB) + hNB (Tw - Tsat)] , (4.42)
where
hFC is the forced convection heat transfer coefficient,
hNB is the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient, and
Ts,,t is the saturation temperature.
Table 4.3: Conditions of a fuel rod transient
Rod length
Rod outer radius
Cladding thickness
Gap thickness
Coolant pressure
Coolant inlet temperature
Coolant flow area
Coolant flow rate
Initial rod power
Final rod power
Axial power shape
3.66 m
4.75 mm
0.572 mm
0.0824 mm
15.5 MPa
300 oC
8.79x 10-5 m2
0.342 kg/s
66.95 kW (100% power)
83.69 kW (125% power)
uniform
Correlations for these heat transfer coefficients are listed in Appendix C.5.
The transition from the single-phase regime to two-phase regime is at the point
of incipient nucleate boiling. The fuel wall temperature is higher than the saturation
temperature at this point. But for BWR operating conditions, at the boiling incep-
tion, the difference between T, and Tsat is small. So in this heat transfer model, the
transition from single-phase to two-phase regimes is set at T' = Tsat [50].
4.3.3 Model validation against THERMIT-2 calculation
The fuel conduction and convection model described above has been named the
"COND" model. This model has been validated with the calculation results of the
THERMIT-2 code. THERMIT-2 is a two-fluid thermal-hydraulic code for light wa-
ter reactor core transient analysis [51]. The fuel model in THERMIT-2 uses a finite
difference scheme to solve the radial heat conduction equations.
The benchmark case is a step power increase transient of a typical pressurized
water reactor (PWR) fuel rod. Table 4.3 shows the conditions of the transient.
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Figure 4-13: Comparison of fuel rod models.
In the THERMIT-2 calculation, the fuel rod is modeled by ten axial nodes. Each
axial node is radially divided into eight fuel nodes, one gap node, and one cladding
node. Constant fuel properties are used. In the COND calculation, only one axial
node is calculated, which corresponds to the fifth axial node in the THERMIT-2
calculation. The fifth node coolant enthalpy from THERMIT-2 is used as a boundary
condition in the COND calculation.
Figure 4-13 shows the average fuel temperatures calculated by the two models.
The average fuel temperature calculated by the COND model is very close to the
THERMIT-2 results. At the end of the transient, the temperature from the COND
model is 2 OC lower than that from the THERMIT-2. The average fuel temperature
is chosen for comparison because it dictates the Doppler reactivity feedback and the
stored energy in the fuel rod, which are important factors in the power oscillation
process.
This comparison shows that the COND model, though based on only two radial
nodes, gives very good results when compared to the THERMIT-2 fuel rod model
with ten radial nodes.
Figure 4-14: Schematic of a recirculation loop.
4.4 Recirculation System and Jet Pump Model
4.4.1 Recirculation system model
The recirculation system model calculates the pressure gain in the lower downcomer
node from jet pump operations. Two separate recirculation loops are modeled. Each
loop consists of one jet pump, one recirculation pump, one flow control valve, and
one external recirculation line, as shown in Figure 4-14. Both recirculation loops are
included in the lower downcomer node for the mass and energy calculations. The
energy input from recirculation pumps is neglected.
A basic assumption in the recirculation system model is a single density assump-
tion. The entire recirculation system is assumed to have the same density and en-
thalpy as the outlet of the lower downcomer node. Thus only the mass and momentum
balance is considered in the recirculation system model. Flow reversal is not allowed
in the external recirculation line, but flow reversal in the jet pumps from the diffuser
(point 4) to the upper downcomer (point 1) is allowed. The notations used in this
section are listed in Table 4.4.
The annular space of the lower downcomer is divided into two parts, one for each
recirculation loop. From the mass balance, we have
WddC = W',et ,
" = Wle-+ ' i + et , (4.43)
w,'e = W"V + Wi ,
where the superscripts denote recirculation loops. From the momentum balance, we
have
P + t = P2 + + K , I (4.44)
-2pA c - 2pAm 2pA
W2 W2P 4 + et P + (4.45)2pA•- 2pA~d
(£' dWc W2 2dWrC= Pcp + P6 - P7 + 2 rE
A dt 2pA 2pA2
rc Id& rc (4.46)
+ +(- c, JWrc WrcDA2  dc DA2 r r A2 2p
W2 W2 Iwrcl w
PT + re P2 + + K WrC W (4.47)
2pArc 2pA2 2pA(
where Prep is the pressure head of the recirculation pump, K is the loss coefficient,
and c,. is the loss coefficient of the flow control valve. The pressure losses in the jet
pump during flow reversal conditions are larger than that at positive flow conditions,
so Ks and Kd are given different values for positive and reverse flow conditions [52].
Table 4.4: Notations used in the recirculation system model
Positions
lower downcomer above the jet pumps
jet pump suction and nozzle discharge
jet pump throat
jet pump diffuser outlet
lower plenum
lower downcomer outside the jet pumps
recirculation line riser
Subscripts
jet pump suction
jet pump nozzle
jet pump throat
jet pump diffuser
jet pump
lower downcomer above the jet pump
lower downcomer outside the jet pump
lower plenum inlet
recirculation line
flow control valve
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
s
n
t
d
jet
dc
ldc
lp
rc
v
From Equations 4.44 to 4.47, we get
PreP + __ 1W 81W8- _ Wr-  KW W2dWrc P  2 + KAre dt 2pA 2pA 2pA2 K 2pA2 (4.48)
K d)c ]Wrc Wrc
DA2 DA2e A2 r AC 2p
4.4.2 Recirculation pump model
The pressure head of a recirculation pump is calculated by the recirculation pump
model. The recirculation pumps are centrifugal pumps. The performance of the
pump is described by the characteristics of the pump which involve four parameters:
pressure head, pump speed, flow rate, and pump torque. Homologous curves of di-
mensionless parameters are used to represent the pump characteristics [53]. In this
model, the homologous curves for positive rotation are given by third-order polyno-
mials:
h V v)2  (V)3
- = ao + al - + a2 - a3
VV 2 (V)3
Sbo + b - + b2 + b3-
where
Hh is the dimensionless head, h = ,Hr
PrepH is the pump head, H = rep
pg
Prep is the pressure gain across the recirculation pump,
a is the dimensionless speed, a-
W•
w is the pump speed,
Q
v is the dimensionless flow rate, v - Q
Q is the volumetric flow rate, Q = WC
p
p is the dimensionless torque, -= rcp
Tr
Trcp is the pump torque, and
H, , r , Qr , and Tr are the rated head, speed, flow rate, and pump
torque, respectively.
The dynamic response of the pump is described by the torque equation [54]
dw
Ircp d = Tm - Tp - Toss , (4.49)
where
Ircp is the moment of inertia of the pump, including the inertia of the
motor-generator set,
Tm is the motor or electrical torque,
Tlo,, is the torque loss due to windage and frictions, Tos,, = rpump w , and
Tpump is a loss factor.
The pressure gain across the pump and the pump torque can be obtained from
the homologous curves given the pump speed and flow rate:
Prep = pg a2H ao + al + a2 + a - ; (4.50)
Trcp 2Tr bo + b + (b 2  ) +b( )] . (4.51)
To avoid a singularity, the dimensionless flow v is assumed to be equal to the dimen-
sionless speed a for a < 0.001 . The partial derivatives of the pressure head and
pump torque with respect to the speed and pump flow are needed during transient
calculations. These partial derivatives are calculated from direct differentiations of
Equations 4.50 and 4.51:
8 Prp gHr ( 2
- Q a la + 2a 2a+3a3 - ;
SPrq, _ pg H, (VpP• r 2H2aa +a 1v - a3-V
STrP Tr V 2)Wc= bQ a + 2 b2a + 3 b3 -
a Tr T v3
.9w wr O.±u&21
4.4.3 Jet pump model
The pressure gain across the jet pump i6 the sum of four components. The first one is
the pressure difference between point 1 and point 2 which is given by Equation 4.44.
The second one is the pressure difference between point 2 and point 3. For forced
circulation conditions, the momentum balance of the throat is given by [36, 55]
W2  W2 2
P2At + -p+ rc = P3 At + .pt (4.52)pA, pA, pAt
But for natural circulation conditions, Wc = 0 , and the momentum equation is
P2 + - P3+ 3 t2 pA 2 pA•
The transition from forced to natural circulation is calculated by a linear interpolation.
An interpolation factor is defined as
1 for W2  Wre ,
crl 
-- (Wr 
- W 1)
crl= vv -r W for W 1 <Wc < 2 ,
0 for We < W1
W1 and W2 are the limits of recirculation flow of pure natural and forced circulation.
W1 and W2 have been arbitrarily set to 10 and 20 kg/s, respectively. The pressure
difference across the throat is then
P2 - P3 = crl w c+ (1 - crl) jet\pA pA,At pA, At 2 pA 2 pA2
The rest of the pressure difference components are
Wj2 W2et _ et
= P- P4 + 2 22pAt 2pAd
f- £CDf 42)
\. =. /
and
SIWetI WVet
2KdpAdYL
IWetWl ret+ pg9 AZjet ,2p
Wi2
= P + -
2pA2
Define the jet pump pressure gain Pjet = P5 - P1 - PgAZjet . Then,
(I )Jel
dWjet
dt
W-2et
S-P3et +4et2pA2
2pA
2pA2 D A2) et
Pjet I IY;et
2 p
-KIWW
-
2pA2
+ crl[W 1 2
pA, At A,)
Kd IWetl Wjet
- Kd2pA 2pA2
rW2c
+
pAnAt
(4.54)
W2-
2pA t
4.4.4 Validation of the jet pump model
The performance of a jet pump is governed by three parameters [55]:
An
1. The nozzle to throat area ratio, R = - ;At
2. The jet pump suction loss coefficient, K,
3. The nozzle loss coefficient, Kn .
The steady-state characteristics curve of a jet pump is usually expressed in terms
of the flow ratio M and head ratio N . The flow ratio is the ratio of jet pump suction
flow to jet pump nozzle flow.
The head ratio is defined as
WE
M= WW1c
h4 - hi
h7 - h4
Sjet dWjet
-2 jet -
(4.53)
N - (Diffuser outlet total head) - (Downcomer total head)
(Riser total head) - (Diffuser outlet total head)
W 2e tP4 + 2pA2
P W 2
where the total head h = - + + g z .p 2 p2A2
At steady-state, neglecting friction losses, Equations 4.44, 4.52, and 4.53 give
W2 W2 Wethh 2 W (2A K - 1 + rc - e2 p2A At p2AAt p2A2
Equations 4.47, 4.52, and 4.53 give
_W_2 W2,p (1 2A, __W2
h4 W+ re +K •+ jet
2 p2 A 2A At 2 p2AV
Notice that Wjet = M + 1 , and A = 1 - R . Using these relations, the head ratio
Wrc At
becomes
N M2 2 2
(1 - K2 - 2R) + ((M + 1)2
N =
(1+ K( - 2 R) +(M+)2 - 2M 2  (4.55)
R2 (1 - R)
This expression has also been derived by Liao [55]. From this expression, we can
see that under steady-state, no friction conditions, the N-M curve is completely
determined by R, K,, and Kn .
Equation 4.55 has been used to calculate the N-M curve of a generalized General
Electric (GE) first generation jet pump. The parameters used in the calculation are
R = 0.1589, K, = 0.35, and Kn = 0.1.
The calculated characteristics curve agrees very well with the measured curve, as
shown in Figure 4-15 [55]. This result shows that the jet pump model discussed above
can accurately predict the performance of the jet pumps.
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[55].
4.5 Steam Line Model
4.5.1 Steam line dynamics
The steam line model developed by Wulff is adopted for calculating the dynamics of
the steam lines [56]. This steam line model has also been used in the Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) Engineering Plant Analyzer (EPA) and the RAMONA-
3B code [47]. The steam line model in this work uses seven constant cross-sectional
nodes to represent the steam line system, as shown in Figure 4-16. The assumptions
used in this model are as following:
1. Steam is an ideal gas;
2. Flow is adiabatic;
3. Gravity effects and spatial accelerations are negligible;
4. Viscous dissipation and axial conduction are negligible (isentropic flow).
From the assumptions of ideal gas and isentropic flow, the conservation of energy
(expressed in terms of pressure P and density p) becomes
dp dPdp - = (4.56)
P P 
where y is the isentropic expansion coefficient , 7 = E . Integrating Equation 4.56,Cv
we get
SP2 P (4.57)
The isentropic expansion coefficient can be calculated with the help of the ideal gas
and isentropic assumptions. For ideal gas,
du = c,dT ,
and
dh = cpdT .
To suppression pool
MSIV TCV
S6-x -To turbine
WTCV
W,
TBV
WTBV
To condenser
Figure 4-16: Nodalization of the steam line system. SRV: safety relief valve, MSIV:
main steam isolation valve, TCV: turbine control valve, TBV: turbine bypass valve.
For an isentropic process,
du = -Pdv ,
and
dh = vdP = dP (4.58)
P
So,
c, dP/P dP/P
c, dv/v dp/p
But
dp p dP + dh = dP ap + 1 p\
P-h hP 1Ph  i Ph
So,
pP
19 P p 19h
7 will only be evaluated once at the initial steam dome condition, and be used in all
subsequent transient calculations.
The mass balance of a node is
d piVi dt = TIw
where subscript j represents the flows in or out of node i. By applying Equations
4.56 and 4.57, we get
Vi Po Po f') dPW
-Y AOP • dt;=  W (4.59)
where Po and Po are the reference pressure and density which are evaluated at the
initial steam dome condition.
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The momentum balance for a flow path between node i and i + 1 is
+i = P - Pi+1 [ + Iw w2 A A dt 2 DA2 DA2 2 p,
- K _ _W Ic - I
2 pi+ Ai2+ 2 pi+ A2
(4.60)
where
Aj+1 is the flow area between node i and i + ,
Pi+½ is the density between the nodes, and is set as tlhe density in the
upwind node,
A, and c, are the flow area and loss coefficient of the valve between the
nodes, such as the turbine control valve (TCV) or the main steam isolation
valve (MSIV).
The state variables of the steam line system are the pressure of each node, the flow
rates between nodes, and the steam flow rates from the steam dome and through the
TCV. The boundary conditions for this system are the steam dome pressure, turbine
inlet pressure, and the flow rates through the safety relief valve (SRV) and turbine
bypass valve (TBV).
4.5.2 Valve model
The flow rates through the safety relief valve and turbine bypass valve are calculated
from the pressure differences across the valves. Assuming the steam is an ideal gas,
and the flow through the valve is isentropic, then the stagnation enthalpy of the steam
is constant [36, 37]. Neglecting the kinetic energy upstream of the valve, the flow rate
through the valve is
W, = (pvA), = (pA), V2 (h - ht),
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where the subscript H denotes upstream, and t denotes valve throat. From Equations
4.57 and 4.58,
Then,
1
W, = cA, 2 p PH Ytt ]
PH(4.61)
Sc.A, 2POPH ( P)L ( L
= I•aPo 7- -1 PH PH
here the subscript L denotes downstream, and c, is the valve coefficient which ac-
counts for flow contraction and losses [47]. For subsonic flows, the downstream pres-
sure is equal to the throat pressure.
For choked flow, the flow rate is independent on the downstream pressure:
dWv
= =0.
dPL
This leads to
PH critzcal y+l
Thus for L)ritical , the valve flow is given by [36, 47]
PH PH critical
(Wv)criticat = cvA, 7YPoPH (P 2 (4.62)
4.5.3 Model validation
The steam line model discussed above has been named the "STMLN" model. This
model is used to calculate fast valve closure transients and the results are compared
to analytical and test results.
Two validation cases are studied. The first case is a theoretical one. The analytical
solution of the transient is obtained with the following assumptions:
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Table 4.5: Conditions for theoretical steam line transient case
1. The isentropic expansion coefficient y = 1 .
2. The steam flow is laminar and with no form losses. The frictional pressure
gradient is (8 P) =O(W
k 9 I friction
where 8 is a constant friction parameter.
The analytical solution for this transient has been derived by Wulff [56]. The
boundary conditions are constant steam dome pressure, and no SRV and TBV flows.
The transient is initiated by fast turbine control valve closure (in 0.1 second). Table
4.5 lists the conditions for the calculation.
Figure 4-17 compares the turbine stop valve pressures calculated by the analytical
solution and STMLN model [56]. The results from the STMLN model are in good
agreement with the analytical solution.
The second case being studied is a turbine trip test conducted at the Peach Bottom
unit 2 [32]. The turbine trip test 3 (TT3) of the Peach Bottom-2 transient tests is
calculated. The calculation uses the measured steam dome pressure and TBV flow
rate as the boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 4-18 [56]. The test conditions
and steam line geometry are given in reference [56]. This test was also initiated
by turbine control valve fast closure ( also in 0.1 second). Figure 4-19 shows the
measured and calculated stop valve pressures [56]. The results from STMLN model
follow the measured data very well, except for the high frequency components in the
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Steam line flow area 0.1542 m2
Steam line length 65.985 m
Initial steam dome pressure 6.88 MPa
Initial steam dome density 35.783 kg/m 3
Initial mass flow rate 268.3 kg/s
Fraction parameter 6 3.1826 sec - 1
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Figure 4-17: Turbine stop valve pressure variations in the theoretical transient. The
analytical solution is from Wulff [56].
data which were caused by the pressure wave reflections in the pressure sensing lines
[56].
From these two cases, we judge that the STMLN model is adequate for simulating
the dynamic responses of the steam line system.
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Figure 4-18: Boundary conditions for TT3 calculation (from [56]).
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Figure 4-19: Turbine stop valve pressures of TT3 test. The measured data are from
reference [56].
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4.6 Control System Model
The control system model is used to determine the boundary conditions of the BWR
simulator. The required boundary conditions are
1. turbine control valve open fraction,
2. turbine bypass valve open fraction,
3. safety relief valve open fraction,
4. recirculation flow control valve (FCV) open fraction or recirculation pump speed
for each recirculation loop, and
5. feedwater flow rate.
Four control systems are needed. They are
1. reactor pressure controller, which determines the TCV and TBV openings;
2. recirculation flow controller,
3. feedwater controller, and
4. safety relief valve controller.
In addition to these controllers, the actions of MSIV and TCV fast closure are
also modeled.
The major building blocks of the controllers are lead/lag compensators, and
proportional-integral-differential (PID) controllers. The dynamics of these compo-
nents are simulated by numerical integrations [57]. The transfer function of a lead/lag
compensator is
Y (s) = G (l+ r+s)
X (s) 1 + T28/
where
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X (s) and Y (s) are the Laplace transforms of the input and output signals
x (t) and y (t) ,
71 and T2 are lead and lag time constants,
G is the gain,
s is the Laplace variable, and
t denotes time.
The time domain equivalence to the above transfer function is
Y (t) +T2 y (t) =dt G x
d(t)+ d x(t]dt
Using backward finite differencing, we get
G[xi
Yi =
+ T, ( Ati-)X i - Xi-_1
721+ ,.
where At is the time step size, At = t, - t,_l, and subscripts i and i - 1 denote time
steps. A lag compensator can be modeled by setting 71 to zero.
The transfer function of a PID controller is
Y (s) KD
- Kp + + K, s
x(s) s
where Kp, K, , and KD are the proportional, integral, and differential gains.
time domain equivalence is
d
y (t)
d
=Kp x (t)dt
A numerical solution is
y• = (Kp KD + a+Žt + Ati K,
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The
d2
+ KD dt x (t) + KI x (t) .dt2
xi- [Kp + xi-l+ (Atl Xz-2+Yz-1,
where Ati- 1 = tt-1- ti- 2 , and Ati = ti- ti- 1. The proportional (P) and proportional-
integral (PI) controllers can be modeled by setting the appropriate gains to zero.
The output of a controller is sent to the actuating system and causes the controlled
device to respond. The dynamic behavior of the actuating system is modeled by a
second order dynamic system:
Y (s) Cf
X (s) 82 + Cd 8 + Cf
where
Cf is a constant related to the undamped natural frequency of the system,
Cf = U)
Cd is a constant related to both the undamped natural frequency and
damping factor, Cd = 2 wn ,
wn is the undamped natural frequency, and
( is the damping ratio.
The numerical solution for this dynamic system is
SAt + 1 + Ati_+ Cd A Yi-1 - (Ati_ Yi-2
Y 1 + Cd Ats + Cf At?
The response speed of the actuator is also limited to a maximum rate given by the
user.
The following sections describe the signal paths in the controllers. These con-
trollers are simplified versions of controllers used in the BNL Engineering Plant An-
alyzer (EPA) [47].
4.6.1 Reactor pressure controller
Figure 4-20 shows the reactor pressure controller. The input signals are the load
demand, turbine load, reactor pressure set point, and steam dome pressure. The
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outputs are the TCV and TBV positions, and the demand error signal which goes to
the recirculation flow controller. The flow rate though TCV is used to indicate the
turbine load.
The difference between the load demand and actual turbine load is the demand
error signal. This error signal goes through a lag compensator and gives the transient
set point adjustment. This adjustment gives the correct TCV response to a load
demand change.
The pressure error signal is the difference between the adjusted set point and
the steam dome pressure. This pressure error goes though a proportional controller
and a lead/lag compensator and gives the steam flow demand signal. The TCV flow
demand is the smaller of the steam flow demand and load demand plus a load bias.
This arrangement makes sure that the steam flow will not exceed by too much the
flow required to meet the load demand.
The bypass flow demand is the difference of the steam flow demand and the TCV
flow demand plus a bypass bias. So the TBV will open only when the TCV can not
meet the steam flow demand.
Two function generators (lookup tables) are used to translate the flow demands
of TCV and TBV into the position demands. The non-linearity of the characteristics
of the valves can be modeled by these function generators. The final valve positions
are calculated by the second order actuator models.
4.6.2 Recirculation flow and feedwater flow controllers
The recirculation flow controller is shown in Figure 4-21. The demand error signal
from the pressure controller enters a PI controller (master controller) and produces a
power demand signal. This power demand is compared to the filtered reactor power
signal which is the amplitude function in the point kinetics model. The power error
goes to a PI controller (flow controller) and gives the recirculation flow demand. This
flow demand is translated to the flow control valve position demand or the recircula-
tion pump speed demand by a function generator. An actuator model calculates the
FCV position or pump speed.
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Figure 4-20: Reactor pressure controller.
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Figure 4-21: Recirculation flow controller.
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Reactor
Level Setpoint Steam Flow
Feedwater Flow
Figure 4-22: Feedwater controller.
The feedwater controller uses three-element control. The level error and the steam
and feedwater flow mismatch are filtered and summed. The combined level error then
passes through a lead/lag compensator, a PI controller, and gives the feedwater flow
demand signal. The feedwater flow demand goes through a function generator and
an actuator, and gives the feedwater flow rate. Figure 4-22 shows a schematic of the
feedwater controller.
4.6.3 Safety relief valve control
The safety and relief valves are modeled as a single valve. This safety relief valve is
opened in steps to simulate the operations of the safety and relief valve banks. The
operation of this SRV is governed by the pressure at the first steam line node with
an SRV connected. A maximum of ten valve banks can be simulated. For each valve
bank, the required inputs are the open and reset pressure set points, Poi and P,,i,
and the cumulative open fraction when the bank is actuated, fsrvi . The speed of
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Figure 4-23: The pressure settings of the safety relief valve.
each SRV bank is limited by a maximum valve travel rate. Figure 4-23 shows the
SRV settings of a three-bank case.
4.7 Chapter Summary
The models of physical processes simulated in the BWR simulator are presented in
this chapter. The features of these models are summarized here.
The thermal-hydraulic model uses a three-equation model. The two-phase sepa-
ration effects are represented by a drift-flux model. Subcooled boiling is model by a
profile-fit. A single pressure assumption is applied. The steam dome is treated with
a two-region non-equilibrium model. This thermal hydraulic model has been used to
simulate the ANL natural circulation test loop. The calculated stability boundary of
the test loop is in good agreement with measured data.
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A point kinetics model is used to simulate reactor dynamics. The thermal feedback
reactivity is calculated as the weighted sum of local reactivity changes. The decay
power is modeled by seven groups of decay heat precursors. This core model is suited
for in-phase type instability.
The fuel model uses a two-node fuel conduction model, and considers single-phase
and boiling heat transfer regimes. This fuel model gives almost identical results as
the THERMIT-2 finite difference fuel model.
Two separate recirculation loop are simulated in the recirculation system model.
The system is assumed to have a single density. The pressure gain across the jet
pump throat is calculated by momentum mixing. The steady-state characteristics
calculated by this jet pump model agree well with the measured data.
The steam line model is based on the assumptions of ideal gas and isentropic flow.
Two fast valve closure transients have been studied using this steam line model. One
case is a theoretical case with analytical solution. The other is the Peach Bottom-2
turbine trip test TT3. The results calculated by this steam line model are in good
agreement with the benchmark results.
Four model controllers are used to provide the necessary boundary conditions to
the simulator. These are the reactor pressure controller, recirculation flow controller,
feedwater flow controller, and safety relief valve model. Numerical integrations are
used to simulate the lead/lag compensators, PID controllers, and second order models
of the actuating devices.
The models discussed in this chapter have been integrated into the BWR sim-
ulator. The methods used to solve this integrated system of equations in the time
domain are described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Numerical Solution Method
5.1 Equation Systems and Solution Methods
The models described in Chapter 4 are solved numerically to simulate the response
of a BWR. The main equation systems to be solved are
1. core neutronics equations,
2. fuel conduction and convection equations,
3. reactor vessel energy equations,
4. steam dome equations,
5. steam line equations,
6. reactor vessel mass and momentum equations, and
7. recirculation system equations.
The procedures to solve these equation systems are described in this section.
5.1.1 Core neutronics equations
The point kinetics equations (Equations 4.23 and 4.24) and the decay heat equations
(Equations 4.25 and 4.26) are solved to give the core heat generation rate. The point
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kinetics equations are solved by direct integration of the delay neutron precursor
equations, and 0-differencing of the amplitude function equation [58]. Integrating
Equation 4.24 from tn to tn+1 , we get
tn+l
Cn+l = Cn e-xAt + 8-\t Te--(ttn)dtA e
tn
where At = tn+l
tn to t,~1 , then
give
- t4 . Assuming that the amplitude function T varies linearly from
the integral in the above equation can be evaluated analytically to
C n +1 = kl,iC n + k2,i Tn+1 - k3,i Tn,
where
kl,i = e -" A t ,
1- e-ALAt
k2i = 1 - A ,and
1- e- x l At
k3,i= e- A At - AiAt
Define pc, = AiC, . Then
pcn +l = kl,i pc + k2 ,i Tn+ - k3, i-T .
The equation of the amplitude function (E4
0-method:
Tn+1 - Tn -P 6 C) n+1
At = 0 T + EAC2=-1
quation 4.23) is discretized in time by the
+(1- P-9)-A T + AiCi
, (5.2)
where 0 is a parameter that determines the degree of implicitness of the finite differ-
ence scheme. 0 = 1 gives a fully implicit scheme, and 0 = 0.5 gives a semi-implicit
scheme.
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(5.1)
Substituting Equation 5.1 into Equation 5.2 and rearranging terms, we get
1 -A n+ + i k2,i n+)
i=-1
= 1 + (1 - 0) (pn _ ) - 0 , k3,i T (5.3)
i=1
6
+ At [1 + 0 (ki,i- 1)] pc
i=1
The parameter 0 is selected according to the magnitude of the reactivity p . The
fully implicit scheme is used when p < 6, and the semi-implicit scheme is used when
P > P.
An adaptive procedure is used when calculating the amplitude function. An ampli-
tude function To'+ is first calculated using a time step size of At. Another amplitude
At T+1 - T,"+ 1
function Tin+' is calculated using a time step size of if T• 5 x 10-4
then the procedure stops. Otherwise, the time step size is reduced in half again,
and another amplitude function is calculated. This procedure continues until the
amplitude function is converged, or until the time step size is smaller than 0.1 ms.
The decay heat precursor equations (Equation 4.26) are also solved by direct
integration with the assumption that the total fission power, which is proportional to
the amplitude function, varies linearly with time. Define cd' = A"Cb . We get
(cd' = kdl,, (cd)n + fDb [kd 2 ,i (Pn)n+l - kd3 ,z (Pn)n] ,
where
kdl,i = e-AbAt,
1- e-xDt
kd2,i = 1- ,and
1- e-Aba
t
k,i = e- b At AtD\Y
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The decay power at tn+ is calculated from Equation 4.25:
7
(PD)n+1 = (cd+)
i=-1
The total core power is then
(p)"+l = (1 - fD) (p)n+ + (PD)n+l.
5.1.2 Fuel conduction and convection equations
The fuel conduction and convection equations for each fuel node are solved to give
the average fuel temperature for Doppler reactivity calculation, and to give the heat
transfer rate from the fur'l lods to the coolant. The solution method described below
follows the work by Cabral [45]. The volumetric heat deposition rate in the fuel region
of each fuel node (q'") is calculated from the total core power and a user-specified
power distribution. Equations 4.39 and 4.40 are discretized in time by semi-implicit
finite differencing:
V (pc) 1 - T1) V U1 (qn) - (UA) 12 (T+' - T+1) ; (5.4)
S ( l T (5.5)
= Vf 2 (qll)n+l + (UA)12 (T + 1 - Tn + 1) - Qn+l1
Linearizing the wall heat transfer rate with respect to the wall temperature, we
have
Qn+1 = Qn + ) 1 - T). (5.6)
From Equation 4.37 and using the old heat transfer coefficient, we get
QU+1 = (UA)2 (Tnn+1 - Tn+1). (5.7)
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Eliminating Tn +' by combining Equations 5.6 and 5.7, we arrive at
Qn+i = 1+ ( / 1 W [Qn + ((T l- T) (5.8)(UA) W ,aTW ( )
A two-step procedure is used to solve these equations. First, Equations 5.4, 5.5,
5.7, and 5.8 are solved to get predicted values T:+  T2 + 2 T and Q•. The
average temperatures and properties of fuel, gap, and cladding are updated by using
these predicted values. The new heat transfer coefficients (UA)n+l, and (UA)n+l( w q n+ 1
are calculated from Equations 4.33 and 4.38. Then aT is calculated from
Tn+2Equations 4.41 or 4.42 using ~, 2. So,
= fn+½ 2IrrAzh if T2+½ Tt,
S2rr~Az h [hFc + hNB + T - ) (T ,) if Tf> Twat -
The second step solves Equations 5.4, 5.5, 5.7, and 5.8 again using (\ aT )
and updated material properties to get the corrected values Tfl+ 1, T2+ 1, Tw+ 1, and
QZ+W. T*+I is then used to calculate ( + , which is used in the calculations
for tn+2 . The average fuel temperature is recalculated using Tfl+1 and T2+ 1.
5.1.3 Reactor vessel energy equation system
The energy equations of reactor vessel nodes have been decoupled from the momentum
equations by the single pressure assumption. These energy equations are combined
with the overall vessel mass equation to form the vessel energy equation system. The
nodalization of the reactor vessel is described by three indices:
1. NCH, which is the number of core channels, NCH = 1 or 2;
2. NC1, which is the number of axial nodes in channel 1;
3. NC2, which is the number of axial nodes in channel 2, NC2 = 0 for NCH = 1.
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The total number of nodes in the reactor vessel, excluding the steam dome, is
NT = NC1 + NC2 + 6.
NT is limited to be less than 50. NT = NC1 + 6 for one channel cases. The total
number of flow paths connecting the nodes is
NJ = NT + NCH- 1,
and
NT when NCH = 1,
NT + 1 when NCH = 2.
The assignment of the indices of nodes and flow paths is illustrated in Figure 5-1.
The outlet flow path of a node has the same index as the node. The flow path NJ
exists only when two core channels are used.
For normal nodes, Equation 4.17 is discretized to give
V ei ) JeiJ ( Me nm"Ah,
a l hi-1 a hZ , a hi a hi At
+ [( ei) mi)_1] nAP
- (hý) + Ahn -
where A stands for the difference between new and old state variables, i.e., AP =
pn+1 - Pn. In the above equation, the flowing enthalpy are linearized with respect
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Figure 5-1: Designation of the indices of nodes and flow paths.
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1-1
to the mixture enthalpy [41]. And
1
Oh'
Oh
1- (1
CO + pu 3 ()SW./
- CO) (1 P9 h hf,
for single-phase flows,
for two-phase flows,
where CO and u9j are the distribution parameter and drift velocity contained in the
drift-flux correlation.
Rearranging and collecting terms, we get
Ah, + { (f O): + (f 1)n[(I h'• I0 h Z- [( h') ]J0 hIJt g,"hjh + APAt
wn+1 + [h)! _ ln
__ qz+ _ W _I [(hil- -i
(5.10)
where
(f 0) - i = V hle,
n Beihs _V(f 1), = i ([ e\Oh -
g' = Vi [( e hi
- hi h,_ 1
(Omi~ ']k' oh~,)J , and
( mi nOR-1
Notice that the discretized form of Equation 4.16 is very similar to the above
equation. For the coupled form of the energy equation, the coefficient of the Ahi_l
term is
(f 0) n [ (,h' \]n
At [ a h '
and the coefficient of the Ahi term is
(f l)
At [w (Oh' hI h .
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-W (h')" -]
The energy equation of mixing nodes, Equation 4.19, is discretized in time in the
same manner:
W (•Ih'\"S\ h lJin Ahi, + { At VAPAt (5.11)
= qi + E W r (hi)" - ] - EW, [(hm,)l no ]
The discretized mass equation for normal nodes is
AMi
At
= Ahi-1= a t At Ahi+ bi At APt wl - wn+ ,i- (5.12)
where
an  Vi ( hi-1
ca = V, np.•
For the mixing nodes, the mass equation becomes
AMi
At
ViAhi + -At
Vi (oi,)n (mi "
9P ) AP = Win- out
For the feedwater node, the surge flow from the steam dome is used as a state
variable. So the mass equation of the feedwater node is
Vt_
At 8~h
S+ P - =W + . + W"l - WAh,+± AP -mWS}e p1nW + W;+±W+
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(5.13)
- E [W (W h' L" })]-
+Z Wk~oh]o
And the energy equation of the feedwater node becomes
f[ (h')]' Vz m I +O[W (,I h'1) In1 Aa •h At Oh j
nhn 
_r
AtA -( W (5.14)
w= W , [(h',~, ) - -; W, [~- 1]
+ W , [(hep,l)n - - Wn [(h'1 -) ,
where h'sep,i = hf + cu hfg.
The overall mass equation of the reactor vessel excluding the steam dome is the
sum of the mass equations of all the nodes:
('mm ,  Ah, + -l ýp] AP
mixing nodes At At  P
+ a' At i + c AWnormal nodes t At AP(1
( a " n+l W h + W n
FW " - su sep,v
Notice that the value of the vapor flow rate from the separator to the steam dome at
tn is used.
The partial derivatives of normal nodes mi mi and are singularOhi- 1' Ohi  ahi-1' Ohi
when hi- 1 = h, . To circumvent this singularity, when hi-1 and h, are close, these
partial derivatives are evaluated with the expressions of the partial derivatives of
mixing nodes:
For |hi - hi-l I 500 J/kg , Equations 4.12 to 4.15 are used to evaluate
Omi  Omi  Oei Oei
Ohi- 1' Ohi' ' and Ohhi
For 1h, - hi- 1 1< 100 J/kg ,
Omi  Om, 1 p
Ohi- 1 Oh, 2 h, '
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and
6ei  oei 1 hi +
ah,_1  Ohi 2 h +Pi
For 100 J/kg < Ihi - h,_lI < 500 J/kg , a linear interpolation between
the above two cases is used.
Equations 5.9, 5.11, and 5.15 form the reactor vessel energy equation system
[EM]n A [XE] = [EB]" , (5.16)
where
A [XE] = [AXE (1), AXE (2),A*, IAXE (NT), AP, A 8,,] ,
XE(i) is the state variable of the energy equation of node i ,
[EM] is a (NT + 1) x (NT + 2) matrix, and
[EB] is a (NT + 1) x 1 column vector.
The state variables XE(i) and the structure of [EM] depend on the flow pattern
in the reactor vessel. Appendix B.1 gives the details of the reactor vessel energy
equation system.
The discretized mass equations, Equations 5.12 and 5.13, give the change rates of
AMi
mass in the nodes, . These mass change rates are used in conjunction with theAt
momentum integral equation to give the flow distribution in the reactor vessel.
5.1.4 Steam dome equation system
The mass and energy equations of the vapor and liquid regions described in sec-
tion 4.1.3 are discretized in time. The steam and surge flow rates are also used as
state variables. We have
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vapor mass
A hv +
SAt 1P± yP) AP + v AAt
= WsnW + Wy 1 - (+ / 7 + t aV/) - Wj 1 Wnlc
liquid mass
V,
At Shi
v,
Ah, + -At ( ap\" pnAP - .A V,At
SWno+1 rIn W W_ - (W- + AWsu ;
vapor energy
[Pv + (h - hSD )]hs)(a hV I
-)hSD) AVv
= (w,v + W•1) [h" +- SOhg n AP
-a7) zxP
[(Wn + AWs) + Wnc1] (hn + Ah, - TSD)
-W + nh + (W hSf JOPAP- hsD
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At \OhJ
Vv
'At
+ P (hV -At
- hSD
hv + • • n
At [( ) (OP)
liquid energy
Vt [+ h - ) (s Ah, + h, [(hAt ± 19 hiJ At
(h - hso)" A V
= (Wn+1 + Wn+l)ro uIrC hn +f
(Ws + AIw•8 ) (hns
W7-+1[h + d(' h9g n
( a )AP -l]D
°h'h
fihsD)
AP -~D].
Additional relations for the steam dome model depending on the vapor and liquid
enthalpies are listed in Table 4.1. These relations and the mass and energy equations
form the steam dome equation system:
[AsD]n A [XsD] = [RsD]n , (5.17)
where
[AsD] is a 4 x 6 matrix,
A[XsD] is a 6 x 1 column vector, and
[RsD] is a 4 x 1 column vector.
The state variables and the elements in the steam dome equation system depend
on the condition of the vapor and liquid enthalpies and are given in Appendix B.2.
5.1.5 Steam line equation system
Discretizing Equations 4.59 and 4.60, we get
PO)(Pof) APiAt S(w + aw3
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APo- hSo ]"
and
2 + (A -A (P" + Ap ) i - (P" + AP)i+1
1i fn f £ " I W ," | (W n" + A Wi)
Ki C,,i fIW| (W ( + AWi)
A2 1 \-A ,i )2 2 pn+½
Taking the steam dome pressure as a state variable, the steam line equation system
is
[STMA]" A [XS] = [STMR] , (5.18)
where
A [XS] = [APi, ... , AP7, AW1 , .. , AW6, AWTcv, aW,, AP]T , the
indices of the state variables are indicated in Figure 4-16,
[STMA] is a 15 x 16 matrix, and
[STMR] is a 15 x 1 column vector.
The details of the steam line equation system are given in Appendix B.3
If the openings of MSIV or TCV are less than 1% of their full-open flow areas,
[STMA] and [STMR] are modified to make the flow rate through the valve equals
zero.
5.1.6 Reactor vessel mass and momentum equation system
The mass equations of reactor nodes and the momentum integral equation are solved
together to get the flow rate for each individual flow path in the vessel. The mass
equation of the feedwater node is not used. The mass equations used here are
AM, (W +AW).
- 3 ;
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AM2A is calculated form Equations 5.12 or 5.13 after the vessel energy equation systemAt
is solved.
The integration of the momentum equation is done in two sections. The first
section starts from inside the inlet of the upper plenum, up through the separator,
follows the liquid path of the separator outlet to the feedwater node, down through
the upper and lower downcomer nodes, and ends at the inside of the outlet of the
lower plenum. The second section starts from the inside of the outlet of the lower
plenum, follows one of the core channels, and ends at the inside of the inlet of the
upper plenum. Let P,,,c be the pressure difference across the second section. If there
are two core channels, then the integration of momentum equation along these two
channels must give the same Pcore . The discretized momentum integral equation
along the first section, taking into account the gravity head of the steam dome water
level, becomes
z .AW _
E I At = (pn + AP) o e + (p n + AP)jet
i=1-4,6
- (Ffr + Fos, + Facc)" (W" + AW),
z=1-4,6
6
- m , gAzi + pn gLaD ,
where
Ii is the flow inertia associated with flow path i,
Fir, Floss, Facc are the pressure loss factors due to friction, form loss, and
spatial acceleration,
p1 is the liquid density in the steam dome, and
LSD is the water level in the steam dome.
The integration of the momentum equation along the second section and through
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the first core channel gives
Awi
Ati=5,7-(NC1+6)
S(P + AP)core
- Z (Ff7 + F1  ac + F c)" (W" + AW),
i=5,7-(NC1+6)
NC1+6
- mlgAz.
i=7
And the integration along the second core channel gives
NJ 
.Wi
I: --At
i=NC1+7
- (Pn + AP)core
- Z (Ffr + F0,,8 + Facc)" (W" + AW),
i=NC1+7
NT
-
mIgAzi.
i=NC1+7
The flow rate inside a single-inlet, single-outlet node is assumed to vary linearly
from the inlet to the outlet. The flow rate inside a multi-inlet/outlet node is assumed
to be uniform. The flow rate inside the feedwater node is assumed to be W1; and the
flow rates inside the lower and upper plena are assumed to be W3 and W6, respectively.
The temporal acceleration and friction terms are calculated using the average flow
rate of a node. The expressions of Ii, Ff,,i, and Face,i are listed in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and
5.3. The expression of Fjoss,i is
F(KIWI
Foss,i = 2p'A2 /i
Combining the mass and momentum equations into matrix form, we get
[AM]n A [XM] = [AB],n (5.19)
where
A [XM] = [AW, AW 2, AW 4,..., AWNJ, APcore, APjet, AW 3]T
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Table 5.1: The expression of I,
i li
- +1 2A
2 A A22
4 IsepS2 +
5 2 A
1 (31+--
2  AA
(NC1 + 7)-(NT- 1) 2 i1(•
NC1+6 2A1 )
NT
2A
NJ
2A NC1 7
Note: Isep is the separator inertia given by
the empirical correlation.
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Table 5.2: The expression of Ffr,i
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Table 5.3: The expression of F,,c,,
1, 2, 7- (NC1 + 5),
(NC1 4- 7) -- (NT - 1)
3
4
5
6
NC1 + 6
NT
NJ
Face,i
1 (W)2 A 1
0
1W 1 1
2 p4 A4 A,
X- A •q A1W 1 1
2 -p' A T A2
1W 1 1
I2 p' 6Aj A4
1W 1 1
2 p' NCl-6 A C1+6 A6
1W 1 1
2 ' NT NAT T A
1W 1 1
2 p' #i A5 ANC1c 7
Note: The spatial acceleration term associated
with W3 is included in Pjt.
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[AM] is a (NJ + 1) x (NJ + 2) matrix, and
[AB] is a (NJ + 1) x 1 column vector.
Notice that AW 3 has been put in the last row of A [XM]. This is to allow for the
coupling with the recirculation system equations. The structure and elements of the
reactor vessel mass and momentum equation system are given in Appendix B.4
5.1.7 Recirculation system
The equations needed for calculating the recirculation system parameters are the
mass balance equation (Equation 4.43), momentum equations (Equations 4.48 and
4.54), and the pump torque equation (Equation 4.49) for each recirculation loop.
Discretizing these equations, we get
(W" + AW) 3 = (W" + AW),etl + (W" + AW).et, 2 ,
fAW et,i 
- ( + e + i (W" + AW)jet,i
A e At - ( P  + A P )  + r
+ r2,n (W" + AW),I, + r",, (W" + AW)>,i - r•f (W" + AW)a ,
2rci ) P4 + rWwn
5,- (W + AW)r,i + rn (Wn + AW)Si I
and
Irep A t + rap' + TA W- ) A WrT),i
-rpmp (w!' + A wi),
where
i = 1 or 2, which denotes the recirculation loops,
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1 1 crl, f Kd,i
r2,i = 2 p3 AA A A
crli Wrc,s,
rae paAnAt '
W3
r4 
- 2p3A5 
'
Wrc,i DA
1+ A and
1
r6, - 2 p-: (Ws,i + Ks i IW,,l)
Notice that the jet pump pressure gain P3et is the same for the two recirculation
loops, and AWS,i = AWyet,i - AWr,i . Using the matrix form, the recirculation
system equations become
[AR]" A [XR]n = [BR]" , (5.20)
where
A [XR] = [AWjet,i, AWjet,21, AW,, .AWr,2, 1AW, Aw2, AAPjet, AW3 ]T,
[AR] is a 7 x 8 matrix, and
[BR] is a 7 x 1 column vector.
The structure and elements of the recirculation equation system are given in Ap-
pendix B.5.
Treatment of constant and variable speed pumps
Two types of recirculation pumps have been used: constant and variable speed pumps.
The constant speed pumps can operate at two speed levels: the high speed mode (the
rated speed) and the low speed mode (a quarter of the rated speed). The recirculation
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flow control system controls the flow control valves in a system with constant speed
pumps. It controls the electrical torque (by controlling the frequency of the motor-
generator set) in a system with variable speed pumps.
The operation of the recirculation pumps is simulated by using three indices:
1. IPTYPE, which indicates the type of the pumps,
0
IPTYPE =
for variable speed pumps,
for constant speed pumps;
2. IPSTi, which indicates the status of a pump,
IPST2 =
when the pump is tripped,
when the pump is at high speed mode,
when the pump is at low speed mode;
for a variable speed pump, IPSTi = 1 if the pump is not tripped;
3. IPi, which indicates whether the pump is changing speed or not,{ 0 when the pump is changing speed,
1 when the pump has reached its required speed;
IPi = 0 for a variable speed pump at all conditions.
For a constant speed pump, if the pump speed is within f1% of its required speed,
then IPi is set to 1, and the pump speed is set to the required speed. Otherwise,
IPi = 0. In this case, the electrical torque is set to the torque corresponding to the
required speed if the pump speed is lower than the required speed, or the electrical
torque is set to zero to allow the pump to coast down to the required speed.
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For both types of pumps, if the pump is tripped (IPSTi = 0), then IPi is set to
zero, and the electriLal torque is also set to zero. If the pump speed calculated in the
previous time step is less than zero, then it is set to zero in the new time step.
5.1.8 Coupling between equation systems
The equation system developed in sections 5.1.3 to 5.1.7 have more unknowns than
equations. Unique solutions are obtained by solving several equation systems simul-
taneously [41].
The reactor vessel energy, steam dome, and steam line equation systems are cou-
pled by the state variables P, WM,, and W,,. Performing forward elimination on these
systems, the last rows of these three systems become
EM(NT + 1, NT + 1)AP + EM(NT + 1, NT + 2)AW,, = EB(NT + 1),
ASD( 4, 4)AP + ASD(4, 5)AWs, + Aso(4, 6)AW, = RSD( 4 ),
and
STMA(15, 15)AW, + STMA(15, 16)AP = STMR(15).
Solving the above equations simultaneously, AP, AW,, and AW,, can be obtained.
Then all other state variables of the three systems can be solved by backward substi-
tution.
The reactor mass and momentum equation system and the recirculation system
are coupled by Pet and W3 . Using forward elimination, we get
AM(NJ + 1, NJ + 1)APjet + AM(NJ + 1, NJ + 2)AW3 = AB(NJ + 1),
and
AR(7, 7)AP3et + AR(7, 8)AW3 = BR(7).
APjet and AW 3 are obtained by solving the above two equations. Backward elimina-
tion is then performed to get the rest of the state variables.
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5.2 Steady-State Initialization
The allowable initial conditions for this BWR simulator are that
1. the reactor is at power operation,
2. the recirculation loops are operated in symmetry with either forced circulation
or natural circulation,
3. both SRV and TBV are closed,
4. the MSIV is fully opened.
The steady-state calculations are first used to find the system parameters at rated
condition. The steam and feedwater flow rates are calculated fiom mass and energy
balance. If the core is modeled by one core channel, the coolant flow rates and
properties in the reactor vessel can be calculated directly from Equations 5.16 and
5.19:
[EB] = 0,
and
[AB] = 0.
If the core has two channels, then the above two equations must be solved by iteration.
This iteration is converged when the flow split between the two channels gives the
same core pressure drop Por,,,. From AB(NT) = 0, Pjet is also obtained. The total
core flow is evenly divided into the two recirculation loops. The parameters of the
recirculation system are calculated from Equation 5.18:
[BR] = 0.
The valve coefficient of the flow control valves is determined by matching the recir-
culation line pressure difference.
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The rated steam line parameters are determined from the rated reactor pressure,
steam flow, and by requiring that (from Equation 5.18)
[STMR] = 0.
The valve coefficient of the TCV is obtained from the rated steam flow rate, the
turbine inlet pressure specified by the user, and the calculated steam line pressure
distribution. The valve coefficients of the SRV and TBV are calculated from the given
relief capacities at the rated condition.
If the initial condition is different than the rated condition, then the procedure
described above is repeated to get the system parameters at the initial condition.
But this time, the valve coefficieints of TCV and the flow control valves are used to
obtained the TCV position, and the flow control valve position or the electrical torque
of the recirculation pump at the initial state.
If natural circulation is specified, then the initial core flow given in the input
file is used as the first guess in calculating the natural circulation flow. In this
case, the recirculation line flows and the electrical torque of the pumps are set to
zero. The natural circulation flow is determined by iteration to solve AB(NT) = 0
(Equation 5.19) and BR(7) = 0 (Equation 5.20) simultaneously.
After the parameters of the reactor vessel, recirculation system, and system line
are determined, the parameters of the fuel model are calculated by requiring the right
hand sides of Equations 4.39 and 4.40 to vanish. Iterative procedures are used in the
calculations of the wall heat transfer coefficients and average material temperatures.
The initial delay neutron precursor concentrations and the decay heat precursor con-
centrations are obtained by assuming that the reactor is at the equilibrium condition
of the initial power level, and setting the right hand sides of Equations 4.24 and 4.26
to zero. The initial thermal feedback reactivity is calculated from the initial fuel
average temperatures, coolant temperatures, and average void fractions. The steam
dome is initially set at a thermal equilibrium condition, and the vapor volume is
determined from the initial steam dome water level.
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5.3 Transient Calculations
The transient calculations start with the determination of the time step size. The
time step size can either be a fixed value specified by the user, or be the minimum
fluid transport time through the core nodes. The boundary conditions at the new
time step are updated after the time step size is determined. The following time
dependent parameters are given by input forcing functions:
1. Turbine load set;
2. Reactor pressure set point;
3. Steam dome water level set point;
4. Feedwater enthalpy;
5. External reactivity.
The controller models discussed in section 4.6 are used to calculate the TCV,
TBV, SRV positions, feedwater flow rate, and FCV position or recirculation pump
electrical torque. If the user specified time for MSIV or TCV fast closure is reached,
the valve is closed in a pre-specified closing rate.
After the boundary conditions are set, the equation systems described in sec-
tion 5.1 are solved in four sequential steps. The core neutronics equations are solved
first, followed by the calculations of fuel parameters. Next, the vessel energy, steam
dome, and steam line systems are solved. Because the steam dome condition is not
known a priori, it is solved in two steps [41]. The steam dome is first assumed to be in
case 1 condition, and the steam dome pressure, vapor enthalpy, and liquid enthalpy
are calculated. The correct steam dome condition is identified using these parame-
ters. If the correct condition is not case 1, then the calculations are repeated. After
AM,
the vessel energy equations are solved, the mass change rates of each node areAt
calculated to be used in the calculations of the vessel mass and momentum system.
The fourth step is the calculations of the vessel mass and momentum, and recir-
culation systems. Input forcing functions are used to specified the recirculation pump
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statuses, and FCV position or pump electrical torque.
After all the equations are solved, the system parameters are updated. Then, the
vapor volume in the steam dome is recalculated to ensure the overall mass balance
of the reactor vessel. Let Mtt,, be the total mass in the reactor vessel, including the
steam dome and the recirculation system. Then,
NT
otal= + + 1 Vs - Vn± ) el= +i (+ vAt ('Wa +- W+1).
i=1
So,
NT
M0nta + At (Wrn -r Wl +X) _ P+VsD -Z m_+lWV
V -a+1 i=1v (l-- pvn+ n+1)
It V, < 0 or V, > VSD, the simulation is terminated. This completes the calculations
of a transient step.
5.4 Chapter Summary
The governing equations of the physical models developed in the previous chapter are
solved numerically to simulate the transient response of a BWR. The point kinetics
equations are solved by using the 0-method and direct integrations with an adaptive
procedure. Direct integrations are also used to calculate the concentrations of the
decay heat precursors. The fuel conduction and convection equation system is solved
by a prediction-correction procedure.
The energy equations of the reactor vessel nodes and the sum of the mass equations
of these nodes form the reactor vessel energy equation system. The state variables
and the structure of this system depend on the flow pattern in the vessel. The
steam dome equation system is formed by the mass and energy equations of the
vapor and liquid regions. Depending on the status of the steam dome, the steam
dome equation system has different state variables and structures. The mass and
momentum equations of the steam line system form the steam line equation system.
The vessel energy, steam dome, and steam line equation systems are coupled together
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by the common state variables: the reactor pressure, steam flow rate, and liquid surge
flow rate between the steam dome and feedwater node. These three equation systems
are solved simultaneously.
The mass equations of the vessel nodes, except for the feedwater node, and the
momentum integral equations form the vessel mass and momentum equation system.
This system is coupled with the recirculation system by the lower downcomer outlet
flow rate and jet pump pressure gain. The recirculation equation system is formed
by the mass balance equation, momentum equations, and pump torque equations.
These two equation systems are also solved together.
The initial condition of the BWR system is calculated by steady-state mass, mo-
mentum, and energy balances. Iterative procedures are used in steady-state initial-
izations.
Transient calculations are done sequentially except for the coupled equation sys-
tems, which are solved simultaneously. The steam dome system is solved by two
steps. First, a steam dome condition is guessed, and the parameters are calculated.
These results permit determination of the correct steam dome condition and the cal-
culations are repeated if the condition is different than the first guess. The overall
mass balance of the reactor vessel is used to determined the new steam dome vapor
volume after all system parameters have been updated.
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Chapter 6
Validation of BWR Simulator
The BWR simulator developed in this work is used to simulate actual plant transients,
and the calculated results are compared with measured data to assess the capability
of the simulator. The transients being studied are the recirculation pump trip test of
Kuosheng plant, and three turbine trip tests performed at Peach Bottom-2.
6.1 Kuosheng Recirculation Pump Trip Test
The Kuosheng nuclear power station is owned by the Taiwan Power Company, Tai-
wan, Republic of China. The station consists of two GE BWR/6 units. The specifi-
cations of the Kuosheng units are listed in Table 6.1 [59, 60, 61].
The recirculation pump trip test was performed as a part of the Kuosheng startup
Table 6.1: The specifications of Kuosheng plant [59, 60, 61]
Rated thermal power
Rated core flow rate
Rated steam flow rate
Rated steam dome pressure
No. of fuel assemblies
2894 MW
10647 kg/s
1569 kg/s
7.2 MPa
624
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Table 6.2: The initial conditions of the Kuosheng recirculation pump trip test [60]
tests. Both recirculation pumps were tripped when the reactor was at 68% power,
99% flow. The initial condition of the recirculation pump trip test is listed in Table 6.2
[60].
The inputs to the BWR simulator are from a RETRAN model of the Kuosheng
plant [61]. The parameters of the controllers are based on the values given in refer-
ence [47] with some modifications to achieve stable controller responses. The reactor
core is modeled by two channels each with five axial nodes. A time step size of 0.1 sec.
is used. A typical axial power shape is assumed. The separator form loss coefficient
and the constants in the empirical separator inertia correlation are adjusted to have
a good match between measured and calculated core flow rates. The input data of
this case are listed in Appendix F.
Figures 6-1 through 6-6 compare the simulation results with test data. The test
results are from reference [60]. Figure 6-1 shows the response of the core flow rate.
The calculated trend matches the test data as expected. The calculated fission power
follows closely the measured data as shown in Figure 6-2. In Figure 6-3, the calculated
steam dome pressure also follows the test results, but the calculated trend is slower
than the measured one. This is due to the single pressure assumption used in the
thermal hydraulic model, which tends to dampen out the pressure fluctuation.
Figure 6-4 shows the changes in the downcomer water level. The measured re-
sponses of the narrow range and wide range level sensors are different because their
calibration settings are different. The calculated water level follows the narrow range
water level. The calculated steam flow rate is higher than the tests data, and the
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Reactor power 1920 MW
Core flow rate 10558 kg/s
Steam dome pressure 6.8 MPa
Steam flow rate 947 kg/s
Feedwater flow rate 997 kg/s
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Figure 6-1: Core flow rate during Kuosheng recirculation pump trip transient.
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Figure 6-2: Fission power during Kuosheng recirculation pump trip transient.
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Figure 6-3: Steam dome pressure during Kuosheng recirculation pump trip transient.
calculated feedwater flow rate is lower than the measured one, as can be seen in Fig-
ures 6-5 and 6-6. These discrepancies may be due to the differences in the pressure
and feedwater controller settings between the actual plant and simulation models.
However, at the end of simulation (t = 30 sec.), the calculated steam and feedwater
flow rates match very well. Whereas the measured steam and feedwater flow rate
differ by 298 kg/s at that time, which is a mismatch of about 19% of rated steam flow
rate. This magnitude of steam and feedwater flow mismatch seems to be unusually
large. Notice that there is a 50 kg/s difference between the steam and feedwater flow
rates at the initial condition.
From these results, we can see that the BWR simulator predicts the Kuosheng
recirculation pump trip transient very well. The computation time for this case is
faster than real time. A 30 sec. simulation takes 4.4 sec. of CPU time on a 90 MHz
Pentium personal computer.
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Figure 6-4:
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Changes in the downcomer water level during Kuosheng recirculation
pump trip transient.
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Figure 6-5: Steam flow rate during Kuosheng recirculation pump trip transient.
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Figure 6-6: Feedwater flow rate during Kuosheng recirculation pump trip transient.
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Table 6.3: The specifications of Peach Bottom-2 [62]
Rated thermal power
Rated core flow rate
Rated steam dome pressure
Rated steam flow rate
No. of fuel assemblies
3293 MW
12915 kg/s
7.0 MPa
1686 kg/s
764
6.2 Peach Bottom-2 Turbine Trip Tests
Peach Bottom-2 is a GE BWR/4 owned by the Philadelphia Electric Company. Ta-
ble 6.3 lists the specifications of Peach Bottom-2 [62]. Three turbine trip tests were
conducted at Peach Bottom-2 at the end of Cycle 2 to study the plant response during
pressurization transients.
Because of its relative small steam bypass capacity (26.2% of rated steam flow),
Peach Bottom-2 will have a more severe pressurization transient than other BWRs.
To increase further the magnitude of the power excursion following a pressurization
event, the direct reactor scram signal from the turbine stop valve closure was bypassed
during the tests. The reactor scram was initiated by the APRM high neutron flux
signal with a reduced set point. This arrangement resulted in about 0.6 sec. delay
in reactor scram. The initial conditions, APRM high flux trip set points, and peak
neutron flux levels for the three tests are listed in Table 6.4 [32].
Table 6.4: Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip test conditions [32]
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Test number TT1 TT2 TT3
Initial power (% rated) 47.4 61.6 69.1
Initial core flow (% rated) 98.8 80.9 99.4
APRM high flux trip set point (% rated) 85 95 77
Peak neutron flux (% rated) 239 280 339
The required plant characteristics for the simulation are from references [62] and
[63]. Similar values of the controller parameters and separator inertia constants as
used in the Kuosheng simulation are used here. The initial steam dome pressure,
downcomer level, axial power shape, core inlet subcooling, and turbine stop valve
closing rate for each test are given in reference [32]. A typical scram reactivity curve
is used. The actual reactor kinetic parameters during the tests are not available.
Instead, the values used in references [64] and [65] are used. The reactor core is
modeled by one core channel with 12 axial nodes plus one bypass channel with one
axial node. The form loss coefficients of the reactor nodes are adjusted to give the
correct steady-state condition. The input data for test TT1 are listed in Appendix F.
The calculated peak fission power (neutron flux) depends on the void reactivity
coefficient and time step size used. Because the power excursion occurs extremely
fast, a time step size of 1 ms is required to give a converged peak fission power. The
void reactivity coefficients are selected to give the correct peak fission powers. The
void coefficients are -8.7, -5.8, -6.0 cents / % void for TT1, TT2, TT3, respectively.
The simulation results are shown in Figures 6-7 through 6-15. The measured data
are from reference [32]. For test TT1, the steam dome pressure set point is reduced
in the later part of the simulation. The water level set points for tests TT2 and
TT3 are reduced in the later part of simulations. These are done to have a better
agreement between the test and calculated results. These adjustments can be justified
by comparing the measured trends of the three tests. As shown in Figure 6-8, the
steam dome pressure is decreasing after t = 25 sec. for test TT1. But the trends of
steam dome pressure are rising at that time for tests TT2 and TT3 (see Figures 6-11
and 6-14). As for the downcomer water level, Figure 6-9 shows a rising trend in the
latter part for test TT1, while Figures 6-12 and 6-15 show flatter trends at that time.
Figures 6-7, 6-10, and 6-13 show the fission power during these three tests. The
calculated curves agree well with test data. The slightly boarder peak may be due
to the slower pressure responses of the simulator. The shape of the tail of the peak
is determined by the scram reactivity curve, which may be different than the actual
one.
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Figure 6-7: Fission power during Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip test TT1.
The calculated steam dome pressure shows a slower trend than the measured one
in all three cases (see Figures 6-8, 6-11, and 6-14). This is due to the single pressure
assumption. From Figures 6-9, 6-12, and 6-15, we can see that the calculated water
level follows the measured narrow range and wide range water levels very well. Notice
that the narrow range water levels in TT2 and TT3 have been lower than the lower
tap of the sensor, as the flat portions suggested.
In general, the BWR simulator predicts the three turbine trip transients of Peach
Bottom-2 satisfactorily, given that the actual nuclear data are not available. The
simulation speed in these cases are slower than real time because a very small time
step size is required. In these cases, a 50 sec. simulation takes 495 sec. of CPU time
on a 90 MHz Pentium personal computer.
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Figure 6-8: Steam dome pressure during Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip test TT1.
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Figure 6-10: Fission power during Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip test TT2.
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Figure 6-11: Steam dome pressure during Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip test TT2.
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Figure 6-13: Fission power during Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip test TT3.
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Figure 6-14: Steam dome pressure during Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip test TT3.
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6.3 Chapter Summary
The BWR simulator is benchmarked against actual plant data to assess its simulation
capability. The data from the Kuosheng recirculation pump trip test and three Peach
Bottom-2 turbine trip tests are used. The simulation results are in good agreement
with the test data.
One common discrepancy in all four cases simulated is that the calculated pressure
responses are slower than the measured trends. This discrepancy is caused by the
single pressure assumption used in the thermal hydraulic model. This assumption
tends to dampen out pressure variations.
For the Kuosheng recirculation pump trip transient, the calculated and measured
steam and feedwater flow rates have some differences. These differences may be due
to the differences in controller settings between the actual plant and the simulator.
The calculation speed of the BWR simulator depends on the time step size and
core nodalization. For a mild transient such as a recirculation pump trip transient,
a time step size of 0.1 sec. is adequate, and the simulation speed is faster than real
time.
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Chapter 7
BWR Stability Analysis
The BWR simulator is used to perform BWR stability analyses in both time and
frequency domains. The time domain analysis uses an external reactivity disturbance
to perturb the system, and the decay ratio is estimated from the response of fission
power. The frequency domain analysis simulates the stability test that imposes a
Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) to the set point of the pressure controller.
The stability margin of the system is then obtained by performing a spectral analysis
on the system response. The results of thirteen Peach Bottom-2 stability tests are used
to evaluate the accuracy of the stability analysis results using the BWR simulator.
7.1 Time Domain Analysis
7.1.1 Procedure of time domain analysis
The time domain analysis procedure is similar to the analysis procedure used to study
the stability of the ANL test loop (see section 4.1.6):
1. The system response to an external reactivity disturbance is calculated. A
simulation of 30 to 50 sec. will be adequate. The reactivity disturbance used
here is a square wave with a magnitude of 5 cents, and a duration of 0.2 sec.
The recirculation flow controller is disabled in the calculation to eliminate any
contribution from its action. The pressure and feedwater controllers have only
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minor effects on the time domain analysis.
2. The response of the fission power is used to estimate the stability margin of the
system. Assuming that the response is sinusoidal with varying amplitude, and
only one oscillation mode exists, the real part of the system eigenvalue can be
estimated by
2 In _Y2 - Ymin\Areas = - In - rT (Y1 - I'min
where Y1, Y2, Ymin are adjacent peak and valley values of the fission power
response, and T is the oscillation period (see Figure 4-5 in page 69). The decay
ratio of the system is
DR- min = exp (Areal T).
A post-processor is used to calculate DR, Area,, and T from the output of the
BWR simulator.
The post-processor gives a decay ratio for every pairs of two consecutive peaks in
the fission power response. If the system is a second order system, which has only
one pair of complex conjugate poles, the calculated decay ratios will all be the same.
A BWR, however, is a very complex system of higher order. So the calculated decay
ratios have different values. This series of decay ratios converges to an asymptotic
value when the contributions from all poles except for the least stable pair diminish.
This asymptotic decay ratio is directly related to the least stable pair of complex
poles of the system, and is a good indicator of the stability margin of the system [30].
The time domain procedure is most effective when the system is less stable. For a
stable system, the system parameters do not exhibit many oscillations following the
disturbance. In this case, only few decay ratios can be calculated, and the asymptotic
trend may not be observed. Engineering judgment is required in this case to select
a decay ratio that is most representative to the system stability. Thus the results of
this time domain analysis procedure are less accurate for very stable systems.
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7.1.2 Sensitivity of time domain analysis
In this section, the sensitivity of time domain analysis results to the parameters used
in the simulation is studied. Three parameters are considered: the time step size
(At), the number of axial nodes in the core channel (Nnode), and the void reactivity
coefficient (a,). The calculations of this section use the input data of the Kuosheng
plant. Because parameters such as the feedwater inlet enthalpy, the axial power
shape, and the reactor kinetic parameters are arbitrarily set, the results shown in this
section do not represent the actual condition of that plant.
The effects of different At and Nnode are shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. In these
calculations, a, = -12.8 cents / % void. For Figure 7-1, the reactor is at 63% power,
40% flow. The reactor is at 123% power, 100% flow for Figure 7-2.
For both high and low flow conditions, Are~, for 20 nodes is smaller than that
of 5 nodes, but the oscillation periods are similar. The effects of At on Areai are
different for high and low flow conditions. At low flow condition, A,,,e decreases with
decreasing At, but the trend is reversed at high flow condition. The oscillation period
decreases with decreasing At for both high and low flow conditions.
Figures 7-3 and 7-4 show the time domain analysis results with different a,'s at
different power and flow conditions. The calculations are done with five axial nodes in
the core channel, and a time step size of 0.05 sec. Figure 7-3 is at 40 % flow condition,
and Figure 7-4 is at 80% flow condition. As shown in these figures, Area increases at
first with increasing power, then it decreases with increasing power. The oscillation
period decreases with increasing power monotonically. At the low flow condition, the
effect of a, on Area is small for low power levels. For high power levels, larger lajl
gives smaller Areat. But at the high flow condition, larger a,I gives larger Ae,,l. The
oscillation period decreases with increasing Ia, I for both high and low flow conditions.
The trends observed above can be explained by considering the feedback mecha-
nisms responsible for BWR instabilities. With the power increases, the void contents
in the core increases, and the fluid transport time through the core increases. This in-
creases the gain of the nuclear feedback loop, which tends to increase A,,rea. However,
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Figure 7-1: Sensitivity of time domain analysis results on the time step size and the
number of axial nodes in the core channel at 63% power, 40% flow condition.
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Figure 7-2: Sensitivity of time domain analysis results on the time step size and the
number of axial nodes in the core channel at 123% power, 100% flow condition.
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Figure 7-3: Sensitivity of time domain analysis results on the void reactivity coefficient
at 40% flow condition.
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Figure 7-4: Sensitivity of time domain analysis results on the void reactivity coefficient
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the changes in the fluid transport time, which dominates the phase lag of the density-
wave mechanism, also affect the phase angle difference between the thermohydraulic
and nuclear feedback loops. (The phase lag of the nuclear feedback loop is dominated
by the thermal time constant of the fuel rod, which is essentially fixed by the fuel
design.) Area, decreases when the phase shift between the two feedback processes
changes from more favorable to less favorable conditions. If this phase shift is at a
unfavorable condition, increasing void feedback gain may even reduces Areai. At low
power conditions, Area, increases with power as the void feedback gain increases. But
at high power conditions, the effect of changing the phase shift dominates over the
effect of increasing the void feedback gain. So Ar,,,ea decreases with increasing power.
Increasing laI, also increases the void feedback gain. At the high flow condition,
the nuclear feedback loop dominates. So AreaI increases with increasing a,|I. At the
low flow condition, however, the density-wave mechanism becomes more important,
and Ar,,, decreases with increasing laI,.
The oscillation period corresponds to the frequency of the resonance peak of the
system. Increasing power reduces the characteristic time of the density-wave mech-
anism, so the oscillation period increases. Increasing la,I increases the gain of the
nuclear feedback loop, which also pushes the resonance peak to higher frequency and
reduces oscillation period. This effect has also been reported in reference [65].
The stability boundary, at which Are,, = 0 (DR = 1), is of great interest to the
operation of a BWR. Figure 7-5 shows the stability boundaries calculated by the
time domain procedure for three sets of time step size and core channel nodes with
constant ( a, = -12.8 cents / % void). The stability boundary is higher for
higher core flow as expected. The oscillation period decreases as core flow increases,
and it also increases with decreasing At. At low flow conditions, small At and Ax
give lower stability boundary. While at high flow conditions, large At and Ax give
lower stability boundary.
The studies above show that the results of the time domain analysis are sensitive
to the time step size and core nodalization. The void reactivity coefficient also greatly
affects the stability analysis results. These parameters must be carefully selected for
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Figure 7-5: Stability boundaries calculated by the time domain analysis procedure.
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accurate stability predictions.
7.2 Frequency Domain Analysis
Frequency domain analysis simulates the processes of the Peach Bottom-2 stability
tests [32, 66]:
1. The system response of imposing a Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence (PRBS)
to the set point of pressure controller is calculated. The simulation time deter-
mines the frequency resolution and errors associated with the frequency domain
analysis results. Long simulation time in the order of ten minutes is required.
Figure 7-6 shows a segment of the PRBS. The minimum step period is 1 sec.,
and the magnitude of the steps is 27.58 kPa (4 psi).
2. The time series of the fission power and reactor pressure from the first step are
processed with spectral analysis to obtained an estimated pressure to power
transfer function (GE) [32, 67, 68].
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(a) The data series are divided into overlapping segments. Each segment is de-
trended by subtracting their mean, and is multiplied by a Hanning window
[69)
w (k) = 0.5 1 - cos 2 , k = 1, n,
where n is the number of data points in a segment, and k is the index of
the point to be multiplied.
(b) The Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of each data segment are calculated.
The auto spectral density (ASD) fimctions of the input and output are
the square of the magnitude of their FFTs. The cross spectral density
(CSD) function are the product of the FFTs of the input and output. The
smooth. d ASD and CSD are obtained by averaging the ASDs and CSDs
of all data segments. The estimated pressure (input) to power (output)
transfer function is the ratio of the smoothed output ASD to the smoothed
CSD.
(c) An estimated coherence function is also calculated. The coherence function
indicates the dependence of the output on the input. The value of the
coherence function is between 0 and 1. A coherence function of 1 indicates
a perfect linear dependence between the input and output. The estimated
coherence function is the ratio of the magnitude square of the smoothed
CSD to the product of the smoothed input and output ASDs.
3. A second order model (GM) is fitted to the estimated transfer function between
the frequency range of 0.01 to 1 Hz. The second order model is
K, (rs+ 1)GM (s) = K2 2(s
s2 2Cs2+ +1
Wn
where K, is the proportional gain, 7 is a time constant, w, is the undamped
natural frequency, and C is the damping ratio. The decay ratio and oscillation
period are then calculated from the parameters of the second order model (for
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I1 < 1):
DR = exp 2 ;(
2ir
oscillation period T =-
The fitting is done in two steps.
(a) A linear least square fitting is first performed. The objective is to minimize
1 Hz
S[IGE(s) 
- GcA (s) 2 Wt (s)]
s= 0.01Hz
where Wt is a weighting function.
(b) A nonlinear least square fitting is performed. The result of the linear least
square fitting is used as the initial guess in this step. The objective of this
step is to minimize
1 Hz
{ [20 log o GE (s)J - 20 log 1o ]GM (s)j] x Wt (s)} .
s= 0.01Hz
The weighting function used in both steps is the estimated coherence func-
tion.
The spectral analysis and model fitting are performed using the MATLAB software
[69]. The estimated transfer function and coherence function are calculated by func-
tions TFE and COHERE in the Signal Processing Toolbox. The linear least square
fitting is calculated by function INVFREQS also in the Signal Processing Toolbox.
The nonlinear least square fitting is done by function LEASTSQ in the Optimization
Toolbox. Function INVFREQS includes a denominator stabilizing step, so this fitting
process is applicable to stable systems only.
The results of the frequency domain analysis are sensitive to the parameters used
in each step of the analysis. These parameters include the time step size and node
size used in the simulation, the length of data segments, the number of data segments,
and the weighting function used in the fitting processes.
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Table 7.1: Frequency domain analysis results given by different weighting functions
Fit #1 Fit #2
Weighting function coherence function a constant
DR 0.482 0.087
T (sec) 2.55 2.28
Figure 7-7 shows an example of the results of frequency domain analysis. This
example illustrates the sensitivity of the analysis results on the weighting func-
tion used in model fitting. The unit of the pressure to power transfer function
is (% power / Pa). In this example, two weighting functions are used to calculate
the second order model. They are the coherence function (Fit #1), and a constant
(Fit #2). Table 7.1 lists the results obtained by using the two weighting functions.
The decay ratios of these two cases differ by 0.39.
Similar spectral analysis performed on a time domain code has only been reported
for the RAMONA-3B code [68].
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Figure 7-7: Example of the frequency domain analysis results.
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Table 7.2: Test conditions and results of the Peach Bottom-2 stability tests [32, 66]
Test number Fuel cycle Power (%) Flow (%) DR T (sec)
PT1 2 60.6 52.3 0.259 2.28
PT2 2 51.7 43.8 0.303 2.27
PT3 2 59.2 40.4 0.331 2.36
PT4 2 43.5 40.3 0.271 2.61
1PT1 3 39.7 47.8 0.236 2.34
1PT2 3 46.7 47.6 0.314 2.48
2PT2 3 52.0 45.5 0.435 2.31
2PT3 3 61.7 44.6 0.509 2.31
3PT2 3 52.1 47.1 0.391 2.45
3PT3 3 61.6 46.2 0.504 2.46
4PT1 3 50.7 47.5 0.355 2.55
4PT2 3 44.0 48.0 0.293 2.62
4PT3 3 38.4 48.1 0.210 2.66
7.3 Benchmark Against Peach Bottom-2 Stabil-
ity Test Results
Thirteen special low flow stability tests have been performed at Peach Bottom-2.
Four tests were performed at the end of Cycle 2, and another nine tests at the end
of Cycle 3 [32, 66]. These tests use the procedure described in the previous section.
Namely, the system is perturbed by a PRBS of pressure set point; a pressure to power
transfer function is obtained by performing spectral analysis; a second order model is
fitted to the transfer function, and the decay ratio is calculated from the parameters
of the second order model. Table 7.2 lists the conditions and results of these stability
tests [32, 66].
The test results show the expected trend that with similar core flow rates, the test
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with higher power has a higher decay ratio. Detail test conditions such as reactor
pressure, core inlet subcooling, and the axial power shape are given in references [32]
and [66]. But the actual nuclear data for each test are not available.
Same input data as used in the simulations of Peach Bottom-2 turbine trip tests
are used in the stability analysis. The void reactivity coefficient, time step size, and
core nodalization are selected based on the sensitivity study. All thirteen tests are
analyzed by the time domain procedure. Only tests 2PT3 and 3PT2 are analyzed by
the frequency domain procedure. The analysis results are presented in the following
sections.
7.3.1 Analysis using time domain procedure
Because the actual nuclear data during the Peach Bottom-2 stability tests are not
available, and because the stability analysis results are sensitive to the time step size
and core nodalization, a sensitivity study is performed to select a set of void coefficient
(cv), time step size (At), and number of core channel axial nodes (Nnode) that gives
the best result with respect to the test data.
Test 2PT3 is used as the basis of the sensitivity study. Figures 7-8 and 7-9
show the results of the sensitivity analysis with different parameters. The set of
parameters that gives the best results is ~, = -12 cents / % void, Nnode = 12, and
At = 0.01 sec. This set of parameters is used for all thirteen cases. Notice that the
actual void coefficients of each test are not the same, since the tests are performed
in two fuel cycles. And even in the same fuel cycle, the void coefficients are different
because the test conditions and the power histories prior to the tests are different.
As discussed in section 4.1.2, two forms of the energy equation can be used in
the thermal hydraulic model, and the decoupled form is used in the BWR simulator.
In this section, both forms of the energy equation are used to analyze the Peach
Bottom-2 stability tests, and the analysis results are listed in Table 7.3. Figure 7-10
compares the analysis results with the test data.
Both coupled and decoupled forms predict larger decay ratios and oscillation pe-
riods than test data, but the decay ratios calculated by the coupled form are much
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Table 7.3: Time domain analysis results of the Peach Bottom-2 stability tests
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De-coupled form Coupled form
Test number DR T (sec) DR T (sec)
PT1 0.37 3.4 0.75 2.9
PT2 0.363 3.8 0.816 3.5
PT3 0.359 3.3 0.558 2.7
PT4 0.389 4.6 0.89 3.9
1PT1 0.352 3.6 0.551 3.5
1PT2 0.517 3.3 0.925 3.3
2PT2 0.488 3.3 1.054 3.2
2PT3 0.537 3.1 1.224 3.0
3PT2 0.514 3.3 1.145 3.3
3PT3 0.588 3.1 0.971 3.0
4PT1 0.582 3.3 0.962 3.3
4PT2 0.408 3.6 0.833 3.5
4PT3 0.345 3.9 0.617 3.7
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Figure 7-10: Comparison of time domain analysis results of Peach Bottom-2 stability
tests with test data.
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too high. The mean error of decay ratios calculated by the decoupled form is 0.108,
and the maximum error is 0.227. The oscillation periods calculated by the decoupled
form have a mean error of 1.07 sec., and the maximum error is 1.99 sec. These results
show that the decoupled form of the energy equation is best suited for BWR stability
analysis.
March-Leuba and Otaduy have analyzed the Peach Bottom-2 stability tests using
the frequency domain code LAPUR-IV [65]. Their results underestimate the decay
ratios and overestimate the oscillation periods. The mean error of decay ratios from
LAPUR-IV is 0.133, and the mean error of the oscillation periods is 0.75 sec. Figure 7-
11 compares the results of LAPUR-IV and the BWR simulator (de-coupled form) with
the test data. The discrepancies of the LAPUR-IV results are probably due to lack
of accurate nuclear data.
Figure 7-12 show the power and flow of each test along with the decay ratios and
oscillation periods given by the test data, the BWR simulator (decoupled form), and
LAPUR-IV. The BWR simulator predicts the correct trend as the test results have
shown. Considering the uncertainty of the nuclear data, the stability analysis results
of the BWR simulator agree well with test data.
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Figure 7-11: Comparison of stability analysis results from LAPUR-IV and the BWR
simulator (decoupled form) with test data.
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Table 7.4: Parameters used in the frequency domain analysis
Simulation time 512 sec.
Time step size 0.01 sec.
Data sampling rate 20 Hz
Data segment length 512
Length of data segment overlapping 256
Weighting function estimated coherence function
Table 7.5: Void coefficients and core nodalization schemes used
domain analysis
in the frequency
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Void coeff. (cents / % void) -12 -12 -6 -18
No. of core channel axial nodes 12 24 24 24
7.3.2 Analysis using frequency domain procedure
Tests 2PT3 and 3PT2 of Peach Bottom-2 stability tests are analyzed using the fre-
quency domain procedure. The parameters used in the analysis are listed in Table 7.4.
Four sets of void coefficient and core nodalization scheme are used for each test, as
shown in Table 7.5.
The analysis results of test 2PT3 are listed in Table 7.6. The estimated transfer
functions and their fitted models are compared with the second order model from
the test data in Figures 7-13 through 7-16. The unit of the transfer function is
(% power / Pa). The analysis results of test 3PT2 are shown in Table 7.7 and Fig-
ures 7-17 through 7-20.
The following observations can be drawn from the above results:
1. The calculated transfer functions have higher gains and different phase angles
than the test results. These discrepancies may be due to the differences of the
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Table 7.6: Frequency domain analysis results of test 2PT3
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
KI, (% power / psi) 0.742 0.603 0.466 0.699
7 (sec) 3.56 5.55 5.23 5.9
wn (rad/s) 2.14 2.48 2.33 2.62
0.108 0.116 0.159 0.096
DR 0.506 0.482 0.363 0.545
T (sec) 2.95 2.55 2.73 2.41
Table 7.7: Frequency domain analysis results of test 3PT2
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
K, (% power / psi) 0.913 0.815 0.845 0.684
r (sec) 2.17 2.78 1.21 4.55
w, (rad/s) 2.52 2.55 2.11 2.84
0.105 0.096 0.106 0.085
DR 0.514 0.545 0.512 0.584
T (sec) 2.51 2.48 3.0 2.22
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Figure 7-13: Comparison of calculated transfer function of test 2PT3 (case 1) with
the model from test data.
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Figure 7-15: Comparison of calculated transfer function of test 2PT3 (case 3) with
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Table 7.8: Comparison of time and frequency domain analysis results
2PT3 3PT2
DR T (sec) DR T (sec)
Test results 0.509 2.31 0.391 2.45
Time domain results 0.537 3.1 0.514 3.3
Frequency domain results 0.506 2.95 0.514 2.51
pressure controller characteristics between the actual plant and the simulator.
2. For cases with the same core nodalization scheme, a larger void coefficient gives
a higher gain, a larger decay ratio, and a shorter oscillation period.
3. For cases with the same void coefficient, a larger number of core nodes gives a
shorter oscillation period.
Table 7.8 compares the stability analysis results of the time and frequency domain
procedures with the same parameters (a,, = -12 cents / % void, 12 nodes in the core
channel, At = 0.01 sec.). The frequency domain analysis results are similar to the
time domain results.
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7.4 Discussions
The time and frequency domain stability analysis procedures are sensitive to the pa-
rameters used in the calculation. Accurate nuclear data are necessary for an accurate
prediction of the stability margin. The time step size and core nodalization scheme
used in the calculation must be selected based on actual plant data.
The computation time of the time domain procedure is much shorter than that of
the frequency domain procedure. A long simulation time is needed for the frequency
domain procedure to have better resolution in the low frequency range of interest, and
to have better smoothing of the estimated transfer function. The spectral analysis
and model fitting also require intensive calculations.
The speed of time domain analysis depends on the time step size and number of
core nodes. It also depends on the stability of the system. If the system is very stable,
the disturbances of system parameters die out very fast, and a short simulation time
(20 to 30 sec.) is sufficed. But the stability analysis results are less accurate. On the
other hand, if the system is less stable, a longer simulation time is required to observe
the asymptotic decay ratio, and the results are more accurate.
For the Peach Bottom-2 stability tests, a simulation of 30 sec. is adequate. Com-
paring the test data and calculated decay ratios by the time domain procedure, the
calculated results are more accurate for the cases with decay ratio larger than 0.4.
Using a time step size of 0.01 sec. and 12 axial nodes in the core channel, the anal-
ysis of one case by the time domain procedure takes about two minutes. A shorter
analysis time can be achieved if the procedure is automated. An expert system to
determine the simulation time and to select the representative decay ratio is required
for the automation of the time domain procedure.
The oscillation periods predicted by the BWR simulator are longer than the test
results. This discrepancy has also been reported for stability analyses using BNL-
EPA [6], LAPUR-IV [65], RAMONA-3B [68], and TRAC/BF1 [49]. The possible
causes of this discrepancy are as follow:
1. The nuclear data used in the analyses are inaccurate.
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2. The non-boiling length in the core channel may be over-predicted [68]. This
leads to a longer fluid transport time through the core.
3. The stability analyses using average core channels will give longer fluid transport
time than that of the hot channel. The oscillation period of the system is
influenced by the dynamics of the least stable channel (the hot channel). So
using average channels may give a longer oscillation period.
Many researches have shown that the decay ratio may not be adequate to describe
the stability margin of BWRs [31, 70]. A new index, the Stability Power Ratio (SPR),
may be an alternative to the decay ratio. The stability power ratio is analogous to
the Critical Power Ratio (CPR) used to indicate the thermal margin of a fuel channel,
and is defined as
Power level at the stability boundarySPR =
Actual power level
The stability boundary is calculated by increasing the reactor power with the feed-
water temperature, core flow rate, and core power shape held constant. Despite the
fact that the actual system parameters will not be the same as the power increases,
this SPR can still provide a good picture about the stability margin of the system in
terms of a meaningful parameter.
7.5 Chapter Summary
Two stability analysis procedures are developed in this chapter. The time domain
procedure calculates the system response to a reactivity disturbance. The decay
ratio and oscillation period are estimated from the response of the fission power. The
frequency domain procedure simulates a stability test that imposes a Pseudo-Random
Binary Sequence to the set point of the pressure controller. The pressure to power
transfer function is estimated by spectral analysis, and the decay ratio and oscillation
period are obtained by model fitting. Both time and frequency domain procedures
are sensitive to the parameters used in the analysis.
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Thirteen stability tests conducted at Peach Bottom-2 are analyzed by the time
domain procedure. The calculated results show the same trend as the test results.
Both the decay ratios and oscillation periods are slightly over predicted with respect
to test data. The agreement between the calculated results and test data is fairly
good even though accurate nuclear data are not available. Two stability tests are
analyzed by the frequency domain procedure, and the results are similar to that of
the time domain analysis.
The time domain procedure takes about two minutes to analyze one case. This
analysis speed can be accelerated if the procedure is automated. The frequency
domain procedure is very time consuming because of the long simulation time required
and the intensive calculations in the data reduction processes.
The stability margin of a BWR may be described by a Stability Power Ratio
(SPR). The SPR is the ratio of the power at the stability boundary to the actual
power. This SPR can provide a more concrete ideal of the system stability in terms
of a meaningful parameter-the reactor power.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and
Recommendations
8.1 Conclusions
BWR power oscillation is a complex phenomenon caused by a nuclear-coupled density-
wave instability. The stability of a BWR depends on many factors such as the reactor
power, core flow, pressure, power shape, reactivity feedback coefficients, and the core
inlet subcooling. The effects of changing these variables on the system stability may
be counter intuitive.
Recent BWR power oscillation events, i.e., the LaSalle-2 and WNP-2 events, call
for new approaches to ensure the stability of BWRs. After several years of research,
two approaches have been accepted by the NRC. The first approach (Prevention)
designates some exclusion regions. Operations inside the exclusion regions are pre-
vented by automatic safety systems. The second approach (Detection/Suppression)
uses stability monitors to detect unstable conditions. Automatic safety systems are
used to suppress power oscillations once detected. These approaches either reduce the
available operation domain or impose risks from inadvertent safety system actuation.
In this research, A BWR simulator targeted particularly at stability analysis is
developed. It employs simplified physical models to describe the major processes in
a BWR. However, the simulator is capable of simulating the power oscillation phe-
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nomenon. The procedures for stability analysis using the simulator are also developed.
The BWR simulator that has been developed is applicable to normal and oper-
ational transient conditions, and has been shown to be suitable for analysis of the
in-phase type of power oscillations. Therefore, the choice of incorporated physical
representations is judged to be a correct one.
The computer time is also sufficiently close to real time on a personal computer
(and probably will run much faster than real time for future advanced personal
computers and/or for improved programming techniques). For example, the Peach
Bottom-2 stability tests were studied using a core channel with 12 axial nodes plus
a bypass channel with one axial node, using a time step size of 10 ms, and using
a personal computer with a 90 MHz Pentium processer. The ratio of CPU time to
simulated time was 1.2 (excluding the time required for finding the decay ratio).
The Brookhaven Laboratory Engineering Plant Analyzer runs even faster (CPU
time to simulated time is one-sixth [60]); however, those speeds are achieved only
by using special hardware that may be unavailable at many BWR plants that could
be served by multiple simulators of the present study type. We understand that the
other time domain codes that have been used for BWR stability analysis (such as
RELAP, RETRAN, and TRAC) are all more time consuming for this problem scope
or require the use of a super computer as special hardware.
Because of the fast computation speed of the BWR simulator, near real-time
stability analysis can be achieved. The BWR simulator can be used to predict the
stability margin of future operating conditions. With this monitor/prediction ca-
pability, the BWR simulator can be used to supplement the Prevention and Detec-
tion/Suppression approaches to achieve a higher degree of reliability. The simulator
can also be used for transient analysis and training.
Many physical models used in the BWR simulator have been validated individ-
ually. Actual plant data and analysis results from others have been used to assess
the transient simulation capability and the accuracy of the stability analysis results
of this simulator. Several conclusions can be drawn from these studies:
1. The thermal hydraulic model can simulate the ANL test loop flow oscillation
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accurately. Both coupled and decoupled forms of the energy equation give
good predictions on the stability boundary of the ANL test loop. For nuclear-
coupled instabilities, however, only the decoupled form of energy equation gives
adequate results.
2. The two-node fuel model performs very well when compared with the fuel model
in the THERMIT-2 code.
3. The jet pump characteristics calculated by the jet pump model agree well with
test data.
4. The steam line model predicts turbine stop valve fast closure transients accu-
rately when compared with both analytical solution and test data.
5. In general, the transient responses calculated by the BWR simulator agree well
with test data. The slower pressure response calculated by the simulator is due
to the single pressure assumption used in the thermal hydraulic model.
6. The decay ratios and oscillation periods calculated by the time domain stability
analysis procedure are slightly over-predicted with respect to results of Peach
Bottom-2 stability tests.
7. For the frequency domain analysis, the calculated gains are higher than test
results, and the phase angles are different. Errors in simulating the pressure
controller characteristics may be the cause of these discrepancies.
8. The decay ratios calculated by the frequency domain procedure are similar to
those of the time domain procedure.
9. The results of the stability analysis are sensitive to the time step size and core
nodalization scheme. These parameters should be selected based on actual plant
data.
10. The nuclear data must be accurate in order to have accurate stability predic-
tions.
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8.2 Recommendations
This study developed the framework of a simulator-based stability indicator/predictor.
Further work is needed to produce a practical tool for industry applications. The fol-
lowings are the areas that can be explored .
1. More transient and stability data can be used for further assessment of the
BWR simulator.
2. An interactive graphic user interface can be added to make the simulator more
user friendly.
3. The models of protection systems and malfunctions can be added to improve
the simulation capability.
4. An expert system can be developed to automate the input selections and engi-
neering judgment required for time domain stability analysis.
5. A space-dependent reactor kinetics model can be incorporated to extend the
stability analysis capability to out-of-phase type instability.
6. The scope of the simulation can be expanded by adding models of turbine plant
components (the turbine, condenser, feedwater pumps, and feedwater heaters).
7. The feasibility of using the Stability Power Ratio as an index of stability margin
should be explored.
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Appendix A
Nomenclature
A area
B2  geometric buckling
C decay neutron precursor concentration
Co distrbution parameter
CD decay heat precusor concentration
CP constant pressure specific heat
crl jet pump interpolation factor
cu vapor carryunder mass fraction
cV constant volume specific heat
valve coefficient
D diffusion coefficient
Dh hydraulic diameter
E total energy content in a node
e average volumetric enthalpy of a node
f Darcy friction factor
fD decay heat fraction
G mass flux
g acceleration of gravity
H pump head
h enthalpy
heat transfer coefficient
dimensionless pump head
h'  flow enthalpy
h average enthalpy of a node
I flow inertia
moment of inertia
K loss coefficient
controller gain
k thermal conductivity
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£ length
M total mass in a node
jet pump flow ratio
m average density in a node
N jet pump head ratio
P pressure
total core power
Pore reactor core pressure drop
PD decay power
Pe Peclet number
Pjet jet pump pressure gain
Pn fission power
Pr Prandtl number
Prep recirculation pump pressure gain
Q heat transfer rate
volumetric flow rate
q heat addition rate to a node
q" heat flux
q"I volumetric heat deposition rate
R jet pump nozzle to throat area ratio
r radius
Re Reynolds number
s Laplace variable
T neutron amplitude function
oscillation period
temperature
torque
t time
UA total heat transfer coefficient
u internal energy
Ugj drift velocity
V volume
v specific volume
W mass flow rate
X(s) Laplace transform of input signal
x steam quality
x(t) input signal
Y(s) Laplace transform of output signal
y(t) output signal
z space coordinate
elevation
Greek letters
a void fraction
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dimensionless pump speed
Qa void reactivity coefficient
Seffective delay neutron fraction
dimensionless pump torque
PD normalized decay heat fraction
-y isentropic expansion coefficient
6 thickness
jiump thermal jump distance
Sdamping ratio
9 angle from horizontal to flow direction
implicit factor in the Theta method
A delay neutron precusor decay constant
eigenvalue of neutronic mode
AD decay heat precursor decay constant
Areal real part of system eigenvalue
A dynamic viscosity
v dimensionless flow rate
V>f fission neutron yield times fission cross section
p density
reactivity
p' dynamic density
1a surface tension
T time constant
20  two-phase friction multiplier
w pump speed
wn undamped natural frequency
A difference between values at new and old time step
At time step size
Ax node size
Az elevation difference
length of fuel section
A prompt neutron life time
Ea absorption cross section
Subscripts
c cladding
ci cladding inner surface
D decay heat precusor
differential controller
d jet pump diffuser
point of OSV
dc lower downcomer
ext external
FB feedback
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FC forced convection
FW feedwater
f saturated water
fuel
fl flashing
fo fuel outer surface
g saturated steam
gap
I integral controller
i index of node
index of neutronic mode
in inlet
j index of flow path
jet jet pump
1 liquid
ldc lower downcomer outside jet pumps
Ip lower plenum inlet
m mixture
moderator
motor
NB nucleate boiling
n jet pump nozzle
out outlet
P proportional controller
r rated condition
rc recirculation line
rcp recirculation pump
ro rain out
SD steam dome
s main steam
jet pump suction
sat saturated condition
sep separator
sep, I separator to feedwater node
sep, v separator to steam dome vapor region
su surge between steam dome and feedwater node
t jet pump throat
v vapor
valve
flow control valve
vent main steam line venturi tube
w cladding outer wall
wall steam dome wall
wc steam dome wall condensation
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Superscripts
average
time step
index of node
time step
Acronyms
ANL
APRM
ASD
ATWS
BNL
BOP
BWR
BWROG
CPR
CSD
DR
EPA
FCV
FFT
GE
LPRM
MCPR
MIMO
MSIV
NRC
NSSS
NVG
OPRM
OSV
P(I)(D)
PCIOMR
PRBS
PWR
SISO
SPR
SRI
SRV
TBV
TCV
WNP
Argonne National Laboratory
Average Power Range Monitor
Auto Spectral Density
Anticipated Transient Without Scram
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Balance Of Plant
Boiling Water Reactor
Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group
Critical Power Ratio
Cross Spectral Density
Decay Ratio
Engineering Plant Analyzer
Flow Control Valve
Fast Fourier Transform
General Electric Company
Local Power Range Monitor
Minimum Critical Power Ratio
Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output system
Main Steam Isolation Valve
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Steam Supply System
Net Vapor Generation
Oscillation Power Range Monitor
Onset of Significant Voiding
Proportional (-Integral) (-Differential) controller
Pre-Conditioned Interim Operational Management Rec-
ommendations
Pseudo Random Binary Sequence
Pressurized Water Reactor
Single-Input, Single-Output system
Stability Power Ratio
Selected Rod Insertion
Safety Relief Valve
Turbine Bypass Valve
Turbine Control Valve
Washington Nuclear Power Sataion
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Appendix B
Details of the Equation Systems
B.1 Reactor Vessel Energy Equation System
The reactor vessel energy equation system (Equation 5.16) is
[EM]n A [XE] = [EB]n ,
where
A [XE] = [AXE (1), AXE (2), -.. , AXE (NT), AP, AW, ]T ,
XE(i) is the state variable of the energy equation of node i,
[EM] is a (NT + 1) x (NT + 2) matrix, and
[EB] is a (NT + 1) x 1 column vector.
The state variables XE(i) and the structure of [EM] depend on the flow pattern
in the reactor vessel.
Feedwater node For the feedwater node, there are four possible flow patterns
when considering the flow directions of W1 and Waep,i, as shown in Figure B-1.
Because the feedwater node is a mixing node, the state variable is XE(1) = hi
for all cases. Neglecting the terms accounted for the enthalpy changes of W8 u and
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Figure B-1: Possible flow patterns of the feedwater node.
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W,ep,l , Equation 5.14 becomes
EM(1, 1)AhE + EM(1, 2)AXE(2) + EM(1, NT + 1)AP + EM(1, NT + 2)AWs,
- EB(1) ,
where
EM(1, NT + 1) =
EM(1, NT + 2) =
V1
St' -
-(hs - Tj) , and
EB(1) = Wn- [(h'w)" - -] + W,9 [h, -
Wn 1]
EM(1, 1) and EM(1, 2) depend on the flow pattern:
Case 1 and Case 4
EM(1, 1)= -• W1 a ,h'
EM(1, 2) = 0.
Case 2 and Case 3
V1 miEM(1, 1) =
At
EM(1, 2) = (a h'h
Upper and lower plena The possible flow patterns of the plenum nodes depend
on the number of core channels being modeled. The plenum nodes are mixing nodes.
So the state variables are XE(5) = h5 and XE(6) = h6. The possible flow patterns
with one core channel is shown in Figure B-2.
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Case 1
Wi- 1  WiNode i
Case 3
i-1 Wi
Node i
Wi-1  WiNode i
Case 4
Wi- 1  WiNode i
Figure B-2: Possible flow patterns of a single-inlet, single-outlet node.
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Case 2
For lower plenum, Equation 5.11 becomes
EM(5, 3)AXE(3)+EM(5, 5)Ahs+EM(5, 7)AXE(7)+EM(5, NT+1)AP = EB(5),
where
VsEM(5, NT + 1) = ,and
EB(5) = W(h - W (h -
Case 1
EM(5, 3) = -W3
EM(5,5)
EM(5, 7) = 0.
Case 2
EM(5, 3) = 0;
Vs m 5EM(5,5) AtAt
(W3 8h'
EM(5, 7) = W5 (a h( h'8h5
Case 3
EM(5, 3) = -W3
EM(5, 5) =
EM(5, 7)= W5
(a h(Oh]3
5m5
At
(0 h'Sah
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Vs mE+ 5 (h' h
- +- W h
Case 4
EM(5, 3) = 0;
V5 m 5EM(5,5) = AtAt
8 h'l
- W3 ) + W5 \ h5(ah 5
EM(5, 7) = 0.
Equation 5.11 when applying to the upper plenum with one core channel is
EM(6, 4)AXE(4) + EM(6, 6)Ah 6
+ EM(6. NT)AXE(NT) + EM(6, NT + 1)AP
= EB(6) ,
where
EM(6, NT + 1) =
EB(5) = WNT (hNT
V6 V6 andAt '
-h6) - W6 (h6- h6).
Case 1
EM(6, 4) = 0;
V6 meEM(6,6)= +W6At
EM(6, NT) = -WNT h NT8h NT
EM(6, 4) =
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( h' 
Case 2 (,1 h'
ah 16
EM(6, 6) = V6 m 6
At
EM(6, NT) = 0.
Case 3
EM(6,4) = W6
V6 m6EM(6, 6) = V6 6Nt•
EM(6, NT)= -WNT a h'
Case 4
EM(6, 4) = 0;
EM(6, 6) = V6 m 6
At + W \ah(ah )6
EM(6, NT) = 0.
For the case with two core channels, the number of possible flow patterns of the
lower and upper plena is doubled. Figure B-3 shows the eight possible flow patterns
of the lower plenum. The energy equation of the lower plenum becomes
EM(5, 3)AXE(3) + EM(5, 5)Ah 5 + EM(5, 7)AXE(7)
+ EM(5, NC1 + 7)AXE(NC1 + 7) + EM(5, NT + 1)AP
= EB(5) ,
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WNT•a h'
SOh 'NT
- WNT
Sh'NT
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8
Figure B-3: Possible flow patterns of the lower plenum with two core channels.
where
V5EM(5, NT + 1) - , and
EB(5) = W3 (h - h5) - W, (h
Case 1
EM(5, 3)
- T5) - W,,• (h', - T5).
= -" Wa ;,(a h'=-W3,8h) 3
EM(5,5) = Vs m 5At
EM(5, 7) = 0;
EM(5, NC1 + 7) = 0.
Case 2
EM(5, 3) = 0;
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( h' + WN h'
\ah5 (ah/NJ
EM(5, 5) = At ~ h 23+ WNJ a h'(hNJ
EM(5, 7) = W( Oh'0 h ) 5
EM(5, NC1 + 7) = 0.
EM(5,3) =-W3 ( W h3(0h
V5 m5EM (5, 5) = - At
EM (5, 7) =
+ WNJ & h'
W Oh )NJ
W( (h'h ;
EM(5, NC1 + 7) = 0.
Case 4
EM(5, 3) = 0;
EM(5, 5) = V5 m 5At W3 O h'(ah , ( Oh'Oh 25 SWNJ O h' \NJ h)NJ
EM(5, 7) =0;
EM(5, NC1 + 7) = 0.
Case 5
EM(5, 3) =
-W3 \h')( h'Bh 3
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Case 3
EM(5, 5) = V5 ms a h'iA +t W Oah)J
EM(5, 7) =0;
EM(5, NC1 + 7) = WNJ a( h'Oh NJ
Case 6
EM(5, 3) = 0;
s m5 , f hh'EM(5,5) = V - W3 ,I
EM(5, 7) = W5 \ah;
EM(5, NC1 + 7) = WNj h '( h'BhNJ
Case 7
EM(5, 3) = -W3 \ h 3
V5 m5EM(5,5) = VtAt
EM(5, 7) =
EM(5, NC1 + 7)
( O h' ;
=WNJ 0 O h'NJ(Oh )NJ
Case 8
EM(5, 3) = 0;
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V5 ms 5 h'EM(5 , 5 )= V - (W , hAt h 3
EM(5, 7) = 0:
EM(5,NC1 + 7) = WNj (
a h'
The possible flow patterns of the upper plenum with two core channels are shown
in Figure B-4. The discretized energy equation of the upper plenum becomes
EM(6, 4)AXE(4) + EM(6, 6)Ah 6 + EM(6, NC1 + 6)AXE(NC1 + 6)
+ EM(6, NT)AXE(NT) + EM(6, NT + 1)AP
= EB(6),
where
EM(6, NT + 1) = , and
EB(5) = WNC1+6 (hNC1+6 - o6) + WNT (h' - 6) - 6 (h- h).
Case 1
EM(6, 4) = 0;
EM(6, 6) =
EM(6, NC1 + 6) =
EM(6, NT) =
-WNC1+6 ( h'( h NC1+6
-WNT 2h NT\ah / NT
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V6 m 6
At +( W6a h'(ah 6
+W•\a h'd+ W5 (ah 5
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8
Figure B-4: Possible flow patterns of the upper plenum with two core channels.
Case 2
EM(6, 4) = W6 h6
EM(6, 6) = WNc1+V h'At 
- W h ) NC1+ 6
EM(6, NC1 + 6) = 0;
EM(6, NT)= -WNT h'
Case 3
EM(6, 4) = VV6 ah
V6 m 6EM(6, 6) = VAt
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(9 h'i
EM(6, NC1 + 6) = -WNC1+6 \ hNC1+(hNC1+6
EM(6, NT) (-NT a h' NT
Case 4
EM(6, 4) = 0;
EM(6, 6) = V6 m 6At +14 6 ah - WNC1+6 
h
8 ah NC1+6
EM(6, NC1 + 6) = 0;
EM(6, NT) S-WNT a hNT(8 h'8NT
EM(6, 6) = V6 m 6At
EM(6, 4) = 0;
-- W h'
Oh 26
WNT h'
- WaNT NTk8h INT
EM(6, NC1 + 6)= -WNcI+6 ~ hc+6(ah NC1+6
EM(6, NT) = 0.
Case 6
EM(6, 4) = W 0 h'h6Oah 6
Vs m( O h' \6 6 - WNC1+6 h
At \( Oh NC1+6
(Oh'
W- NT O h NT
ah NT
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Case 5
EM(6, 6) =
EM(6, NC1 + 6) = 0;
EM(6, NT) = 0.
Case 7
EM(6, 4) =
V6 m6EM(6,6) = V6At
Sa h NT
( IN ah)NT
EM(6, NC1 + 6) = -IVNC1+6 (a h' \
\ i NC1+6
EM(6, NT) = 0.
Case 8
EM(6, 4) = 0;
EM(6, 6) = V6 m6At + W6ah(ah )6 - WNC1+6
a h'
Sh/ NC1+6 --WNT 
h'
S9h )NT
EM(6, NC1 + 6) = 0;
EM(6, NT) = 0.
Other nodes All the other nodes are single-inlet, single-outlet nodes. The possible
flow patterns of these nodes are illustrated in Figure B-2. The energy equation of
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[ -X'g-, ]
node i is
EM(i, i - 1)AXE(i - 1) + EM(i, i)AXE(i)
+ EM(i, i + 1)AXE(i + 1) + EM(i, NT + 1)AP
- EB(i) ,
where
EB(i) = qi + Wi- 1 (hx
i - 1 denotes the index of the upstream node, and
i + 1 denotes the index of the downstream node.
The state variables AXE(i) and the coefficients are flow pattern-dependent.
Case 1 In this case, the node is a normal node, and the state variable is
AXE(i) = hi .
EM(i, i - 1) = -W-1 h
EM(i, i) = (f O)i + (f1)i + WiAt
8 h'
ah .
EM(i, i + 1) = 0;
EM(i, NT + 1) = •At'
(fO),, (fl)i, and gi are defined in Equation 5.10.
Case 2 In this case, the node is still a normal node, but the state variable is
AXE(i) = h%_1 .
EM(i, i - 1) = 0;
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- Ti) - Wi (hl
EM(i, i) = (fO) + (f)i W_-
EM(i, i + 1) = W,
Case 3 In this case,
AXE(i) = h .
the node is a mixing node, and the state variable is
EM(. i - 1) = -hVi(l
Vi miEM(i, i) = iAt
EM(i, i + 1)
EM(i, NT
= Wi a hi
+ 1) i
At
Case 4 In this case, the node is again a mixing node (actually, a "splitting"
node), and the state variable is AXE(i) = hi .
EM(i, i - 1) = 0;
Vi miEM(i, i) = VAt
( h' i 1
- Wi
-
1
-Oh li-i
EM(i, i + 1) = 0;
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( h'
ahz
a h'
EM(i, NT + 1) = 9•At*
+ Wi ahi
EM(i, NT + 1) = ViAt
B.2 Steam Dome Equation System
The steam dome equation system (Equation 5.17) is
[AsD]n A [XsD] = [RsD]n,
where
[AsD] is a 4 x 6 matrix,
A[XSD] is a 6 x 1 column vector, and
[RsD] is a 4 x 1 column vector.
The state variables and the elements in the steam dome equation system depend
on the condition of the steam dome as listed in Table 4.1.
Case 1
In case 1 conditions, Wo+1 and W7 1 are both zero. The state variables are
A [XSD] = [Ahv, Ah, AV,, AP, AW,, AW,]T.
Tables B.1 and B.2 list the elements of [ASD] and [RsD] for this case.
Case 2
For case 2 conditions, Wn+1 = 0 , and hS+1 = hn+1. So
Ah, = hn + f h AP - hn .
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Table B.1: The elements of [AsD] for case 1 conditions
ASD(1, 1) -- h ASD(3, 1) - p + -SD - +aW
ASD(1, 2) 0 ASD( 3, 2 ) 0
ASD( 1,3) ASD(3,3) h••  SD
At t(
AsD(1,4) VI (p Aso(3, 4) V - (hv D) (pv)1At - -P At h P
AsD(1, 5) 0 ASD(3, 5 ) 0
ASD(1, 6) 1 AsD(3,6) (hv - hsD)
AsD( 2, 1) 0 AsD(4 ,1) 0
ASD(2, 2) - ASD(4,2)- p, + (h- - SDAt ( hi At 8 (A
ASD(2, 3) PA ASD(4, 3) - (h - hSDAt At
V, pt A pAsD( 2,4) - P ASD( 4,4) (h -TsD - I
ASD( 2 , 5) 1 ASD( 4, 5) (hsu - hSD)
ASD(2,6) 0 ASD(4,6) 0
Table B.2: The elements of [RSD] for case 1 conditions
RsD (1) Wsp,v - W, - Wwc
RsD (2) Wc - W,,
RSD (3) Wep (h, - hsD) - (W + Wc) (hv - sD)
RSD (4) Ww (h, - hSD) - W,, (hsu - hSD)
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Table B.3: The elements of [AsD] for case 2 conditions
ASD(1, 1) 1 ASD(3, 1) (h - hsD)
AsD(1, 2 ) 0 ASD(3, 2) 0
AsD(1,3) ASD,(1, 3) ASD(3,3) AsD,1(3,3)
ASD,1(1, 4) ASD,1(3,4)
ASD(1, 4) h, ASD(3, 4) 8 h,As(14) +Aso,l(1, 1) --i +Aso,1(3, 1) \F
AsD(1, 5 ) 0 ASD( 3 , 5 ) 0
AsD(1, 6) ASD,1(1,6) ASD(3, 6) AsD,1(3,6)
ASD(2, 1) -1 ASD(4, 1) - (hf - hSD)
ASD(2, 2) ASD,1(2, 2) ASD(4, 2) ASD,1(4, 2)
ASD(2, 3) ASD,1(2, 3) ASD(4, 3) ASD,1(4, 3)
ASD(2,4) ASD,1(2,4) ASD(4,4) AsD,1(4,4)
AsD(2, 5) AsD,1(2, 5) ASD(4, 5) ASD,1(4, 5)
AsD(2,6) 0 ASD(4,6) 0
The state variables are
A [XsD] = [Wr+1, Ah, V AP, AWs, AW ]T.
Tables B.3 and B.4 list the elements of [AsD] and [RsD] for this case. In these
tables, As,1 (i, j) and RsD,l(i) represent the elements of [ASD] and [RsD] for case 1
conditions.
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Table B.4: The elements of [RsD] for case 2 conditions
Case 3
For case 3 conditions, W,"'t' = 0 , and hn+I = hn+1. So
Ah, = h± + (P hOP
AP - h.
The state variables are
A [XsDI = lAh, Wn 7", AV,, AP, AWu, AWs]
Tables B.5 and B.6 list the elements of [ASD] and [RsDI for this case.
Case 4
For case 4 conditions, h +1l = h- + 1 , and hn+ 1 = hn+1. So
and
Ah = h + (hd n AP - h.
The state variables are
A [XsD] = [Wrno W v+'i, AVi AP, AWSU, AWS]T
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RSD(1) RSD,1(1) - ASD,1(1, 1)(h - hv)
RsD( 2 ) RSD,1( 2 )
RsD(3) RSD,1(3) - AsD,1(3, 1)(h, - hv)
RSD(4) RSD,1 (4)
r._ ___~- i, . ___ . ___7
AhV = h (, fhg,"9 apl
Table B.5: The elements of
Table B.6: The elements of [RSD] for case 3 conditions
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ASD(1, 1) ASD,l(1, 1) ASD(3, 1) ASD,1(3,1)
ASD(1, 2) -1 ASD(3, 2 ) - (hg - hsD)
ASD(1,3) ASD,1(1,3) ASD( 3 ,3) ASD,1(3,3)
AsD(1, 4 ) ASD,(1, 4) ASD(3, 4 ) ASD,1(3, 4 )
ASD(1, 5) 0 ASD(3, 5 ) 0
ASD(1,6) ASD,1(1,6) AsD(3,6) AsoD1(3,6)
ASD(2,1) 0 ASD(4,1) 0
ASD(2, 2 ) 1 ASD( 4 , 2) (h 9 - -hsD)
ASD(2,3) AsD,1(2,3) ASD( 4 ,3) ASD,1( 4 ,3)
ASD,1(2, 4) AsD,1(4, 4)
ASD(2, 4) ( h AsD(4, 4) 0 hfAs(2, 4) +Aso,1(2, 2 ) f AS( ) +ASD,1( 4 , 2) (1
ASD(2, 5) AsD,1(2, 5) ASD(4, 5) ASD,1(4, 5)
ASD(2,6) 0 AsD( 4 ,6) 0
RSD(l) RSD,J(1)
RSD(2) RSD,1(2) - AsD,1(2,2)(h1 - h1)
RSD(3) RSD,1(3)
RSD(4) RSD,1 (4) - ASD,1( 4, 2)(hf - hA)
[AsD] for case 3 conditions
Table B.7: The elements of [ASD] for case 4 conditions
ASD(1, 1) 1 ASD(3, 1) (hf - sD)
ASD(1, 2) -1 AsD(3, 2 ) - (h, - isD)
AsD(1,3) AsD,1(1,3) ASD(3,3) ASD,1(3,3)
ASD,1(1, 4) ASD,1(3, 4)
AsD(l,4) 8ah ASD(3, 4) ( h9
+AsD,1(1, 1) +Aso,l(3, 1)
AsD( 1, 5) 0 ASD( 3 , 5 ) 0
AsD(1, 6) ASD,1(1, 6) ASD(3, 6) ASD,1(3,6)
ASD(2,1) -- 1 ASD(. 1) -(f - sD)
ASD( 2 , 2 ) 1 ASD(4, 2) (hg - -hSD)
AsD( 2 , 3) ASD,1(2, 3) ASD(4, 3) ASD,1(4,3)
AsD,1(2, 4) AsD,1( 4, 4)
ASD(2, 4) (a hf ASD( 4, 4) (( hi
+Aso,x(2, 2) +AsDo,(4, 2)
ASD(2, 5) ASD,1(2, 5) ASD(4, 5) ASD,1(4, 5)
ASD( 2 , 6 ) 0 ASD(4, 6) 0
Tables B.7 and B.8 list the elements of [AsD] and [RsD] for case 4 conditions.
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Table B.8: The elements of [RSD] for case 4 conditions
RSD(1) RsD,1(1) - AsD,l(1, 1)(hg - h,)
RSD(2) RSD,1(2) - AsD,1(2, 2)(hf - hj)
RsD(3) RsD,1(3) - ASD,1(3, 1)(hg - h,)
RsD(4) RSD,1 (4) - Aso,1( 4, 2)(hf - ht)
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B.3 Steam Line Equation System
The steam line equation system (Equation 5.18) is
[STMA]n A [XS] = [STMR]",
where
A[XS] = [AP,, ... AP7, AW1, " 6, W, WTcv, AW 8, AP]T, the
indices of the state variables are indicated in Figure 4-16,
[STMA] is a 15 x 16 matrix, and
[STMR] is a 15 x 1 column vector.
Figure B-5 shows the structure of [STMA]. The diagonal elements of [STMA]
are:
for 1 <i < 7
STMA(i, i) = (Pa ( PO)
for 8 < i < 13,
STMA(i, i)
+- f l
2 pj+ 2 D A2
where j = i - 7;
for i = 14,
STMA(14, 14) = +At rWTcvI2 PTcv(A)6
1 fe A CT CV
2 DA2) 66AcyvJ
for i = 15,
STMA(15, 15) = + 2p, ~ D A1 ) f +
A)1
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fe
DA 2
SK3
+A2
A+2
+ 'vJA,j '
V13
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 X At -At
2 X -At At
3 X -At At
4 X -At At
5 X -At At
6 X -At At At
7 X -At
8 -At At X
9 -At At X
10 -At t At X
11 -At At X
12 -At At X
13 -At At X
14 -At X
15 At X -At
Figure B-5: The structure of [STMA].
where Avent and Kvent are the flow area and loss coefficient of the Venturi
tubes at the exit of the steam dome.
The elements of [STMR] are:
STMR(1) = At (Ws - W1 - WsRv);
STMR(i) = At (W,_ - W,), for 2 < i < 5;
STMR(6) = At (W5 - W6 - WTCv);
STMR(7) = At (W6 - WTBV);
STMR(i) = At (Pj - P 1)
- At IWjl wj 2 D A2 .
K 3
+ A2A•.+½
Cv,j
V,3
for 8 < i < 13, and j = i - 7;
STMR(14) = At {P 6
- PT WTCVI WTCV
2 PTCV
( f 
D A2 J6
PTB is the user-specified turbine inlet pressure;
+cA2  I, where
TCV
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Table B.9: The elements of [AM]
AM(NT, i) , i = 1, 2 Ii+ (Fr + oss + Facc)z
AM(NT, i), i = 3, 5 -1 + (Fjr + Floss + Facc)i+l
AM(NT, NJ + 2) 13 + (Fir + Foss + Facc)3At
AM(NT + 1, i), i = 4, 6- (NC1 + 5) + (Fir + Floss + Facc)i+1
AM(NT + 2, i), i = (NC1 + 6) -NT I+ (Fr + Floss + Facc)i+1
STMR(15) = At {P- P - 2 ps
Kvent
Avent
B.4 Reactor Vessel Mass and Momentum Equa-
tion System
The reactor vessel mass and momentum equation system (Equation 5.19) is
[AM]n A [XM] = [AB]",
where
A [XM] = [AW1, AW 2, AW4, , AWNJ, APcore, Ajet, AW3]T,
[AM] is a (NJ + 1) x (NJ + 2) matrix, and
[AB] is a (NJ + 1) x 1 column vector.
Figure B-6 shows the structure of [AM]. The part enclosed by the dashed lines
exists only when NCH = 2. The non-zero elements in rows NT, NT + 1, and NT + 2
(for NCH = 2 only) are listed in Table B.9. Table B.10 lists the elements of [AB].
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1 2 3 4 5 6 ... NC1+ NC1- ... NT-1 NT NJ NJ+1 NJ+2
1 1 -1
2 1 -1
3 -1 1
4 -1 -1 1
5 -1 1 1
6 1 -1
1 -1
NC1+ 1 -1
NC1+6 -1 1
1 -1
NT-1 1 -1
NT X X X X 1 -1 X
NT+1 X X X X -1
NJ+1 X X X X -1
For NCH=2 only
Figure B-6: The structure of [AM].
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Table B.10: The elements of [AB]
AB(i), i= 1, 2 AMt- (Wi -I
AB(3) AM (W6 - W4)At
AB(4)
AB(5)
AB(i),
AM,
i = 6-(NC1 + 5), and 
- W+
(NC1 + 7)-(NT - 1)
AMNC1+7 (WNJ - WNC1+7)
AB(NC1 + 6) At
(for NCH = 2 only)
-Pcore + Pet - E (Ffr + Flos, + Facc) Wi
AB(NT) 6 i=1-4,6
- migAzi + P gLSD
i=1
Pcore - (Ffr + Flos,,s + Face) Wi
AB(NT + 1) NC1+6i=5,7-(NC1+6)
- Z m~gAzi
i=7
NJ
AB(NT + 2) Pcore - E (Ffr + Fos,, + Fac) Wi
i=NC1+7
NT(for NCH = 2 only) - migAz i
i=NC1+7
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1 -1 -1
3 X X
4 X !  X5
61 XI
I1 2' I I
, 1 _2 [ 3 i 5__•6 _ 7 8
1 _
l x
XiX
X
--- e -
Figure B-7: The structure of [AR].
B.5 Recirculation System
The recirculation equation system (Equation 5.20) is
[AR]n A [XR]" = [BR]n ,
where
A [XR] = [AWjet,, AWjet, 2, AWrc,, rc,2, A 1, lAw 2 , APet, AW 3]T,
[AR] is a 7 x 8 matrix, and
[BR] is a 7 x 1 column vector.
The structure of [AR] is shown in Figure B-7, and the non-zero elements of [AR]
are listed in Table B.11. Table B.12 lists the elements of [BR] . The r's are defined
in Section 5.1.7.
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Table B.11: Non-zero elements of [AR]
Table B.12: The elements of [BR]
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AR(2, 2) et- (r 1,2 + r2,2) AR(4, 6) - PAt _ aw
AR(2, 4) (r2,2 - r3,2) AR(5, 3) a T7Wp
AR(2,8) r4 AR(5,5) + rpuTmp
AR(3, 1) -r 6,1  AR(6, 4) rp
AR(3, 3) r+ rs, + r6,1 p AR(6, 6) rT + rpump + )29t 8 Wrc 1 t 8
AR(3, 5) Prp 1 AR(7, 1) !et (rl,1 + r2,1)
AR(4, 2) -r 6,2  AR(7, 3) (r2,1 - r3,1)
AR(4, 4) - + r5 ,2 +r6, 2 -- AR(7, 8) r4At Wrc9 ,
Appendix C
Constitutive Relations
C.1 Frictional Pressure Drop
The frictional pressure drop of a node is calculated by using a Darcy friction factor.
For a node containing a single-phase fluid, the frictional pressure drop is given by
APfr = 2W2DO pA2
where W =
1 1
- (Wi. + Wo.ut), and = - (p, + Pout). -2 2
The single-phase friction factor f is calculated from the formula for laminar flow
in a round tube or the McAdams relation [37]:
64
Re
0.184Re-0.2
for Re < 1502,
for Re > 1502,
where
Dhlw
Re is the Reynolds number, Re = ~ , and
A is thedynamic viscosity.
p is the dynamic viscosity.
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For a node containing a two-phase fluid, a two-phase friction multiplier is used:
APfr = o a2Dh pf A2 r
where fio is the single-phase friction factor calculated by using W and saturated water
properties. The two-phase friction multiplier 2o is given by the Martinelli-Nelson-
Jones correlation [36, 37]:
1.2 (Pf XO.824} 1;2o= {
1.36 + 0.005P + 0.1G - 0.000714PG
0.119 P
1.26 - 0.0004P + - 0.00028-G G
for G < 0.7,
for G > 0.7;
1
2 (Xzn -+ Xout) ,
P is the system pressure in psia, and
G is the average mass flux in 106 lb/hr-ft 2.
For the node in which onset of significant voiding (OSV) occurs, assuming the
inlet is at single-phase conditions,
AP fr = ( 1 + 2 lo f2p+
pf 2Dh A2
where
£1 is the distance from inlet to the point of OSV,
£20 is the distance from the point of OSV to outlet,
1
-P1 = 2 (pin + pf), and
42o is calculated using -= Xout2
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where
-11
C.2 Void-Quality Correlation
The drift-flux model used to describe the two-phase flow separation is [37]
1
Q(P=
Co 1 + -Lf + ugj p W AX Pf zWl
where Co is the distribution parameter, and ugj is the drift velocity. The EPRI void
fraction correlation (the Chexal-Lellouche correlation) is used to calculate Co and ug9
[71]. This correlation is empirically based and has the following features:
* It is implicit in both void fraction and quality. An iterative scheme is required
to calculate Co and ug .
* It is continuous and does not depend on flow regimes.
In this study, only cocurrent flow is considered. The distribution parameter is
given by
Co = Fr Cov + (1 - Fr) Ch,
where Co, and COh are the distribution parameters evaluated for vertical and hori-
zontal flows, and F, is a flow orientation parameter. Let 0 be the angle from the
horizontal direction to the flow direction in degree (-900 < 0 < 900). Then,
f1 0 for 0 > 0,
Fr 90
min 1, 101 for 0 < 0;
Coh [1 + 0.05 (1- a)] Con;
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coy
L
[Ko + (1 - Ko) or]
L
[Ko + (1 -
max
Ko) ar]
where
1 - exp(-Cla)L=
1 - exp(-C1) '
4 Prit
P (Pcrit - P)'
P is the system pressure,
Pcrit is the critical pressure of water,
Ko = B + (1 - B1 )( 0.25
1+1.57
1 - B 1
B 1 = min(0.8, A1),
Sx Re
+ exp 
~60,000J]
Reg
Ref
if Reg > Ref or 0 < 0,
if Re, < Ref,
(1 - x) WDh
pf A
0.25
o =1.41 (Pf - P ) a g 0.25
u 1.412 C2 C3 4,I3 Pf I
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for 0 > 0
for 0 < 0;
ARe = 1
Re=
Re xWDh
" .L gA
Ref =
0.7
0.4757 [In i
I C5
1 - exp [ 1- Cs]J
c2 =
C3 =
C4 I
2 exp( Re, )60, 1000
2( 0 J B22)
for p  18,
Pg
if C5 < 1,
ifC 5 < 1,
for
pg
> 18,
for 0 > 0,
for 0 < 0,
if C7 > 1,
[1 -exp (-C8)] 1 if C7 < 1,
Cs = 150
Pf
7 =(D2
C8 =
1 - C7'
Clo0 = 2 exp
Ref
350,000 0.4 - 1.75 (Ref )0.3 exp
5Ref D, 2]
50, 00 Dh
+ (Re)o.00 ( D 0.25
Ref -0.4B2 = 1 + 0.05 (350,000]S[350, 000,0J
D1 = 0.0381 m, and
D2 = 0.09144 m.
The drift velocity is given by
Ugj = {F, Ugj, + (1 - Fr) Ug3h
Fr Ugjv + (Fr - 1) Ugjh
for 9 > 0
for 0 < 0.
where
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max 0.5,
u 3,,, and Ug3h are the drift velocities for vertical and horizontal flows,
Ug93h = U 3 (1 - )B
Ug v = U0 C 9 ,
c = C,
(19- a)B '  for 0 0,
min [0.7, (1- a)0.65] for 0 < 0.
C.3 Steam Separator Vapor Carryunder Mass Frac-
tion
The amount of vapor carried-under from the steam separator to the downcomer de-
pends on the flow rate and inlet quality of the separator, and the water level outside
the separator [57]. In this study, only the effect of the water level is considered. The
mass fraction of vapor in the flow from the separator to the feedwater node is given
by
cu = cuo (Acu,o + Ac,I r + Acu,2 r 2 + Acu,3 r3)1
where
L
r =L
L is the steam dome water level,
Lo is a reference water level.
Lo, cuo, Acu,o, Acu,1, Acu,2, and Acu,3 are constants supplied by the user. Because
specific steam separator performance data are not available, cu is set to zero in the
calculations in this study.
C.4 Steam Separator Flow Inertia
The flow inertia of the steam separator is given by [47]
I, = (1 - xzp) (sepio + sepil xse, + sepi2 'ep),
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where
xsep is the flow quality of the separator outlet,
sepio = 120 m - 1,
sepil = 1.357 m - 1, and
sepi2 = 6.516 m - .
In the calculation of Kuosheng recirculation pump trip test, sepio is set to 70 m-
for better match of the core flow rate.
C.5 Convective Heat Transfer Correlations
For single-phase conditions, the heat transfer rate from a section of a fuel rod to the
coolant is calculated by Equation 4.41. The single-phase heat transfer coefficient is
given by the Dittus-Boelter equation [37]:
h = 0.023 Re0 8 Pr.4 k
Dh
where
WDhRe is the Reynolds number, Re=
pA
Pr is the Prandtl number, Pr= p cPk
k is the thermal conductivity of water,
p is the dynamic viscosity of water, and
c, is the constant pressure specific heat of water.
For two-phase conditions, the Chen correlation with temperature difference weight-
ing is used (see Equation 4.42) [37]. The heat transfer coefficient for the forced con-
vection part is
hFC = 0.023 Re "s Pro.4 •f F,
where
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W (1 - x) Dh
Rel = pf A
subscript f stands for saturated water,
+ 1 0.736
Xett
2.35 (0.213
1for
Xtt
1
for
Xtt
< 0.1,
> 0.1, and
f 0.5 (I )0.1
kP9 A
The heat transfer coefficient for the nucleate boiling part is
hNB = 0.00122 S (kO.79 C.45pO.49)
-0.5 A0.29/ 0.24 , 0.24
S = [1 + 2.53 x 10-6 Re l1'7 F1.4625] - 1
ATsat = Tw - Tsat,
T, is the wall temperature,
AP = Pat(Tw) - P,
P is the system pressure, and
Psat(Tw) is the saturation pressure at T,.
The partial derivative is needed in fuelOT,
tions:
a hNB
OT, 0.24S ATsat
0.7f
AF
conduction and convection calcula-
5 O Psat
O T
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F =
where
1 ( )0.9
Xt 1 - xt
C.6 Material Properties
C.6.1 Fuel rod properties
UO 2 thermal conductivity:
3825.02
Tf + 129.41 + 6.0801 x 10-11TfI'
where kf is in W/m-K, and Tf is in K [47]
UO 2 volumetric heat capacity:
exp 535.2850)(Tf8.5103 x 1011
STfexp
535.2850
Tf
where (pcp)f is in J/m 3 -K, and Tf is in K [47].
Zr-4 thermal conductivity:
kc = 7.51 + 0.0209 Tc - 1.45 x 10-5 Tc2 + 7.67 x 10-9 T,3
where kc is in W/m-K, and Tc is in K [47].
Zr-4 volumetric heat capacity:
(pcp)C = 1.8205 x 106 + 3.0386 x 105ý - 1.0637 x 105 2
+ 2.8103 x 104 3 - 2.7236 x 103 64
where
(pcp), is in J/m 3 -K,
T - 300
S, and200
Tc is in K [47].
Helium thermal conductivity:
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(P c,)f =
kg = 3.36 x 10- 3 T0 ' 668
where k9 is in W/m-K, and T, is in K [50].
C.6.2 Water properties
The correlations for the following water properties are from reference [41]: h1 (P),
h, (P), T, (P), h, (TI, P), p, (hl, P), p, (h,, P), cp,l (h,, P), 7cp, (h,, P), IIL (hl, P),
[,v (Tv, p,), k, (hi), kv (Tv, pv), and a (Ti) . These correlations are not repeated here.
The saturation pressure of water is given by [43]
Pa, = 1 05(T - 255.2 4.484
where Pt is in Pa, and T is in K.117.8
where Psat is in Pa, and T is in K.
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Appendix D
Description of BWR Simulator
The BWR simulator developed in this thesis has been named SIMBA (SIMulator for
Bwr stability Analysis). The SIMBA code is written in ANSI FORTRAN 77, so it
is generally portable. SIMBA has been successfully compiled and run on IBM PCs
using Microsoft FORTRAN compiler (MSFORT 5.0), and on SUN SPARC and IBM
RS/6000 workstations. The source program of SIMBA is filed with the department.
D.1 Program Description
PROGRAM SIMBA: Main driver. It reads in the input data, writes the input
data to the output file, and calls the steady-state initialization and transient
subroutines.
SUBROUTINE OUT1: Print out calculations results to the files for plotting.
SUBROUTINE OUT: Print out calculation results to the output file.
SUBROUTINE STEADY: Perform steady-state initialization.
SUBROUTINE SSCOL: Calculate steady-state reactor coolant condition.
SUBROUTINE SSPD: Calculate steady-state core channel pressure drop and jet
pump pressure rise.
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SUBROUTINE BOILB: Calculate boiling boundaries and fluid transport times of
the core channels. The boiling boundary is assumed to be at the point of OSV.
The fluid transport time through the upper plenum and the separator node is
also calculated.
FUNCTION CARRYU: Calculate the separator vapor carryunder mass fraction.
SUBROUTINE RCSS: Calculate steady-state recirculation system parameters.
SUBROUTINE RCTRAN: Construct the equation system of the recirculation sys-
tem.
SUBROUTINE PUMPHT: Calculate recirculation pump head, torque and their
partial derivatives.
FUNCTION CRL: Calculate the interpolating factor for transition between force
and natural circulation used in recirculation system calculations.
SUBROUTINE SSCON: Calculate steady-state fuel rod parameters.
SUBROUTINE TRACON: Transient fuel conduction/convection calculations.
FUNCTION DITTUS: Calculate the single-phase force convection heat transfer co-
efficient by the Dittus-Boelter equation.
FUNCTION FCHEN: Calculate the F factor in the Chen correlation.
FUNCTION GAPK: Calculate helium thermal conductivity.
FUNCTION FUELK: Calculate UO2 thermal conductivity (assuming 95% TD).
FUNCTION CLADK: Calculate Zr-4 thermal conductivity.
FUNCTION FUELHC: Calculate UO 2 volumetric heat capacity (reference density = 10,011.54 kg/r
FUNCTION CLADHC: Calculate Zr-4 volumetric heat capacity (reference density = 6,487.48 kg/m
FUNCTION PSAT: Calculate the saturated water pressure.
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SUBROUTINE STMLNS: Steam line model steady-state initialization.
FUNCTION CVALVE: Calculate the valve coefficient of SRV or TBV.
SUBROUTINE TRANSL: Construct the steam line equation system.
FUNCTION WBC: Calculate the flow rate through SRV or TBV.
SUBROUTINE REACFB: Calculate the thermal feedback reactivity.
SUBROUTINE POINTK: Solve point kinetics equations by adaptive theta method.
SUBROUTINE DECAYS: Calculate initial decay heat precursor concentration.
SUBROUTINE DECAYP: Calculate normalized total power.
SUBROUTINE TRANS: Perform transient calculations. This is the main routine
for BWR transient simulations.
SUBROUTINE TABLE: Perform tabular look-up.
SUBROUTINE PIDCON: Simulate a PID controller.
Y frq
SUBROUTINE SECORD: Simulate a second order system = f rq
X (s2 damp s + frq)
SUBROUTINE LEDLAG: Simulate a lead/lag compensator - = Gain
X 1 + tau2 s
SUBROUTINE RCPCON: Determine the statuses of the recirculation pumps.
SUBROUTINE STEP: Perform tabular lookup of integer step functions.
SUBROUTINE ENERGY: Setup the reactor vessel energy equation system and the
equation system for mass balance.
SUBROUTINE DMDT: Calculate time rate of change of mass of reactor vessel
nodes.
SUBROUTINE UPDATE: Update state variables of the reactor vessel energy equa-
tion system.
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SUBROUTINE HCASE: Update reactor vessel flow path static enthalpies according
to the flow pattern.
SUBROUTINE FLOWUD: Update reactor vessel flow path properties.
SUBROUTINE MOMENT: Setup the reactor vessel mass and momentum equation
system.
FUNCTION ECELL: Calculate the average volumetric enthalpy of a node.
SUBROUTINE ME1: Calculate the average density and volumetric enthalpy of a
node (two-phase condition).
SUBROUTINE ME2: Calculate the average density and volumetric enthalpy of a
node (single-phase liquid to two-phase condition).
FUNCTION DPF: Calculate node average pressurs e drop factor. DPF = (f • W
'Dh/ 2 p
SUBROUTINE CASE: Setup flow pattern indices.
SUBROUTINE STATE: Given pressure, calculate saturated water properties.
SUBROUTINE DRIFT3: Chexal-Lellouche Drift flux correlation for transient cal-
culations. Solve for new distribution parameter and drift velocity using new
void fraction. The input x is calculated from new void fraction and old Co, ug9 .
Then new x calculated from new Co and uz, is returned.
SUBROUTINE DRIFT2: Chexal-Lellouche Drift flux correlation for steady-state
initialization. Giving flow quality x, solve for void fraction, distribution param-
eter and drift velocity by Newton's method. The flow quality is used as the first
guess for the static quality.
SUBROUTINE PARAM: Calculate B1, KO, r used in the Chexal-Lellouche correla-
tion.
FUNCTION FFACT: Calculate single-phase Darcy-Weisbach friction factor.
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FUNCTION PHILO2: Calculate the Martinelli-Nelson-Jones two phase multiplier.
FUNCTION HFF: Calculate the enthalpy of saturated liquid.
FUNCTION HGG: Calculate the enthalpy of saturated vapor.
FUNCTION TL: Calculate the temperature of compressed liquid.
FUNCTION HL: Calculate liquid enthalpy given liquid temperature, pressure, and
initial guess using Newton iteration.
FUNCTION ROL: Calculate density of compressed liquid.
FUNCTION ROV: Calculate density of superheated vapor.
FUNCTION CPL: Calculate specific heat of compressed liquid.
FUNCTION CPV: Calculate specific heat of superheated vapor.
FUNCTION VISL: Calculate viscosity of compressed liquid.
FUNCTION VISV: Calculate viscosity of superheated vapor.
FUNCTION CNDL: Calculate conductivity of compressed liquid.
FUNCTION CNDV: Calculate conductivity of superheated vapor.
FUNCTION SURTEN: Calculate surface tension of water.
FUNCTION TEMPS: Calculate water saturation temperature.
SUBROUTINE GAUSS: Perform Gaussian elimination with implicit partial pivoting
[72] to a linear system with n unknowns and m equations.
SUBROUTINE BKSB: Perform backward substitution.
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D.2 Input Description
Appendix F shows the input files for validation calculations. The input data are
supplied by the input file SIMBA.DAT. In this input file, each line of input data is
preceded by a comment line describing the names of input parameters. The title is
read by the format A80. All other data are read by free format. All input parameters
are in SI unit, except for the parameters related to angular speed or reactivity. The
angular speed is in rpm, and the reactivity is in dollar. The input parameters are
described below.
nch no. of core channels (1 or 2)
ncl no. of nodes in channel 1
nc2 no.of nodes in channel 2 (ncl+nc2 < 40)
ttol total simulation time,
dtmax max. time step size,
dtstm max. time step size for steam line model,
dtout time interval of printing output file,
dtplt time interval of printing plot files,
idtsw switch of time step size calculation,
pini
fq
fwcore
alev
= 0, fixed dt (dt=dtmax),
> 0, dt is calculated as min. coolant transport time
in the core nodes.
initial pressure
initial reactor power as fraction of rated power
initial core flow as fraction of rated flow
initial water level
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hpfw
ncirc
nlow
prate
qrate
wrate
alevr
hpfwr
vol(i)
area(i)
dh(i)
xl(i)
dz(i)
xk(i)
theta(i)
sepi0, sepil, sepi2
cuO
acuO, acul, acu2, acu3
alevcu
uawsd
initial feedwater enthalpy
natural circulation switch,
= 0, initial state is forced circulation;
= 1, initial state is natural circulation, fwcore is an
initial guess.
low speed switch. if nlow = 1 and iptype = 1, then
pumps are at low speed for initialization.
rated pressure
rated reactor power
rated core flow
water level at rated condition,
feedwater enthalpy at rated condition,
reactor node flow volume
reactor node flow area
reactor node hydraulic diameter
reactor node length
reactor node elevation difference (out - in)
reactor flow path form loss coefficient
reactor flow path direction (with respect to horizontal
dir.)
Coefficients of separator inertia correlation. SEP in-
ertia = (1-xa(4))* (sepi0+xa(4)*(sepil+sepi2*xa(4)))
reference separator vapor carry under fraction,
coefficients of third order polynomial for SEP car-
ryunder fraction
reference water level for SEP carry under fraction.
cu = cu0 * (acuO + acul * R + acu2 * R 2 + acu3 * R3),
R=alev/alevcu.
steam dome wall condensation heat transfer coeffi-
cient (W/oC)
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ilevel number of points in water level-steam volume table
(max. 20)
alevel(i) array of water level
volstm(i) array of correspoding steam volume
adc downcomer area of one recirc. loop,
alp area of lower plenum,
afcv flow area of flow control valve,
aldc lower downcomer area of one recirc. loop,
dldc lower downcomer hydraulic diameter,
xlidc lower downcomer length,
ajet total jet pump area in one loop,
djet jet pump hydraulic diameter,
xljet jet pump length,
xijet jet pump inertia,
arc recirc. pipe area,
drc recirc. pipe hydraulic diameter,
xlrc recirc. pipe length,
xirc recirc. loop inertia,
xkrc recirc. loop loss coefficient,
as total jet pump suction area in one loop,
xksf jet pump suction forward loss coefficient,
xksr jet pump suction reverse loss coefficient,
an total jet pump nozzle area in one loop,
xknf jet pump nozzle forward loss coefficient,
xknr jet pump nozzle loss coefficient for reverse suction
flow,
ad total jet pump diffuser area in one loop,
xkdf jet pump diffuser forward loss coefficient,
xkdr jet pump diffuser reverse loss coefficient,
iptype type of recirc. pump,(=0 variable speed, =1 constant
speed)
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tmh, omgh
tml, omgl
hr
omgr
tr
qr
xircp
rpump
aO - a3
bO - b3
rated torque and speed at high speed operation,
rated torque and speed at low speed opera-
tion, (for iptype=0, tml=tmh, omgl=omgh) [omgh,
omgl: (rpm)]
rated pump head (m),
rated pump speed (rpm),
rated pump torque (N-m),
rated pump volumetric flow rate (m 3/sec),
recirc. pump inertia (kg - m 2 ),
recirc. pump frictional loss factor (N-m/rpm),
coefficients of dimensionless head curve:
h/a 2 = aO + al * (v/a) + a2 * (v/a)2 + a3 * (v/a)3 ,
coefficients of dimensionless torque curve:
b/a 2 = bO + bl * (v/a) + b2 * (v/a)2 + b3 * (v/a)3 ,
where h=pump head/rated head, b=pump
torque/rated torque, a=pump speed/rated speed,
v=pump flow/rated flow (volumetric flow rate).
suppression pool pressure,
condenser pressure,
turbine inlet pressure,
volume of the ith steamline node,
length of the ith steamline node,
flow area of the steamline,
hydraulic diameter of the steamline,
flow area of the turbine bypass line,
hydraulic diameter of the turbine bypass line,
flow area of venturi tube at steam dome exit,
form loss coefficient from steam dome to steamline,
form loss coefficient at the outlet of the ith steamline
node,
psp
pcd
ptb
vstmln(i)
lstmln(i)
astmln
dstmln
abpln
dbpln
aventu
formsd
form(i)
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asrv flow area of safety refief valve when fully opened,
amsiv flow area of MSIV when fully opened,
cvmsiv valve coefficient of MSIV,
atbv flow area of turbine bypass valve when fully opened,
atcv flow area of turbine control valve when fully opened,
cpsrv capacity of safety relief valve as fraction of rated
steam flow rate,
cptbv capacity of turbine bypass valve as fraction of rated
steam flow rate,
qrl, qr2 fractions of power generated in channel 1 and 2,
qal(1),..., qal(ncl) channel 1 normalized axial power shape,
qa2(1),..., qa2(nc2) channel 2 normalized axial power shape,
beta(i) delay neutron fraction of ith precursor group,
decay(i) decay constant of ith precursor group,
prompt prompt neutron life time.
tfcoe0 - tfcoe3 coefficients of the third order polynomial of fuel temp.
feedback reactivity,
vcoe0 - vcoe3 coefficients of the third order polynomial of coolant
void feedback reactivity,
tmcoe0 - tmcoe3 coefficients of the third order polynomial of coolant
temp. feedback reactivity.
nrodl No. of fuel rod in channel 1,
rwl rod outside radius in channel 1,
thiccl cladding thickness in channel 1,
thicgl gap thickness in channel 1,
nrod2 No. of fuel rod in channel 2,
rw2 rod outside radius in channel 2,
thicc2 cladding thickness in channel 2,
thicg2 gap thickness in channel 2.
Parameters of pressure controller
biasl load demand bias
biasbp bypass bias
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Transient pressure setpoint adjuster
gpsadj gain
taulps lead time constant
tau2ps lag time constant
psadjm max. pressure setpoint adjustment
Pressure signal compansator
gpr gain
taulpr lead time constant
tau2pr lag time constant
Pressure controller
gpc gain
taulpc lead time constant
tau2pc lag time constant
Parameters of level controller
Level signal compansator
gl gain
taull lead time constant
tau21 lag time constant
Flow mismatch signal compansator
gfm gain
taulfm lead time constant
tau2fm lag time constant
total level error signal compansator
gle gain
taulle lead time constant
tau2le lag time constant
Level controller
gplc proportional gain
gdlc differential gain
gilc integral gain
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Recirc. flow controller parameters
Load demand error signal compansator
gld gain
taulld lead time co]
tau2ld lag time con:
Master controller
gpmc proportional
gdmc differential g
gimc integral gain
Neutronic power signal compansator
gnp gain
taulnp lead time co]
tau2np lag time con:
Recirc. flow controller
gpfc proportional
gdfc differential g
gifc integral gain
Constants of 2nd order acutators Y/X
Feedwater system
frqfw natural freqt
dampfw damping con
urfw max. speed
Control valve
frqcv natural frequ
dampcv damping con
urcv max. speed
Bypass valve
frqbv natural frequ
dampbv damping con
urbv max. speed
= frq/(s2 + damp * s + frq)
lency constant
Lstant
(1/sec)
lency constant
stant
(1/sec)
lency constant
stant
(1/sec)
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L
nstant
stant
gain
ain
nstant
stant
gain
ain
Recirc.flow actuator
frqfc natural frequency constan
dampfc damping constant
urfc max. speed (1/sec)
Tables convert controller output to actuator demand
feedwater system
ilcfw No. of data pair [ < 10]
ulct(i) array of level controller ot
ufwt (i) array of correspoding feed
Control valve
icy No. of data pair [ < 10]
ucvt(i) array of CV flow demand
dcvt(i) array of correspoding CV
Bypass valve
ibv No. of data pair [ < 10]
ubvt(i) array of BV flow demand
dbvt(i) array of correspoding BV
Recirc. flow sytem
ifc No. of data pair [ < 10]
ufct(i) array of recirc. flow contr
dfct(i) array of correspoding recil
SRV parameters
isrv No. of SRV bank [ < 10]
fsrv(i) cummulative fraction of it
pso(i) open setpoint of ith SRV
psc(i) close setpoint of ith SRV
ursrv max. sDeed of SRV (1/sec
ltput
water demand
position demand
position demand
oller output
rc. flow demand
h SRV
)
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t
I
.. .. J-r .. . .. . - I --
Forcing function sets: value array, time array, array size (max. 500)
ftm, tftm, nftm recirc. motor torque as fraction of rated torque (enter
1.,0.,1 when iptype=1),
fcv, tfcv, nfcv flow control valve openning (0 - 1.), (enter 1.,0.,1
when iptype=0)
ipsl, tipsl, nipsl pump 1 status, (ipsl=0 trip, 1 hi speed, 2 lo speed)
ips2, tips2, nips2 pump 2 status.
rt, trt, irt external reactivity,
hfwt, thfw, ihfw feedwater inlet enthalpy,
alsett, tlset, ilset water level set point,
psett, tpset, ipset pressure set point.
dload, tdload, idload load demand,
MSIV and TCV fast closure settings
tmsiv time at which MSIV closes,
rmsiv MSIV closing rate (1/sec).
tcvtp time at which TCV trips,
rcvtp TCV fast closing rate (1/sec).
D.3 Output Description
The results of SIMBA calculations are printed to files SIMBA.OUT and SIMBA.PL1
to SIMBA.PL7. All output parameters are in SI unit, except for the pump speed
(rpm) and reactivity (dollar). SIMBA.OUT contains a copy of input values and a
page of summary of system condition at the end of each output interval. Table D.1
shows an example of the output page.
SIMBA.PL1 to SIMBA.PL7 contain system parameters in columns. These files
can be used by a plotting software for visualizing data trends. SIMBA.PL1 con-
tains reactor pressure, steam dome water level, thermal power, normalized thermal
power, normalized fission power, feedwater flow, steam flow, and external, Doppler,
void, and moderator temperature reactivities. SIMBA.PL2 contains upper and lower
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Table D.1: Example of SIMBA output file
1---------------------------------------------------------
0 Time: 2.0000
0 Pressure: .6805E+07
0 Power: .1766E+10
0 Level: .7527E+00
0 Norm. Th. P .6253E+00 Norm. Neutron P .6250E+00
0 FW flow rate .9102E+03 Steam flow rate .9135E+03
0 JET1 Flow .2132E+04 JET2 Flow .2132E+04
0 RC 1 Flow .4165E+03 RC 2 Flow .4165E+03
0 RCP 1 Speed .1691E+04 RCP 2 Speed .1691E+04
0 FCV i Pos. .1093E+00 FCV 2 Pos. .1093E+00
0 LP Flow .4265E+04 UP Flow .4259E+04
0 Ch 1 IN Flow .4265E+04 CH 1 OUT Flow .4250E+04
0 Turbine Flow .9136E+03 TCV Position .4114E+00
0 Turb.BP Flow .O000E+00 TBV Position .O000E+00
0 SRV Flow .O000E+00 SRV Position .O000E+00
0 CH 1 Boil B. .7620E+00 CH 1 Transp.T. .5116E+01
0 CH 2 Boil B. .O000E+00 CH 2 Transp.T. .0000E+00
0 UP/SS Transp.Time .4396E+01
0 CH 1 Inlet H .1166E+07 CH 1 Subcool H .9256E+05
plenum flow rates, and the inlet and outlet flow rates of core channels. SIMBA.PL3
and SIMBA.PL4 list the node average void fractions of core channels. SIMBA.PL5
gives the flow rate of jet pumps and recirculation lines, recirculation pump speeds,
and flow control valve positions. SIMBA.PL6 contains the flow rates and valve posi-
tions of TCV, TBV, and SRV. SIMBA.PL7 contains the boiling boundaries and fluid
transport times of core channels.
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Appendix E
Post-Processor
A post-processor is used to calculate decay ratio, real part of eigenvalue , and os-
cillation period from the response of system parameters. This post-processor is the
FORTRAN program POST. POST reads in data pairs of time (independent vari-
able) and system parameter (dependent variable). The peaks and valleys of the
system parameter are identified. The time separation between two adjacent peaks
is the estimated oscillation period. The decay ratio and real part of eigenvalue are
given by
DR = Y2 - Ymin 2
-Y - Ymin '
and
real 2 I (Y 2 - Ymin In (DR)
T Y1 - YminJ T
where Y1, Y2, and Ymin are adjacent peak and valley values, and T is the oscillation
periods. The mean value of the system parameter between the two peaks is estimated
as
Yean Y2 - DR Y for DR 0 1.1- DR
The values calculated above are instantaneous values. Average values are cal-
culated using a moving window of five data points. The source program of POST
is filed with the department. The input file of the POST program is POST.DAT.
POST.DAT specifies the data file containing system response in columns, the lines
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Table E.1: Example of POST.DAT
* datfil
simba.pl1
* nskip,ncolx,ncoly
2 1 6
to be skipped before reading data, and the column numbers of the independent and
dependent variables. POST.OUT is the output file of the POST program, and is
self-explanatory. Table E.1 shows an example of POST.DAT.
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Appendix F
Input Files for Validation
Calculations
F.1 Kuosheng Recirculation Pump Trip Transient
c Title(A80)
Kuosheng BWR/6 , 2 channels, 5 cells, dt=O.l sec.
c nch,ncl,nc2
2 5 5
c ttol,dtmax,dtstm,dtout,dtplt,idtsw
30. 0.1 0.1 2. 0.1
c pini,fq,fwcore,alev,hpfw,ncirc,nlow
6.80455e6 0.68 0.9916 0.75 0.827e6 0
c prate,qrate,wrate,alevr,hpfwr
6.89e6 2.8235294e9 10647.0 0.75 0.827e6
c vol(i),area(i),xl(i),dh(i),dz(i),xk(i),theta(i)
19.8515
8.2805
8.2805
8.4319
9.2030
16.7077
3.1877
3.1877
3.1877
1.9691 0.6175
3.4062 1.0244
4.4592 1.0244
4.5997 0.1524
5.2974 0.2594
2.1488 4.5458
0.3810 0.0136
0.3810 0.0136
0.3810 0.0136
-1.9691
-3.4062
-4.4592
4.5997
1.9065
2.1488
0.3810
0.3810
0.3810
0
1
Ei=l,ncl+nc2+63
0. -90.
0. -90.
0. -90.
60.0 90.
20.9 90.
1.37 90.
0.2 90.
0.2 90.
0.2 90.
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c ...
37.1218
28.2050
59.1534
32.2832
93.7286
38.3846
2.58674
2.58674
2.58674
2.58674 3.1877 0.3810 0.0136 0.3810 0.2 90.
2.58674 3.1877 0.3810 0.0136 0.3810 1.2 90.
2.58674 3.1877 0.3810 0.0136 0.3810 0.2 90.
2.58674 3.1877 0.3810 0.0136 0.3810 0.2 90.
2.58674 3.1877 0.3810 0.0136 0.3810 0.2 90.
2.58674 3.1877 0.3810 0.0136 0.3810 0.2 90.
2.58674 3.1877 0.3810 0.0136 0.3810 1.2 90.
c xk(nj),theta(nj) [only when nch=2]
20.9 90.
c sepi0,sepil,sepi2
70. 1.357 6.516
c cuO,acuO,acul,acu2,acu3,alevcu,uawsd
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.75 2e7
c ilevel
4
c alevel(i),i=l,ilevel
0. 2.6306 4.8912 7.9011
c volstm(i),i=1,ilevel
142.0145 102.5739 50.4676 0.0
c adc,alp,afcv
2.0702 9.2030 0.0535
c aldc,dldc,xlldc
1.1321 1.0244 4.4592
c ajet,djet,xljet,xijet
0.9381 0.0690 4.4592 4.7534
c arc,drc,xlrc,xirc,xkrc
0.1669 0.0980 23.4788 140.6760 0.0
c as,xksf,xkfr
0.2042 0.000 25.0
c an,xknf,xknr
0.0411 0.0 0.0
c ad,xkdf,xkdr
0.9318 0. 1.0
c iptype,tmh,omgh,tml,omgl
1 24811.14 1691 4822.29 445
c hr,omgr,tr,qr,xircp,rpump
268.224 1780 24811.14 2.0668 671.9351 2.67e-3
c aO,al,a2,a3
1.3623 -0.2563 0.2218 -0.3203
c bO,bl,b2,b3
0.003 0.25043 2.1948 -1.4347
c psp,pcd,ptb
1.013e5 6.76e3 6.4e6
c vstmln(i),i=1,7
10.23 10.23 32.04 25.83 22.12 25.17 16.19
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c istmln(i),i=1,7
7.39 7.39 3.50 2.02 8.69 8.81 6.71
c astmln,dstmln,abpln,dbpln,aventu,formsd
0.9423 0.5477 0.4366 0.5182 0.9423 0.81
c form(6),i=1,6
0.4 0.4 0.334 0.167 0.167 2.6
c asrv,cvsrv,amsiv,cvmsiv,atbv,cvtbv
0.4209 28.5 0.9423 1.725 0.065 3.0
c atcv,cvtcv,cpsrv,cptbv,frtcvr
0.5767 0. 1.13 0.35
c qrl,qr2
0.5 0.5
c qal(1),qal(2),...,qal(ncl)
0.125 0.275 0.3 0.225 0.075
c qa2(1),qa2(2),...,qa2(nc2) [only when nch=2]
0.125 0.275 0.3 0.225 0.075
c beta(1),beta(2),beta(3),beta(4),beta(5),beta(6)
.247e-3 1.3845e-3 1.2222e-3 2.6455e-3 .832e-3 .169e-3
c decay(1),decay(2),decay(3),,decay(5) ,decay(6),prompt
0.0127 0.0317 0.115 0.311 1.4 3.87 2.e-5
c tfcoe0,tfcoel,tfcoe2,tfcoe3
3.5538 -7.0105e-3 8.5388e-7 0.
c vcoeO,vcoel,vcoe2,vcoe3
0. -18.777 0. 0.
c tmcoe0,tmcoel,tmcoe2,tmcoe3
0. 0. 0. 0.
c nrodl,rwl,thiccl,thicgl
19344 6.15e-3 0.813e-3 0.137e-3
c nrod2,rw2,thicc2,thicg2 [only when nch=2]
19344 6.15e-3 0.813e-3 0.137e-3
c gpsadj,taulps,tau2ps,psadjm
2.0e4 0. 25. 2.75e5
c gpr,taulpr,tau2pr
1. 2.0 5.0
c gpc,taulpc,tau2pc,biasl,biasbp
9.0000e-7 2. 5.0 0.09 0.018
c gl,taull,tau2l,gfm,taulfm,tau2fm
0.5 0.0 0.1 0.36 0. 0.01
c gle,taulle,tau2le,gplc,gdlc,gilc
1. 1. 0.25 4.2 0. 0.07
c gld,taulld,tau2ld,gpmc,gdmc,gimc
1. 0. 0.0 0.5882 0. 0.147
c gnp,taulnp,tau2np,gpfc,gdfc,gifc
1 0. 4.0 0.0 0. 0.0
c frqfw,dampfw,urfw,frqcv,dampcv,urcv
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1.0 1.4 0.5 2.0
c frqbv,dampbv,urbv,frqfc,dampfc,urfc,ursrv
7.564 5.498 1.75 2.0
c ilcfw,icv,ibv,ifc,isrv
2 2 3 2
2.6
1.2
0.14
0.2 1.0
ulct(1),...,ulct(ilcfw)
1.1
ufwt(1),... ,ufwt(ilcfw)
1.0
ucvt(1),...,ucvt(icv)
1.5
dcvt(1),...,dcvt(icv)
1.0
ubvt(1),...,ubvt(ibv)
0.35 1.0
dbvt(1),...,dcbt(ibv)
0.99 1.0
ufct(1),... ,ufct(ifc)
1.75
dfct(1), ... ,dfct(ifc)
1.0
fsrv(1),...,fsrv(isrv)
2537 0.5669 1.0
pso(1),...,pso(isrv)
6049e6 7.6738e6 7.7i
psc(1),...,psc(isrv)
4672e6 7.5361e6 7.6(
nftm,nfcv,nips1,nips2
427e6
)50e6
ftm(1),...,ftm(nftm)
tftm(1),...,tftm(nftm)
fcv(1),...,fcv(nfcv)
tfcv(1),...,tfcv(nfcv)
ipsl(1),... ,ipsl(nipsl)
tipsl(1),...,tipsl(nipsl)
0
5.8
ips2(1),...,ips2(nips2)
tips2(1),...,tips2(nips2)
5.8
irt,ihfw,ilset,ipset,idload
0 0
rt(1),..., rt(irt)
trt(1),... ,trt(iqt)
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
nftm > 0]
nftm > 01
nfcv > 0]
nfcv > 0]
nipsi > 03
nipsi > 01
[if nips2
[if nips2
0
[if
[if
> 0]
> 0]
irt >
irt >
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c hfwt(1),...,hfwt(ihfw)
c thfw(1l),...,thfw(ihfw)
c alsett(1l),...,alsett(ilset)
c tlset(1),...,tlset(ilset)
c psett(1),...,psett(ipset)
c tpset(1l),...,tpset(ipset)
c dload(1),... ,dload(idload)
c tdload(1),...,tdload(idload)
c tmsiv,rmsiv,tcvtp,rcvtp
1.0e7 0.25 1.Oe7
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
ihfw > 0]
ihfw > 01
ilset > 0]
ilset > 01
ipset > 01
ipset > 01
idload > 01
idload > 0]
10.0
F.2 Peach Bottom-2 Turbine Trip Test TT1
c Title (A80)
Peach Bottom-2 ttl, 1 channel x 12 cells + 1 bypass x 1 cell, dt=O.001 s.
c nch,ncl,nc2
2 12 1
c ttol,dtmax,dtstm,dtout,dtplt,idtsw
50. 0.001 0.1 2. 0.1
c pini,fq,fwcore,alev,hpfw,ncirc,nlow
6.835e6 0.474 0.988 1.5 0.75e6
c prate,qrate,wrate,alevr,hpfwr
7.033e6 3293e6 12915.0 1.5 0.8185e6
c vol(i),area(i),xl(i),dh(i),dz(i),xk(i),theta(i)
0
0 0
c ... ...
30.285 12.31
30.285 12.31
101.65 12.31
35.93 3.93
59.87 10.76
32.77 19.20
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.33 7.66
2.4360
2.4360
4.9220
4.5720
5.4943
1.7075
0.3048
0.3048
0.3048
0.3048
0.3048
0.3048
0.3048
0.3048
0.3048
0.3675
0.3675
0.3675
0.1541
0.0502
0.0099
0.01473
0.01473
0.01473
0.01473
0.01473
0.01473
0.01473
0.01473
0.01473
[i=l,ncl+nc2+6]
-2.4360 0.0 -90.
-2.4360 0.0 -90.
-4.9220 0. -90.
4.572 0.648 90.
2.3470 28.9 90.
1.7075 1. 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
0.3048 0.478 90.
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2.33 7.66 0.3048 0.01473 0.3048 0.478 90.
2.33 7.66 0.3048 0.01473 0.3048 0.478 90.
2.33 7.66 0.3048 0.01473 0.3048 2.038 90.
11.92 3.26 3.6576 0.03204 3.6576 412.3 90.
c xk(nj),theta(nj) [only when nch=2]
400.0 90.
c sepi0,sepil,sepi2
120. 1.357 6.516
c cuO,acuO,acul,acu2,acu3,alevcu,uawsd
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.5 2e7
c ilevel
3
c alevel(i),i=l,ilevel
0. 2.4892 8.2652
c volstm(i),i=l,ilevel
230.66 178.34 0.
c adc,alp,afcv
6.155 5.38 0.375
c aldc,dldc,xlldc
4.325 0.3675 4.922
c ajet,djet,xljet,xijet
1.83 0.01183 4.922 2.69
c arc,drc,xlrc,xirc,xkrc
0.37 0.6795 28.3234 63.9 0.0
c as,xksf,xkfr
0.20823 0.485 25.0
c an,xknf,xknr
0.03934 0.1 1.0
c ad,xkdf,xkdr
1.83 0.875 1.0
c iptype,tmh,omgh,tml,omgl
0 30512.8 1668 30512.8 1668
c hr,omgr,tr,qr,xircp,rpump
218.4 1668 30512.8 2.852 2028.66 2.67e-3
c aO,al,a2,a3
1.4356 -0.28 9.8505e-2 -0.2541
c bO,bl,b2,b3
0.44487 0.84826 -0.26157 -3.1554e-2
c psp,pcd,ptb
1.013e5 6.76e3 6.2e6
c vstmln(i),i=1,7
29.91 11.28 26.77 36.65 27.74 34.11 6.0
c lstmln(i),i=1,7
14.79 6.24 5.45 0.7 0.69 0.84 1.5
c astmln,dstmln,abpln,dbpln,aventu,formsd
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1.18 0.618 0.28 0.37075 1.18 0.73
c form(6),i=1,6
1.5375 1.725 0.334 0.167 0.167 2.072
c asrv,cvsrv,amsiv,cvmsiv,atbv,cvtbv
0.2371 1.0 1.18 1.725 0.06274 2.28
c atcv,cvtcv,cpsrv,cptbv,frtcvr
1.18 1.688 1.13 0.262
c qrl,qr2
1.0 0.
c qal(l),qal(2),...,qal(ncl)
0.0395 0.0580 0.0681 0.0765 0.0866 0.1008
0.1008 0.1176 0.1168 0.1076 0.0840 0.0437
c qa2(1),qa2(2),...,qa2(nc2) [only when nch=2]
0.0
c beta(1),beta(2),beta(3),beta(4),beta(5),beta(6)
.2075e-3 1.1629e-3 1.0266e-3 2.2222e-3 0.6988e-3 0.1420e-3
c decay(1),decay(2) ay(3),decay(4),decay(5),decay(6),prompt
0.0127 0.0317 0.115 0.311 1.4 3.87 4.015e-5
c tfcoe0,tfcoel,tfcoe2,tfcoe3
0. -4.03e-3 0. 0.
c vcoeO,vcoel,vcoe2,vcoe3
0. -8.6 0. 0.
c tmcoe0,tmcoel,tmcoe2,tmcoe3
0. -4.94e-2 0. 0.
c nrodl,rwl,thiccl,thicgl
40064 7.15e-3 0.94e-3 0.1524e-3
c nrod2,rw2,thicc2,thicg2 [only when nch=2]
0 7.15e-3 0.94e-3 0.1524e-3
c gpsadj,taulps,tau2ps,psadjm
2.0e4 0. 25. 2.75e5
c gpr,taulpr,tau2pr
1. 2.0 5.0
c gpc,taulpc,tau2pc,biasl,biasbp
3.0000e-6 2. 5.0 0.09 0.018
c gl,taull,tau2l,gfm,taulfm,tau2fm
0.5 0.0 0.1 0.36 0. 0.01
c gle,taulle,tau2le,gplc,gdlc,gilc
1. 1. 0.25 4.2 0. 0.07
c gld,taulld,tau2ld,gpmc,gdmc,gimc
1. 0. 0.0 0.5882 0. 0.147
c gnp,taulnp,tau2np,gpfc,gdfc,gifc
1. 0. 0.0 0.4 0. 0.2
c frqfw,dampfw,urfw,frqcv,dampcv,urcv
1.0 1.4 1.0 2.0 2.6 0.14
c frqbv,dampbv,urbv,frqfc,dampfc,urfc,ursrv
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37.564 0.498 1.3
c ilcfw,icv,ibv,ifc,isrv
2
c ulct(1)
0.
c ufwt(1)
0.
c ucvt(1)
0.
c dcvt(1)
0.
c ubvt(1)
0.
c dbvt(1)
0.
c ufct(1)
0.
c dfct(1)
0.
c fsrv(1)
0.3077
c pso(1),
7.622e6
c psc(1),
7.5476e6
0.2
2 3
,...,ulct(ilcfw)
1.15
,...,ufwt(ilcfw)
1.0
,...,ucvt(icv)
1.5
,...,dcvt(icv)
1.0
,...,ubvt(ibv)
0.262 1.0
,...,dcbt(ibv)
0.99 1.0
,...,ufct(ifc)
1.25
,...,dfct(ifc)
1.0
,...,fsrv(isrv)
0.6154 0.8462
...,pso(isrv)
7.6917e6 7.7614
...,psc(isrv)
7.6166e6 7.6855
1.0
8.6666e6e6
nftm,nfcv,nipsi,nips2
ftm(1),...,ftm(nftm)
tftm(1),...,tftm(nftm)
fcv(1),...,fcv(nfcv)
tfcv(1),...,tfcv(nfcv)
ips1(1),...,ipsl(nipsl)
tipsl(1),...,tipsl(nipsl)
ips2(1),...,ips2(nips2)
tips2(1),...,tips2(nips2)
irt,ihfw,ilset,ipset,idload
0 0
rt(1),... ,rt(irt)
trt(1),...,trt(iqt)
0. -0.024 -0.29
.82 0.99 1.028 1.207
hfwt(1),...,hfwt(ihfw)
thfw(1),... ,thfw(ihfw)
alsett(1),...,alsett(ilset)
tlset(1),...,tlset(ilset)
0
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
[if
2
[if
[if
-1.66
1.764
[if
[if
[if
[if
nftm
nftm
nf cv
nf cv
nipsi
nipsi
nips2
nips2
0]
0]
0]
0]
0]
0]
0]
0]
2
irt > 0]
irt > 0]
-14.325 -54.
2.51 3.94
ihfw > 0]
ihfw > 0]
ilset > 0]
ilset > 0]
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e6 8.5818e6
2.0 1.2 5.0
c psett(1),...,psett(ipset)
c tpset(l),...,tpset(ipset)
6.835e6 6.25e6
15.0 50.0
c dload(1),...,dload(idload)
c tdload(1),...,tdload(idload)
0.474 -0.09
0.72 0.72
c tmsiv,rmsiv,tcvtp,rcvtp
1.0e7 0.25 0.41
[if ipset > 0]
[if ipset > 01
[if idload > 0)
[if idload > 0]
10.0
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